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F O U R T E E H T H  A H N U A L  C O H H E K C E M E N T  
SATURDAY AKD SUKDAY 
JUME 14-15, 1997 
C O U S S O U L I S  A R E N A  
CALIFORKIA STATE UKIYERSITY, 
SAH BERHARDiHO 
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Assistant Professor of Biology 
Thomas Tlmmreck 
Professor of Health Science 
STUDEMT HARSHALS 
Dorothy Chen 
Assistant Professor of Health Science 
David Maynard 
Assistant Professor of Chemsitry 
Mary Molle 
Assistant Professor of Nursing 
Douglas Smith 
Assistant Professor of Chemistry 
FACULTY AHD STUDEHTS 
PLATFURH PARTY 
UNIVERSITY ADHINISTRATORS AND FACULTY 
Elizabeth Barfield 
Chair, Nursing Department 
Department of Nursing 
Klaus Brasch 
Dean, School of Natural Sciences 
School of Natural Sciences 
O R D E R  O F  P R O C E S S I O H  
John Craig 
Chair, Department of Chemistry 
Leo Connolly 
Chair, Department of Physics 
Richard Eberst 
Chair, Department of Health Science 
Richard Fehn 
Acting Chair, Department of Biology 
W. Britt Leatham 
Acting Chair, Department of Geological Sciences 
Owen Murphy 
Chair Department of Computer Science 
Frank Rincon 
Vice President for Student Services 
Terry Rizzo 
Chair Department of Kinesiology and Physical 
Education 
ALUHNI ADYISDRY BOARD 
Sean Cain 
COHHENCEHENT SPEAKERS 
D. Steven Myering, MD 
Chairman, Department of Medicine, Parkview 
Community Hospital, Riverside, CA 
Masashi Kitazawa 
Outstanding Undergraduate Student 
OUTSTANDING ALUHNA 
Teri Germany 
B.A. Nursing 1990 
OUTSTANDING GRADUATE STUDENT 
Paula Joanne Estrada 
M.S. in Biology 
Javier Torner 
Associate Dean, Professor of Physics 
J. Paul Vicknair 
Chair Department of Mathematics 
CDHHUNITY LEADERS 
Jerry Devlin 
5th Ward Councilman, City of San Bernardino 
Betty Anderson 
6th Ward Councilwoman, City of San Beranrdino 
OUTSTANDING UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT 
Masashi Kitizawa 
B.S. in Chemistry 
PRESIDENT 
Anthony H. Evans 
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T H E  P R O G R A H  
Saturday, June 14, 1997 
1:00 p.m. 
PROCESSIOMAL 





Loren Filbeck, arr. William Adams, "91 
Sung by Carles Abraham 
INTR0DUCTI0K5 
Klaus Brasch 
Anthony H. Evans 
PRESEHTATiOM OF AWARDS 
GUTSTAMDING ALUHNI AWARD 
Terri Germany 
Nursing, 1990 
DUTSTAHDIHG PROFESSOR AWARD 
Terry Rizzo, Department of 
Kinesiology and Physical Education 
OUTSTANOIMG GRADUATE STUDEMT 








Dr. D. Steven Myering 
Chairman, Department of Medicine, Parkview 
Community Hospital 
RECOGNITION OF GRADUATES 
Anthony H. Evans 
President 
PRESENTATION AND INVESTITURE OF 
CANDIDATES 
Louis A. Fernandez 
CONFERRING OF DEGREES 
Anthony H. Evans 
CLOSING REMARKS 
Anthony H. Evans 
Klaus R. Brasch 
RECESSIONAL AND FANFARE 
Chamber Players 
The audience is requested to remain 
seated until the graduates, faculty and 
platform party have exited. 
2i^ 
N IC ^ School of Social and Behavioral Sciences 
O R D E R  O F  P R O C E S S I O N  
IV'-
PROCEEOmC TO LEFT SIDE OF PLATFORM 
Saturday, June ii,, 1997 
5:30 p.m. 
PROCEEOmC TO RIGHT SIDE OF PLATFORM 
BEARER OF THE HACE 
Robert Cramer 
Professor of Psychology 
FACUITY MARSHALS 
Parviz Ashegian 
Professor of Economics 
Charles Hoffman 
Professor of Psychology 
ALUHMI MARSHAL 
Robert Cramer 
Professor of Psychology 
Bearer of the Mace 
GRADUATE STUDEHT MARSHAL 
Clifford Paynton 





Lecturer in Social Work 
STUDEHTS 
Social Sciences AA.A. 
Criminal Justice M.A. 
Anthropology B.A. 
Economics B.A. 
Geography £ Environmental 
Studies B.A. 























J. Cordell Robinson 
Associate Vice President for 
Academic Personnel 
Judith M. Rymer 
Vice President for University 
Relations 




Associate Professor of 
Social Work 
Chair, Faculty Senate 
Cheryl Riggs 
Associate Professor of History 
ALUMHI MARSHAL 
Kenneth Shultz 
Assistant Professor of Psychology 
GRADUATE STUDEHT MARSHAL 
Melvin Hawkins 





Professor of Sociology 
STUDEHTS 
Social Work M.S.W. 
National Security 
Studies M.A. 
Psychology M.A. £ M.S. 
Criminal Justice B.A. 
History B.A. 
Human Development B.A. 
Social Sciences B.A. 














Chair, Social Work 
DUTSTAHDIHG ALUMHU 
Ruby Beale 






UHIYERSITY & SCHOOL 
AOMIHISTRATORS 
Elliott R. Barkan 
Assistant Dean 
John A. Conley 
Dean, School of Social and 
Behavioral Sciences 
William Aguilar 
Vice President for Information, 
Resources, and Technology 
CDMMEHCEMEHT SPEAKER 
Col. Edward J. Sheeran 
Ret. USAF 
Class of "67 
PRESIDEHT 
Anthony H. Evans 
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T H E  P R O G R A H  
Saturday, Tune 14, 1997 
5:30 p.m. 
PROCESSIOMAL 
Pomp and Circumstance 
Edward Elgar 
Jack Poster S Rave 
CONYEKIMG OF THE 31ST UNIVERSITY 
COHHENCEHENT, 2ND BY THE SCHOOL OF 
SOCIAL AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES 





arr. William Adams, "91 
Sung by William Cox, Class of 1990 
INTRODUCTIONS 
Anthony H. Evans 
President 
John A. Conley 
Dean, School of Social & Behavioral Sciences 
RECOGNITION OF FACULTY, GUESTS, AND 
ALUMNI 
Anthony H. Evans 
John A. Conley 
OUTSTANDING GRADUATE STUDENT 
Laura Davis 
OUTSTANDING UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT 
Gale Koch 
COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS 
Col. Edward J. Sheeran 
Ret. USAF 
Class of ^67 
SHORT MUSICAL INTERLUDE 
Danny Boy 
Jack Poster and Rave 
RECOGNITION OF GRADUATES 
Anthony H. Evans 
PRESENTATION AND INVESTITURE OF 
CANDIDATES 
Louis Fernandez 
CONFERRING OF DEGREES 
Anthony H. Evans 
CLOSING REMARKS 
Anthony H. Evans 
CONCLUDING ANNOUNCEMENTS AND 
RECESSIONAL 
Elliott R. Barkan 
When the Saints Come Marchin'In 
By Louis Armstrong 
Jack Poster and Rave 
The audience is requested to remain 
seated until the graduates, faculty, 
alumni, and platform party have 
exited. 
OUTSTANDING SCHOOL ALUMNUS 
Ruby Beale 
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School of Business and Public Administration 




Professor of Public Administration 
Sue Creenfeld 
Professor of Management 
Jeanne King 
Associate Professor of Management 
Lee Hanson 
Associate Professor of Management 
STUDEHT HARSHALS 
Mohamad Vaziri 
Professor of Finance 
Joan Kritzberg 
Professor of Management 
FACULTY, UHIYERSITY ADHINISTRATORS 
AND STUDENTS 
O R D E R  O F  P R O C E S S I O M  
Barry Knight 
Master of Business Administration 
Program Director, 
Professor of Accounting 
Pamela Langford 
Director, Alumni Affairs 
and Annual Giving 
Jack McDonnell 
Associate Dean and 
Professor of Management Science 
Steven M. Mintz 
Dean of the School of Business 
and Public Administration 
CALIFORNIA STATE ASSEMDLY 
Joe Baca 
SAN DERNARDIND BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 
The Hon. Larry Walker 
SAN BERNARDINO CITY COUNCIL 
The Hon. David Oberhelman 
PLATFORH PARH 
David Bellis 
Master of Public Administration 
Program Director, 
Professor of Public Administration 
David DeMauro BUSINESS PARTNERS 
Vice President for Administration and Finance Gary Christenson 
Louis A. Fernandez 
Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Elizabeth Fields 
SBPA Director of Development 
and Alumni Relations 









B.A. Marketing 1990 
COMHENCEHENT SPEAKER 
Gerald A. Fawcett 
B.A. Business Administration 
President and Chief Operating Officer 
Kaiser Ventures Inc. 
UNIVERSITY DISTINGUISHED ALUHNUS 
James N. Kennedy 
B.A. Business Administration 1972 
M.B.A. 1977 
Kennedy and Kennedy 
OUTSTANDING GRADUATE STUDENT 
Kristi Manclow 
Master of Business Administration 
OUTSTANDING UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT 
Cindy Ashley-Navaroli 
B.S. in Administration with a concentration in 
Accounting 
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND PUBLIC 
ADMINISTRATION MARSHAL 
Eldon C. Lewis 
Professor of Accounting 
PRESIDENT 
Anthony H. Evans 
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T H E  P R O G R A H  
Sunday, June 15,1997 
9:00 a.m. 
PROCESSIONAL 
Pomp and Circumstance 
CSUSB Symphonic Band 
Rob Dunham, Director 
CONYENING OF THE THIRTY-FIRST 
COMMEHCEHENT 




arr. William Adams, '91 
Sung by Julie Day 
INTRODUCTIONS 
Anthony H. Evans 
President 
ADDRESS 
PRESENTATION OF AWARDS 
Anthony H. Evans 
UNIYERSITY DISTINGUISHED ALUHNUS 
James N. Kennedy 





INTRODUCTION OF DEPARTHENT 
CHAIRS AND PROGRAH DIRECTORS 
Steven AA. AAintz 
ADDRESS 
Introduction by Anthony H. Evans 
Gerald A. Fawcett 
RECOGNITION OF GRADUATES 
Anthony H. Evans 
PRESENTATION AND INYESTITURE 
OF CANDIDATES 
Louis A. Fernandez 
CONFERRING OF DEGREES 
Anthony H. Evans 
CLOSING REHARKS 
Anthony H. Evans 
The audience is requested to remain 
seated until the graduates, faculty and 
platform party have exited. 
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School of Humanities 
O R D E R  O F  P R O C E S S I O N  




Amanda Sue Rudisill 
Professor of Theatre Arts 
Ronald Barnes 
Professor of Theatre Arts 
Risa Dickson 
Assistant Professor of Communication Studies 
Antoineta Callegos-Ruiz 
Associate Professor of Foreign Languages 
Sandra Kamusikiri 
Associate Professor of English 
James Radomskl 
Assistant Professor of Music 
Tony Roy 
Assistant Professor of Philosophy 
William Warehall 
Professor of Art 






Chair, Department of Foreign Languages 
Louis Fernandez 
Vice President for Academic Affairs 
loren Filbeck 
Chair, Department of Music 
Susan Finsen 
Chair, Deparatment of Philosophy 
Beverly L. Hendricks 
Dean of School of Humanities 
Loralee MacPike 
Chair, Department of English 
Craig Monroe 
Chair, Department of Communication Studies 
Jerrold Pritchard 
Associate Vice President for Academic Programs 
Johnnie Ann Ralph 
University Librarian 
Peter Holliday 
Acting Chair, Department of Art 
Patrick Watkins 
Chair, Department of Theatre Arts 
Daniel Whitaker 
Coordinator of Liberal Studies 
UNIVERSITY ADVISORY BOARD 
Bruce Bartells 
Gloria Cutler 
OFFICE OF THE CHANCELLOR OF 
THE CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY 
Bernard Goldstein 
Trustee of the California State University 
COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER 
Edward White 
Professor of English 
OUTSTANDING ALUMNI 
Michael Tacchia 
B.A. Music 1976 
Michele Tacchia 
B.A. Music 1976 
OUTSTANDING GRADUATE STUDENT 
Heidi Barlow Lockhart 
Department of Communication Studies 
OUTSTANDING UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT 
Lucinda C. Smith 
Department of Liberal Studies 
PRESIDENT 
Anthony H. Evans 
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T H E  P R O G R A M  
Sunday, June 15,1997 
1:00 p.m. 
PROCESSIONAL 
Pomp and Circumstance 
CSUSB Symphonic Band 
Robert Dunham, Director 
CONVENING OF THE 31ST 
COHHENCEHENT 
Amanda Sue Rudisill 
School of Humanities Marshal 
WELCOHE 
Beverly L. Hendricks 
HUSIC 
Alma Mater 
Julie Day, Alumna, "96 
CSUSB Symphonic Band 
INTRODUCTIONS 
Anthony H. Evans 
President 
PRESENTATION OF AWARDS 
Beverly L. Hendricks 
DISTINGUISHED ALUHNI 
Michael Tacchia 
OUTSTANDING GRADUATE STUDENT 





Professor Edward White 
Professor of English 
RECOGNITION OF GRADUATES 





CONFERRING OF HJL DEGREES 
Anthony H. Evans 
STUDENT GREETINGS 
April Durham, Art 
Rachel Holbrook, Communication 
Studies 
Kirk VanderVies, English 
Clinia Sofi, Foreign Languages 
Lucinda C. Smith, Liberal Studies 
Larry McCoy, Music 





CONFERRING OF B.A. DEGREES 
Anthony H. Evans 
READERS 
Loralee MacPike 
Chair, Department of English 
Patrick Watkins 
Chair, Department of Theatre Arts 
CLOSING REHARKS 
Anthony H. Evans 
Beverly L. Hendricks 
RECESSIONAL 
LaBanda Nascente 
CSUSB Symphonic Band 
The audience is requested to remain 
seated until the graduates, faculty 
and platform party have exited. 
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Professor, Leadership, Curriculum & Instruction 
Joe Turpin 
Professor, Educational Policy & Research 
Robert London 
Assistant Professor, Learning, Literacy & Culture 
Susan Brotherton 
Assistant Professor, Educational Psychology & 
Counseling 
Alien Truell 
Assistant, Professor, Educational Psychology & 
Counseling 
Bonnie Brunkhorst 
Professor, Science, Mathematics & Technology 
Education 
Darleen Stoner 
Chair, Educational Policy & Research 
David 0. Stine 
Chair, Leadership, Curriculum & Instruction 
Todd Jennings 
Chair, Learning, Literacy & Culture 
Herbert Brunkhorst 
Chair, Science, Mathematics & Technology 
Education 
School of Education 
O R D E R  O F  P R O C E S S I O M  
PLATFORH PARTY 
UMIVERSITY ADMIMISTRATORS & FACULTY 
Billie C. Blair, 
Associate Dean of the School of Education 
Louis A. Fernandez 
Vice President for Academic Affairs 
SCHOOL OF EOUCATIOH PARTNERSHIP 
COUNCIL 
C. Keith Dolan, Professor Emeritus, 
CSUSB School of Education 
Harold Vollkommer 
Certified Recruitment Employment Director 
San Bernardino City Unified Schools 
Phyllis M. Fernlund 
Dean of the School of Education 
Jerrold Pritchard 
Associate Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Judith M. Rymer 
Vice President of University Relations 
Peter A. Wilson 
Dean of the Coachella Valley Campus 
UNIVERSITY ADVISORY BOARD 
Marion Black 
CSUSB Advisory Board Member 
OFFICE OF THE CHANCELLOR OF 
THE CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY 
Bernard Goldstein 
Trustee of the California State University 
CALIFORNIA STATE ASSEHBLY 
James L. Brulte 
Congressman, 31st District 
Joseph Baca 
Congressman, 62nd District 
FRIENDS OF THE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 
Clara B. McKinney 
Scholarship Donor 
COHNENCEHENT SPEAKER 
Dr. Ernest Garcia 
Former Dean of the School of Education 
GRAND HARSHAL 
David 0. Stine 




B.A. Sociology 1969 
M.A. Elementary Education 1975 
M.A. Education Administration 1976 
OUTSTANDING GRADUATE STUDENT 
Merrill D. "Doc" Heim 
Counseling & Guidance 
PRESIDENT 
Anthony H. Evans 
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T H E  P R O G R A M  
Sunday, June 15,1997 
5:30 p.m. 
PROCESSIOHAL 
Pomp and Circumstance 
Clifford Young, Jr. Jazz Quartet with 
Laura Young, Piano 
COMYEMIKG OF THE THIRTY-FIRST 
COHHENCEHENT 
David 0. Stine 
INTRODUCTIONS 
Anthony H. Evans 
President 
WELCOHE 
Phyllis M. Fernlund 
PRESENTATION OF AWARDS 
Phyllis M. Fernlund 
OUTSTANDING GRADUATE STUDENT 




Dr. Ernest Garcia 
Former Dean of the School of Education 
RECOGNITION OF GRADUATES 
Anthony H. Evans 
PRESENTATION AND INVESTITURE OF 
CANDIDATES 
Louis A. Fernandez 
CDNFERRING OF DEGREES 
Anthony H. Evans 
CLDSING REHARKS 
Anthony H. Evans 
RECESSIONAL AND FANFARE 
Clifford Young, Jr. Jazz Quartet with 
Laura Young, Piano 
The audience is requested to remain 
seated until the graduates, faculty, 
and platform party have exited. 
1 1  
H O T E S  
EHERGEMCIES 
Personnel from the Department of Public Safety are on duty 
to provide aid in the event of emergencies. In addition, an 
Emergency Medical Technician (EMI) will be available, sta­
tioned inside the Coussoulis Arena lobby. 
GIFTS AKD MEHORABILIA 
The Bookstore will be open on June 14 from 12:00 p.m. to 
6:00 p.m. On June 15, the Bookstore will be open from 8 
a.m. to 6:00 p.m. The Bookstore is located to the west of the 
former Creative Arts Building. Bookstore personnel also will 
be stationed at various locations around the 
Commencement site selling congratulatory bouquets of 
flowers and balloons. 
PHOTOGRAPHS 
Academic Affairs has arranged for a commercial photogra­
pher to take pictures of each graduate descending the 
stage. Proofs will be sent to each participant who has 
requested them. The photographer will also have an area 
set up outside the arena where they will photograph the 
graduates with their friends and families. 
Guests are asked to take photographs and video-tape 
recordings outside the arena where there will be several 
photo opportunities before and after the ceremony. 
PROCESSIOMAL 
The processional requires that all of the aisles remain clear 
so that the faculty, graduates and the platform party may 
enter the Commencement arena unimpeded. The audience 
is asked to remain in their seats and to cooperate with mar­
shals and ushers. 
PRESEKTATIGH OF THE GRADUATES 
As the graduates' names are read, the students will cross the 
stage. A professional photographer will photograph the 
graduates as they descend the stage. Order of procession: 
Master's degree candidates will be called first. The under­
graduates will follow. 
RECESSiOHAL 
The Recessional requires the cooperation of both graduates 
and audience. To enable the Recessional line to keep mov­
ing and to avoid a major congestion problem, the audience 
is asked to remain seated until all graduates have left the 
seating area. The graduates will follow the faculty and the 
platform party to the area where they assembled at which 
time they will disperse. 
REFRESHHEHTS AMD ALUHNI GIFTS 
The CSUSB Alumni Association is selling cold drinks near 
Coussoulis Arena. Proceeds support the Alumni Association 
Scholars Fund which provides scholarship awards to deserv­
ing students. Guests looking for the perfect way to say 
"Congratulations!" to their graduate also will find attrac­
tively wrapped alumni gifts at the Alumni Association tent. 
Class of "97 grads are encouraged to stop by for a compli­
mentary CSUSB alumni decal. 
RESTRDDHS 
There are restrooms in the Coussoulis Arena and in the old 
PE building adjacent to the arena. 
SHDKIMG 
No smoking is permitted inside the Coussoulis Arena. 
TELEPHDMES 
Telephones are available for your use on the south side of 
Pfau Library, inside the Lower Commons, the first floor of 
University Hall and between the Commons and the Student 
Union. 
THE UMIVERSITY HACE 
The university mace is a ceremonial symbol of authority 
carried in academic processions at commencements and 
convocations. Originating in the Middle Ages, it once was a 
formidable weapon, held ready to protect the person of 
dignity. 
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N O T E S  
The university mace was designed and fashioned by Mark 
Petherbridge, B.A., Art, 1985, with technical supervision 
from Roger Lintault, professor of art. The head of the mace, 
cast in silicon bronze through the traditional lost wax 
process, bears the logotype of the university on the crest, 
surrounded by symbols of education. The shaft is con­
structed of rosewood, chosen for its rich color, and trimmed 
with laminated maple strips. The mace, including the 
bronze tip, is approximately 27 inches long. 
THE ACADEHIC DRESS 
Academic ceremonies with their gowns, mortarboards, tas­
sels, hoods and maces are colorful traditions handed down 
from European universities of the Middle Ages. The first 
organized institutions of learning took form during the 
twelfth and thirteenth centuries, generally under the juris­
diction of the church. Academic regalia, as we know it 
today, has evolved from the robes, hoods and caps worn 
mainly for warmth in unheated buildings by the clerics, 
monks and priests who were the first students. 
United States universities now have standardized the acade­
mic regalia so that its features are common throughout the 
country. The gown is ordinarily black for academic degrees. 
The pattern of the sleeves varies with the degree held: 
pointed sleeves for the bachelor's degree, short sleeves for 
the master's degree and round full sleeves for the doctor's 
degree. The bachelor's and master's gowns have no trim­
mings. The doctor's gown is faced down the front with 
black velvet and three bars of the same material across the 
sleeves. The color of the velvet on the sleeves also could be 
the color of the subject in which the degree was earned. 
The hood usually is not worn for the bachelor's degree. 
The master's hood is shorter and lacks the panels of the 
doctor's hood. The silk lining of the hood bears the colors 
of the institution from which the individual was graduated. 
The velvet binding or edging of the hood designates the 
academic major in which the wearer has taken his or her 
degree. 
FIELDS DF STUDY FOR THE HASTERS DECREES OFFERED AT CSUSB; 
Biology 
Business Administration 





Health Services Administration 
Interdisciplinary Studies 
Mathematics 






















Traditional color trimmings for a doctor's hood include: 
Doctor of Business Drab 
Doctor of Education Light Blue 
Doctor of Fine Arts Brown 
Doctor of Music Pink 
Doctor of Philosophy Dark Blue 
HOMORS 
Class of 1997: Students eligible to participate in the 1997 
Commencement ceremony are the December 1996 and March 
1997 graduates and the June, September and December 1997 
candidates for degrees. Graduation with Honors: Honors at 
graduation are awarded to undergraduate students in three 
classifications based upon all courses taken at California 
State University, San Bernardino and other institutions of 
higher learning. The minimum grade-point averages for 
recognition are: Honors, 3.5; High Honors, 3.75; and 
Highest Honors, 3.9. June and September 1997 candidates 
for degrees are listed with honors as based upon their 
grade-point averages at the conclusion of the winter quar­
ter. Departmental honors awarded by the student's major 
department are indicated by a A symbol. 
Phi Kappa Phi: In recognition of outstanding academic 
achievement, students graduating in the top 10 percent of 
their class are invited to join The Honor Society of Phi Kappa 
Phi. This national honorary society recognizes and encour-
1 3  
N O T E S  
ages superior scholarship in all academic disciplines. 
Membership in The Honor Society of Phi Kappa Phi is indi­
cated by a • symbol. 
School of Education Recognition: Individuals who have 
been recognized as top-ranking students by the School of 
Education are indicated by a • symbol. 
ALUHMI ASSOCIATION AWARDS PROGRAH 
The CSUSB Alumni Association Awards Program honors for­
mer students who bring distinction to California State 
University, San Bernardino through their outstanding pro­
fessional achievements, exemplary community involvement, 
and exceptional leadership, devotion and service for the 
betterment of the university. The Alumni Association recog­
nizes one outstanding graduate from each school and 
accords its highest honor, the Distinguished Alum Award, to 
one of the five outstanding alumni. 
Note to ail graduates: Please be aware that your name, 
address, phone number, school and year of graduation may 
be used by Gal State, San Bernardino for the development of 
university affiliated marketing programs. If you do not 
wish to have this information used please let us know by 
writing to the CSUSB Alumni Office, 5500 University 
Parkway, San Bernardino, CA 92407, or you may contact us 
by e-mail at alumni wiley.csusb.edu. 
HONORS CORDS 
Both Phi Kappa Phi members and students who have earned 
university honors through March are eligible to wear honors 
cords as a special mark of the distinction they have 
achieved. In addition. Phi Kappa Phi members are eligible 
to wear the honor society medallion. 
NOTES 
The students listed herein were candidates for the degrees 
indicated when the Commencement program was printed; 
this is not an official degree list. Diplomas will Ise issued 
to those who successfully complete all requirements. 
Inquiries about your listing should be directed to an evalu-
ator in the Admissions Office (909) 880-5219. 
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PHI KAPPA PHI 
ANNELISE AKINA DARRYL ALLEN GIBSON CHRISTOPHER MITCHELL BRANDI STRINGHAM 
CINDY ASHLEY-NAVAROLE KATHLEEN GONZALES SUSAN MITCHELL SHANNON STROIKA 
CELESTA ATKINS RICHARD GONZALES SHAUNA MITCHELL- JOHN KL TANAKA 
GAIL BAKER ROBERT W. GREENFIELD SEGUNDO CHRISTOPHER TARR 
ELIZABETH LEE BAKER LYNNETTE GRUB SATOKO MIYAMOTO CECILIA THILL 
DOMINIQUE BALLANTE NANCY CUNDERSON HILLARY MOE JOSEPH THOMAS 
TRISHA P. BARCLEY SEAN GYLL ANGELINA A. MONTENEGRO WILLIAM THORPE 
KEVIN OWEN BEECHER HEATHER HAEMMERLE MARIE MONTREUIL KIM TUCKER 
ADRIENNA BEITLER LEE 0. HAGAR DARLENE NICHOLS HEATHER URRY 
LINDA BILES URSULA HAMILTON CHERYL NOALL SCOTT VAN UFFELEN 
GLENNA ANN BOESE CLAUDIA HARRIS JOSEPH NOTARANGELO CYNTHIA VIEBACH 
PATRICIA A. BOGEMA JASON HARRIS ROBERT OAKES GREG WALKER 
DEBRA BOGH ERIC HARWORTH CHINYE OGBUCHIEKWE MARIA WALTON 
MICHELE BORCHARD CHRISTOPHER HAUSCHILD JANE OTTO LEAH DYANNE WATSON 
CORINA BORSUK ROMAN HENTISH WAYNE E. PATTILLO SARA WILLIAMSON 
CAREN BROOK TRAVIS HICKEY BETH ANN PETERSON JENNIFER WOLFRAM 
JOANIE BROWN DAN HIGGINBOTHAM SCOTT PHILLIPS RYAN WOLL 
MARILYN BURKS LYNDA HOPPE AMY PIERCE DENNIS W. WOODBURY 
MARION L. BUTROS JOANNE HOST TRACY LYN PLATZNER WARREN WRIGHT 
BRIDGET CAMPOMANES MARTHA HOWELL DIANE M. PROULX NANCY D. YANDA 
JAYNE CARILO JAMES HUDSON DIANE RAMIREZ NORMA C. ZAVALA 
TERRENCE A. CASKEY VERONICA INGERSOLL ALICIA REBMAN T.M. ZAWLOCKI-
KATHLEEN CAULEY ERIC D. JACOBSEN DAVID REED KEHLEN BACH 
LEONARD CAZARES LOUIS J. JAMES TIM REGULAR 
JOSEPH CHAMMAS RICHARD JARAMILLO ROBERT N. RENNER, JR. 
VANESSA CHAMBERS SANDRA JOHNSON JOHN P. RHINEHART 
FLORENCE SZE-WAN CHAR RICHARD N. JOHNSON CATHERINE M. INCLUDED ARE 
LEILANI CHILD-WILDS SUZANNE JOHNSON RICHARDSON STUDENTS INITIATED 
JERYL CLARK GAIL KAIRIS LISA RICHARDSON IN 1996 AND WALKING IN 
JOANNE CLAYTOR GAYLE KASSABAUM FRANCISCO RIOS JUNE OF 1997 
ROBERT COLLINS BARBARA JEAN KEEN JENNIFER ROLAND 
JESSICA COYLE CHARLES KEMP DAVID W. RUBEL 
CAROL DALTON SONYA KHANABECIAN DAVID RUIZ 
RICHARD DAVIS MICHAEL J. KIMBALL MICHELLE RUNNELS 
MANI LEIGH DECKERT WILLIAM D. KLATT CLINIA M. SAFFI 
KRISTIN DeMARCO GALE KOCH BELINDA SALANDRO 
JANICE DeSPAIN RACHEL KOHN PATRICIA SALAZAR 
JACQUELYN J. DILLON VICKI L. KRATZKE RACHELLE A. SALERNO-BLISS 
EILEEN DOWNEY SAMUEL LANEY TARA MARIE SALINAS 
DYANN MAUREEN DRIGGERS JANINE LAUDER PATRICIA SANTANA 
TAMARA SUE DULANEY GARY LAYTON CAROLINA SANTANA-RUIZ 
IRENE DULTZ JACKIE L. LECKEMBY MARICAR SARREAL 
DIXIE DUNCAN JOHN LeMASTER TINA LYNN SAUNDERS 
JENNIFER EANNARINO SIU-LIANG LI DAVID B. SCHOLTZ 
MICHELLE ELIKER BRENDA LITTLETON SANDRA SCHNEIDER 
JULIE EVANS JON LORETT CHANDA SCHUH 
RAE ANNE FALVO HEATHER LOTT DEBORAH SCHULTZ 
IRVIN L. FAZENBAKER MICHELLE LOVELACE SHAWN SCHULTZ 
ADRIANA FLORES MARIA TERESA LUNA JENNIE SHELTON 
ARLENE FLORES ELIZABETH MADERA DEBORA SIGLER 
BONNIE DEE FLORES NURIA E. MARTINEZ KATHRYN SINCLAIR 
RAMI FODDA DEANNE MARTZOLF YUSUF SINGLETON 
ROBERT L. FORSYTHE BETH ANN MAXSON BECKY SMITH 
BIANCA GALVAN ANN McLAIN TODD SMITH 
LYNNDA GARRETT ANNE MELLON KHACHARIN SOSOTHIKUL 
BENEE CRAY MARINA MILLER TERESA L. STALLINGS-DREW 
KATHY ANN CEIGER MARK MILLSAP MAUREEN STINE 
• Departmental Honors 
• Phi Kappa Phi 
# SOE Recognition 
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BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Julie Ann Abbott, Administration 
Jameelah Najm Abdul-Khabir, English 
Ana Abrego,Liberal Studies 
Amelia A. Acevedo, Social Sciences 
Maria del Rosario Aceves, Psychology 
Nelly Aceves, Psychology 
Nelly Aceves, Human Development 
Helen Marie Diaz-Acevez, Psychology 
Carvan Ackerson Jr., Psychology 
Blanca Aracely Acosta, Psychology 
Vincent Acosta, Environmental Studies 
Vincent Acosta, Biology 
Caroline Michelle Adams, Liberal Studies 
Earl Leo Adams, Psychology 
Petrus Adde Rindo Rindo, Administration 
Nicole L. Adkins,Liberal Studies 
Paula M. Aery,L iberal Studies 
Angel A. Aguilar,5 ociology 
David Aguilo, Communication 
Danielle Leigh Aguirre, Psychology 
Eugenia Aguirre, Administration 
Lyla Renee Aguirre, Administration 
Stacy Lynn Aiello, Liberal Studies 
Alexander M. Aiken III, Administration 
Al-Dhaheri Rashed Hamad, Economics 
Salem Hamad Abu-Qeeta Al-Dhaheri, Political Science 
Khaled Al-Faheem, Administration 
Mohamed Al-Harmoudi, Administration 
Dawood Salman Al-Sabah, Administration 
Tareq Alali, Administration 
George Alamsah, Administration 
Tammy jean Alaniz, Criminal Justice 
Victoria Frances Alarcon, Spanish 
Kenneth Charles Albert, Administration 
Steven Alfonso Aldaco, Political Science 
Candice Cerilyn Aldana, Psychology 
Candice Cerilyn Aldana, Liberal Studies 
Fay Aldridge, Sociology 
Dayna Sueli Aleman, Communication 
Gregory H. Alexander III, Political Science 
Troy Vernon Alexander, Political Science 
Alfalahi Rashed, Administration 
Mohammed S. Alghamdi, Administration 
Saad Ghanem Alghanem, Management 
Daaiyah All, Administration 
Carley Jo A\\en,English 
Shannon Christine Allen, Liberal Studies 
Steve Shane Allen, Administration 
Liliana Allin, Administration 
Robert Anthony Almanza, History 
Al-Mehairbi Abdulla Fadhel, Administration 
Al-Mehairbi Helaiman Taresh, Administration 
Stella L. AlsoBrooks, Sociology 
Dawn Alsop, Administration, Honors 
Saif Sail Ghanem Al-Suwaidi, Administration 
Edward Altamirano, Administration 
Henrietta Aluise,L iberal Studies 
Jeffrey Kenneth Alvarado, Mathematics 
Crystal Jean AWe\i,Liberal Studies 
Kymberlie Marie Amador, Psychology 
Edward Amaya, Administration 
Jeffrey P. Amberg, Administration 
Sultan Mohamed Al-Ameeri, Administration 
Sandra Isabel Amici, Administration 
Robb Michael Andersen,Theatre Arts 
Frances E. Anderson,£ nglish, Honors 
Jason Anderson, Administration 
Keoni Anderson, English 
Kristi LaKisha Anderson, Political Science 
Lizbeth Ann Anderson, Psychology 
Lorna Leigh Anderson, Administration, High Honors 
Tracy Joanne Anderson, Sociology 
Cassaundra Mary Andrews, English, Honors 
Gina Lee Andrie, Psychology 
Sarah Elizabeth Andrus, Social Sciences 
Jamie Michelle Angulo, Biology 
Patricia Suzanne Appleton, Liberal Studies 
Arnold Arciniega, Administration 
Noemi Laura Ramirez Arellano, Spanish 
Jason Wade Armstrong, Comtnunication 
Ryan E. Arrasmith, Political Science 
April Diane Arreola,/'o//hca/ Science 
Susan Arroyo, Human Development 
Susan Arroyo, Psychology 
Natalie Jean Arter, Human Development, Honors 
Melissa Alinea Ascio, Social Sciences 
Sam Attaei, Biology 
Ronald Wing-Hang Au, Administration 
Tracy Ann Augustine, Psychology 
Betty Lynn Austin-Byrd, History 
Cynthia Zulema Avendano-Ramirez, Administration 
John Robert Avenetti, Administration 
Myra Maria Avila, Psychology 
Margarita Rios Avina, Administration 
David Rudy Ayala, Social Sciences 
Lynn Steven Baack, Human Services 
Theodore Paul Baca Jr., English 
Evangelos Nikos Bachanos, Chemistry 
Vicky Ann Backes, Administration 
L. Nicoll Badzik, English 
Masoud Bahadur, Administration 
Pamelalee Bailey-Shimizu, Sociology 
Valorle A. Bailey, Psychology 
Susan Kathleen Bain, Liberal Studies 
Kimberly Dianne Baird, Liberal Studies 
Harsimrit K. Bajwa, Human Development 
Melissa M. Bakeman, English 
Carol J. Baker, Administration, High Honors 
Gail Rochelle B^ker,Liberal Studies, Highest Honors • 
Jeffrey Kent Baker.A dministration 
Kimberly Gene' Baker, Administration 
Kristi Narsetta Baker, Political Science 
Lyman E. Baker, Criminal Justice 
Sheila Diane Baker, Psychology • 
Stuart Andrew Baker, Geography 
Stuart Andrew Baker, Environmental Studies 
Yvonne Michel'E Baker, CriminalJustice 
Rebecca J. Bakhdoud, Liberal Studies A 
Jolene Marie Suzanne Balakoski, English 
Derek Balch, Administration 
Lawrence G. Ball, CriminalJustice 
Roxanne Ball-Thompson, Psychology 
Dominique Massin Ballante, 
Liberal Studies, Highest Honors 
Daniel Baliester Marquez, Anthropology 
Milagros A. Baliester, Liberal Studies 
Randy Paul Balling, Psychology 
Lindsay Leigh Bane, Liberal Studies, High Honors 
Wendy Rollie-Banks, Sociology 
Gabriela S. Barajas, Criminal Justice 
Araceli Barba, Psychology 
Lupe Barba, Psychology 
Luis T. Barba, Art 
Lisa Barbata, Psychology 
Nikolai Agustino Barbieri, Environmental Studies 
Maria Esperanza Barcenas, Liberal Studies 
Cynthia J. Barents, Art 
Charles Martin Barnes, Liberal Studies 
Rodney M. Barnes, Administration 
Jeanine Barrett, Psychology 
Deanna Dale Smith, Psychology 
Shawn Barzak, Administration 
Kimberly Sue Gardner, Human Development 
Carolyn D. Bass, Liberal Studies 
Colleen LeAnn Bassett, Liberal Studies 
Lena Batanian, French, Honors 
Marianne Elizabeth Bathke, Administration 
Grace Helena Batie, English 
John Batin, Biology 
Inga Michelle Bats, Sociology 
Julie Mae Battler, Biology, Honors 
Kristine Lynn Bauernfeind, Communication 
Bonita Enette Baxter, Administration 
Melinda Marie Baxter, Anthropology 
Kathleen M. Beach, Liberal Studies 
Todd Lawrence Beal, English 
Katherine Mae Beals, Liberal Studies 
Tracy E. Beard, English 
David Sean Beck, Economics 
Kimberly Ann Beck, Environmental Studies 
Lynn K. Beck, Liberal Studies, Highest Honors 
Monique H. Beckner, Criminal Justice 
Jennifer Jo Beerman, Political Science 
June Alice Begley, Arf 
Michael Anthony Behnke, Communication 
Adrienna Frankie Beitler, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Janan Renee Belcher, Psychology, Honors 
Alyce 0. Belford, Psychology 
Lisa Louise Wilkening, Sociology, Honors 
Michele Marie Bello, Psychology 
Heather Marie Bellomy, Communication 
Christine Juanita Benjamin, Sociology 
Herbert M. Benjamin, Sociology 
Kristen K. Benjamin, Communication 
Prasanna Shihan Benjamin, Administration 
Lena M. Bennett, Liberal Studies 
Tasha May Bennett, Liberal Studies 
Christopher Eric Berger, Biology 
Sara Marie Bergman, English 
John Berletich, Administration 
Hilarie Berry, Liberal Studies 
Victoria Elaine Besedin, Liberal Studies 
Marbella Betancourt, Sociology 
Donald W. Bigbie, Administration 
Scott Michael Biggerstaff, Communication 
Scott Michael Biggerstaff, Psychology 
Melinda Sharon Biggs, Psychology 
Gregory Allan Bird, Biology 
Samuel R. Birdsall, Sociology, Honors A 
John Birdwell, Communication 
Denise Adrianne Bishop, Communication 
Elizabeth Anne Blackburn, Human Services 
Patricia A. TidwellBlackwell, Administration 
Pamela M. Blackwill, Administration 
Billy Lee Blades, Social Sciences 
Chad R. Blair, Administration 
Jimmy Nelson Blair Jr.. Administration 
Darla Ann Blanchard, Psychology 
Mary Grace Blanco, Administration 
Carl A. Bledsoe Jr., Social Sciences 
Daniel Scott Bloomer, Anthropology 
Jennifer L. Blucker, Administration 
Christopher D. Blumberg, Environmental Studies 
Daisy Deborah Bobele, Psychology 
Dolores Bocanegra, Administration 
Sylvia M. Bocanegra, Liberal Studies 
Heather Urry Bock, Human Development, Honors 
Kevin Herbert Bock, Administration 
Colleen Rochell Boddy, Psychology 
Colette Y. Bogh, Liberal Studies 
Debbie Bogh, Psychology, Honors • 
Jennifer Bohnert, Liberal Studies 
Mario Parra Bojorquez, Spanish 
Jason James Bolt, Political Science 
Charles Joseph Bonadiman, English 
Banjong Boonbut, Administration 
Michele M. Borchard, Liberal Studies, Honors • 
Brandi Dawn Boren, Liberal Studies 
Sharlene Jannette Bostic, Political Science 
Bridgette Renee Boston, Administration 
Nicole Pauline Bothwell, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Leslie Dianne Bowden, Liberal Studies 
Thomas Joseph Bowen, Liberal Studies 
Bonny Lynn Bowie, Liberal Studies 
Julien Bowker, Psychology 
Linda K. Boyd, Administration 
Rosalie I. Boyda, Anthropology 
Sarah A. Bradburn, Liberal Studies 
Barb Braden, Criminal Justice 
Sheila Denise Bradford, Sociology 
Dawn Lynette Bradley, Mathematics 
Eugenia Beverly Bradley, Human Services 
Shirley Leak Bradshaw, English 
Kimberly Latricia Braggs, Sociology 
Frederick 1. Brandt, Administration 
John Lamar Brannon 11, Music 
Jordan R. Brant III, Art 
Tracy Lynn Bratton, Liberal Studies 
Lori Lynn Breeden, Psychology 
Erin Lynn Breen, Psychology 
Vivian Yvette Brenenstall, History 
Peter F. Bricarello, Psychology 
Peter F. Bricarello, SociologyA 
Daniel 0. Bridges, Philosophy, Honors 
Erica Armer Brindle, Liberal Studies 
Beth Anne Brlnkman, Liberal Studies 
Patience M. Bristol, Social Sciences 
Diana Bristow, Psychology, High Honors 
Leisa Marie Brockham, Liberal Studies 
Gina Marie Brodbeck, English 
Stephanie Bronson, English, Honors 
Alice A. Brooks, Chemistry 
Tanika Rene Brooks, Liberal Studies 
Jennifer Ann Brossia, Psychology 
Brett Randall Brown, Administration 
Cassandra Eileen Brown, Human Development 
Cathy Renee Brown, Liberal Studies 
Charles A. Brown Jr., Liberal Studies 
Debra Arlene Brown,Psychology 
Denise Ilynne Bxovtn,Psychology 
Erikca DeAnn Bxown,Biology 
Joanie Price Bxov^xi,English, Honors • 
Vivian Katie Bxov/xi,Psychology 
Vivian Katie Bxown,Human Development 
Kathryn Maria Brownell La Matter, Liberal Studies 
Bridgette Anne Browning, Human Services 
Rebecca M. Brubaker,//Mmfln Development 
Stephanie Louise BXWCQ,Liberal Studies 
MaUhew Lee Bryan, Psychology 
Dlan Buchanan,Libera/ Studies 
Esther Marie Bucklew, Liberal Studies 
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Ruby I. Buczynski, Administration,Honors 
Ingrid Marianne Buege, Liberal Studies 
Araceii Bueno, Psychology 
Araceli Bueno, Human Development 
Cynthia P. Bullard, Criminal Justice 
Jennifer Ann Buma, Liberal Studies 
Daniel Bumbalo, Administration 
John Roger Bunce, English 
Tracy Lynne Bunker, Spanish 
Paul Vincent Burak Jr., Administration 
Buresli Nasser Ibrahim,Administration 
Michael Thomas Burg,Administration 
Laura L. Burger,Liberal Studies 
Shana Diane BurkeW,Liberal Studies 
Brent Donald Burkhar\,CriminalJustice 
Todd Richard Burman,Liberal Studies,Honors 
Philip Charles Burnett,High Honors 
Cheryl Kirsten Burnham, Psychology 
Michael P. Burrovj^,English 
Aaron Paul Burton, Environmental Studies 
Jason R. Busanovitch, AdministrationA 
Mark Howard Bush, Political Science 
Lia C. Bushong, English 
Theresa Marie Bustos, Psychology 
Theresa Marie Bustos. Human Development 
Marcelo Cabral, Communication 
Jose Luis Cabrales, Liberal Studies 
Sarichia C. Cacciatore, Geography 
J'Dee Catherine Caliva, Liberal Studies 
Susanne M. Callahan, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Michelle Yvonne Callender,L«77era/ Studies 
Ernesto Maximino Calles, Political Science 
Cynthia Cecilia Caluya, Art 
Jill Christine Calvert, Liberal Studies 
Tony Camaj, Biology 
Raymond Campa, Biology 
Joe Campau, English 
Aimee Michele Campbell, Administration 
Christella Jean Campbell, Art 
James Camper, Psychology 
Digna L. Campos, CriminalJustice 
Lizet Campos, Administration 
Steven Roy Campos, Administration 
Leslie Eris Cantrell, Psychology 
Carolyn Keron Cantwell, History 
Jaime Capella, Administration 
R. Anthony Carbo, Criminal Justice, High Honors 
Edward Cardenas, Criminal Justice 
Luz Maria Cardenas, Liberal Studies 
Michelle Elizabeth Cardenas, Liberal Studies 
Leticia Cardinal, Liberal Studies 
Malcolm Duncan Carey 111, Communication 
Jayne Elizabeth Carilo, Psychology, HonorsA • 
Gregory Warren Carlson, Administration 
Laurie Ann Carlton, Liberal Studies 
Kori L. Carrasco, Psychology 
Jackie Grace Boboye, Sociology 
Connie Carrillo, Sociology 
Hector J. Carrillo, Mathematics 
Teresa Carrillo, Administration 
Ms. Elaine D. Carritte, English 
Edward Jon Cartagena, Communication 
Rachael Lyn Carter-Werning, Psychology 
Stacy M. Taylor-Caruso, Administration 
Cherish Lynne Carvetta, Liberal Studies 
Brian C. Casabal, CriminalJustice 
James Matthew Casey, Psychology 
Kelly Ann Casey, English 
Kathy A. Caso, Liberal Studies 
Elvia Castro, Administration 
Eddie A. Cauhape, Theatre Arts 
Kristina Marie Celestino, Liberal Studies 
Fernando Enrique Centeno, Chemistry 
Camille Cervantes-Garcia, Communication 
Irene P. Cespedes, Psychology 
Paul R. Chabot, Administration 
James Alvin Chaffin, Communication 
Chai Ja-Lin, Administration 
Adriana C. Chairez, Liberal Studies 
Vanessa Rose Chambers, English, Honors • 
Otis Chambliss Jr., Communication 
Joseph Issa Chammas, Administration, Honors 
Stanley Kong Chan, Administration 
Barbara Jeanette Chandler, Spanish, Honors 
Barbara Jeanette Chandler, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Sofien Chandra, Economics 
Chang Bai-Hsing, Administration 
Chi-Pan Chang, Administration 
Chia-Hao Chang, Administration 
Li-Chun Chang, Administration 
Pang-Ling Chang, Communication 
Una Ying Hung Chang, Administration 
Lisa-Marie Channing, Psychology 
Jason M. Chappell, Criminal Justice 
Carolyn A. Charles, History 
William E. Chavez, Liberal Studies 
Sylvia Veronica Chavira, Criminal Justice 
Shawn L. Cheatham, History 
Hsiao-Ching Chen, Art 
Li-Shu Chen, Administration 
Liang-Chih Chen, Administration 
Ping Hung Chen, Administration 
Chen Pohsiang, Administration 
Chen Shiang-Lin, Administration 
Shu-Chen Chen, Administration 
Stephen Chen, Administration 
Suzanna Wann, Biology 
Darren Emory Cherry, Administration 
Judy Cheung, Administration 
Cheung Ka Fung, Administration, Honors 
Cheung Shin Ling Shirley, Administration, Honors 
Lisa Chevalier, Sociology • 
Pauline Tzu-Ling Chiang, Administration 
Herlinda E. Chico, Communication 
Leilani D. Child Wilds, Art, Honors 
Sally Margaret Childers, Human Development 
Sally Margaret Childers, Psychology 
Valerie Ann Thompson Childress, Psychology 
Chittrapan Chindarath, Administration 
Calvin Sze-Chun Choy, Administration 
Ira F. Chriss-Ortega, Psychology 
Michael William Christelman, Communication 
Christine Patricia Christensen, Psychology 
Christine Patricia Christensen, Human Development 
Ellen J. Thompson-Christiansen, Social Sciences 
Yi Sheng Chu, Administration 
Mark Chung, Administration 
Lori Marie Cisterna, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Jon W. Clanton Jr., History 
Stephen L. Clapp, Administration 
Jeryl 1. Clark, Social Sciences,Honors • 
Ryan Michael Clark, Communication 
Stephanie C. Clark, Liberal Studies 
Stephanie Elaine Clark, Administration 
Derek Clinton Clarke, Economics 
Jamie Lynn Z\atV.son,Mathematics 
Cheryle Claypoole, Anthropology 
Todd Jonathan Clements, 
Criminal Justice, Highesi Honors 
Lori D. Cleverley, Administration • 
Lisa C. Cliburn, Administration 
Steve Todd Cline, Administration 
Lisa Michelle Clough, Liberal Studies 
Jeffrey Alan Coate, Communication 
Nancy Lee Coates, Social Sciences 
Bill C. Coats Jr., Sociology 
Karen Celeste Cochran, Liberal Studies 
Herman Domingo Codoner, Environmental Studies 
Robin Diane Coelho, Human Development 
Cynthia M. Coello, Spanish 
Mary Sarah Coen, Psychology 
Deborah Ann Cogan, Anthropology 
Wendi Lyn Cole, Human Development 
Wendi Lyn Cole, Liberal Studies 
Leslie Colern, English 
Leslie Colern, Theatre Arts 
Kathleen Marie Collins, Sociology, HonorsA 
Peareizeittia Veronica Collins, Special Major 
Robert Douglas Collins Sr., Social Sciences M 
Brandy Marie Colunga, Psychology 
John William Colvert, Psychology 
Gillian Shawn Colvin, Criminal Justice 
Stephanie Bugasia Colvin, Liberal Studies 
Penny L. Combs, Communication 
Jason Kenneth Condron, Psychology 
Damien Patrick Coniglio, Liberal Studies 
Scott Thomas Conklin, Communication 
Nicole M. Conrad, Liberal Studies 
Noelle Kristine Conrad, Liberal Studies 
Joyona Marie Conroy, Liberal Studies 
Julie Ann Contreras, Social Sciences 
Stanton H. Cook Jr., English 
Priscilla Penelope Coomes, History 
Christopher David Cooper, Administration A 
Susan Ann Cooper, Liberal Studies 
Brenda Kay Copeland, Psychology 
Linda Cornell, History 
Linda Cornell, Social Sciences 
Donna Lynn Corpuz, Sociology 
Camile Corral Lara, Liberal Studies 
Michelle Lee Cortes, Liberal Studies 
Laura Elena Cortez, Liberal Studies 
Maria Aurora Cortez, Liberal Studies 
Monica Cory, Criminal Justice 
Maria Isabel Corza, Sociology 
Diane Aruby Cotton, Administration 
Julie Anne Cotton, Psychology 
Jennifer Anne Counter Friedrichs, Human Development 
MeGail N. Counts, Communication 
William Bernard Cowan, Administration 
Lisa Cezu Cowart, Liberal Studies 
John Joseph Cowley, Administration 
Sharon Marie Cowley, English 
Erin Michelle Cox, English 
Teresa Ann Cox, Englsh 
Winnie Mattaleen Cox, Sociology 
Thomas Brock Coy, Art 
Jessica Elizabeth Coyle, Spanish, Honors • 
Marietta Kathleen Craig, Liberal Studies, High Honors 
Byron Lee Cram, Administration 
Colette Marie Crawford, Administration 
Michelle Rene Crawford, Liberal Studies 
Rhonda Renee Crawford, Psychology 
Steven K. Cremer, History 
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Janalee Cripe, Liberal Studies 
Jonathan Thomas Crist, Liberal Studies 
Darren L. Croft, Communication 
Marnie S. Crook, Environmental Studies 
Katharine Mary Crorkin, Anthropology 
Gregory Matthew Crow, Psychology 
Amanda Cathleen Cruz, Liberal Studies 
Yolanda Cruz, Psychology 
Carol Lee Culligan, English 
Louis Stephen Camming, Administration 
Angelo T. Cunanan Jr., Psychology 
lona Marie Cunningham, Biology 
Laura Joanne Curtis, Administration 
Leonard L. Czepiel, Geography 
Victor Joseph D'Souza, Liberal Studies 
Susan Marie Dains, Liberal Studies 
Garrett Kai Damrath, Environmental Studies 
Avery Laura Danieri, Liberal Studies 
Melanie Ann Darkens, Psychology, Honors 
Tika Dave, Administration 
Joseph Michael David, Administration 
Terrance Elias David Jr., Administration 
Peggy Lee Davidson, English 
Christopher Davis, Administration 
Dion Gregory Davis, Criminal Justice 
Kathleen Rose-Marie Davis, Biology 
Kathleen Rose-Marie Davis, Anthropology 
Kim Ann Davis, Liberal Studies 
Tamara Lynn Davis, Environmental Studies 
Tamara Lynn Davis, Geography 
Amir Nathan Dawood, Political Science 
Julie Marie Day, Music 
Steven Paul DaSilva, Criminal Justice A 
Kristen Marie De Cicco, Communication 
Lisa L. De La Torre, Administration 
Janice Faye De Spain, Liberal Studies, Honors 
John Thomas Deccar, Political Science 
Richard John Decker Jr., Biology 
Wendy Sue Woolf Decker, Liberal Studies 
Mani Leigh Deckert, Criminal Justice, Highest Honors I 
Christopher Alan De Gonia, Marketing 
Donna Jean De Jong, Sociology, Highest Honors A 
Azucena Guadalupe Del Llano Jime, Communication 
Janet Del Real, Psychology, Honors A 
Marsha Del Rosario, Human Development 
Dena Lorine De Land, Liberal Studies 
Beatriz Morales de la Rosa, English 
Guillermo Delatorre, Criminal Justice 
Alicia Diane Delgado, Psychology 
Joseph Delgado, Political Science 
Kathryn L. DeMoville, Liberal Studies 
Melissa Susan Denault, Liberal Studies 
David Andrew Denning, Liberal Studies 
Nikki Marie Denno, Administration 
Lisa A. Dermody, Social Sciences 
Wendy K. Derosier, Sociology 
Deleen Linn Devin, Communication, Honors 
Kristin Michele Devine-Gutierrez, Psychology 
Kathleen A. DeCoud, Sociology 
Christopher Alan DeGonia, Marketing 
Patricia Anne DePaola, Liberal Studies 
Steven W. DeVoe, English 
James Diaz, Geography 
Jennifer Marie Diaz-Anderson, Liberal Studies 
Miguel Angel Diaz, Spanish 
Sean Edward Divine Dickinson Jr., Social Sciences 
Traci Michelle Diederich, English 
Steven Macks Dilley, Art 
John Anthony Diponio Jr., Administration 
Patrick Shawn Divers, Liberal Studies 
Eugene Bernard Dixon, Liberal Studies 
Phadra Johnson Dixon, Administration 
Herbert A. Dixson Jr., Human Services 
Daisy Balance Dizon, Psychology 
Ambra Selene Dodds, Psychology 
Ambra Selene Dodds, Liberal Studies 
Larry Raymond Dodson, Liberal Studies,Highest Honors 
Laura Ann Dodson, Liberal Studies 
Lynda J. Doerner, Art 
Lynda J. Doerner, English 
Diana Dogero, Liberal Studies,Honors 
Jenny Lynn Doling, Criminal Justice 
Lisa Ann Dolstra, Human Development 
Lisa Ann Dolstra, Psychology 
Kristy Doman, Sociology 
Kristine Marie Domenici, Liberal Studies 
Albert Dominguez, Psychology 
Deirdre M. Dominguez, Psychology 
llene Mayree Dominguez, History 
Jesse Serrano Dominguez, Biology 
Lauri Elizabeth Dominick, Liberal Studies 
Wm. Joseph Dornacher II, Administration 
Kathryn Christine Dougherty, Psychology 
Sean Michael Dougherty, Psychology 
Christine Diane Doughty, Liberal Studies 
Serena Lavern Douglas, Criminal Justice 
Julie Ann Doussett, English 
Nicole Ann Douty, Psychology 
Travis Thomas Dowdy, Criminal Justice 
Eileen M. Downey, Liberal Studies, Honors • 
Dyann M. Driggers, Social Sciences, High Honors • 
Kimberly Ann Driskill, English 
Donna Lynne Drury, Liberal Studies 
Armando Duenas Jr., Liberal Studies 
Augustine Anthony Duenez, Psychology 
Jerry Wayne Duffle, Liberal Studies 
Traci Lynn Duggins, Liberal Studies 
Irene Dultz, Administration • 
Dixie Lee Duncan, Psychology, Honors • 
Denise UT Duong, Administration 
Rosario Duran, Spanish 
April Louise Durham, Art,Honors 
M'Lyssa Alexandra Dyer. English 
Mark Anthony Eagles, Administration 
Barry Easdale, Special Major 
Maureen Ann Ebrahimi, Sociology 
F. Gordon Eckstrom, Administration 
Jennifer Ann Edmonds, Social Sciences, Highest Honors 
Danielle Marie Edwards, Liberal Studies 
Melissa Lynn Edwards, Liberal Studies 
Ann Marie Granillo Egger, Psychology 
Janet Leigh Eggleston, Criminal Justice 
Cherie Ann Eglinton, Art 
Jeffrey Lee Eichler, Geography 
Jeffrey Lee Eichler, Environmental Studies 
Richard Lee Eisner, Human Development 
Linda N. El Fattal, Sociology 
Christina Ann Eldridge, Human Development, Honors 
Jon Ellis, Administration 
Valarie Jo Ellis, Psychology 
Paula J. Elmatari, Psychology, Honors 
Paula J. Elmatari, Human Development, Honors 
Gary Shea Elofson Jr., Criminal Justice 
James Emray, Environmental Studies 
Leonard Lee Epps Jr., Criminal Justice 
Amy Yee-Mei Eramela, Administration 
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Jennifer Kay Erickson, Liberal Studies 
Kari Eriksen, Sociology 
Kathleen Michelle Ertter, Sociology A 
Jesus Espinosa, English 
Stephen Glenn Espy, Sociology 
Francine Rochelle Estupinan, Liberal Studies 
Marina L. Estupinan, Liberal Studies 
Dana Lynn Etl/Johnson, Liberal Studies 
Sheila Laverne Eure, English 
Darlene A. Evans, Social Sciences 
David Kalani Evans, Biology 
Tracy Michelle Evans, Administration 
John C. Everett, Administration 
Mark S. Ewell, Administration 
Donna M. Falcon, Psychology 
RaeAnne Emery Falvo, Chemistry, Honors • 
Jennifer Eulene Fanchin, Sociology 
Efstathia Effie fAr&n\os,Liberal Studies 
Panagiota f&rdinto$,Psychology 
Sally Diane }d.xmet,Psychology 
Joanie M. Farnsworth, Sociology 
Bryan Lee Farr, Social Sciences 
Patricia Favela, Liberal Studies 
Dennis H. Fay II, Social Sciences 
Tina R. Fedrow, Psychology 
Tina R. Fedrow, Human Development 
Tracy Felix, Liberal Studies 
Pamela Gae Felts, History 
Barbara Helen Ferguson, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Julie Christine Fernandez, Criminal Justice 
Leilani Fernandez, Psychology 
Christopher M. Ferreira, Political Science 
Victoria Figueroa, Social Sciences 
Genevieve Wilcox Fillmore, Psychology 
Leo Ennio Finaldi, Liberal Studies 
Peter Andrew Finch, Political Science 
Erin Yvonne Finken, Social Sciences 
Anthony Wayne Finley, Administration 
Susan Lynne Jiles Fischer, Communication 
Crystal Renette Fisher, Administration 
Dwain Martin Fisher, Social Sciences 
Mindie C. Fisher, Liberal Studies 
Travis G. Fisher, Administration 
Daniel C. Fjeldsted, Liberal Studies 
Adeline Marie Flanigan, Psychology, Honors 
Genae Anjanette Fleming, Sociology 
Tamiko Marlena Fletcher, Communication 
David Douglas Flint, Administration 
Adriana Flores, Liberal Studies, High Honors • 
Andrea Roseanna Flores, History 
Bonnie D. Flores, Liberal Studies, High Honors • 
Brandy Michelle Flores, English, Honors 
Gabriel D. Flores, Art 
Geraldine Jeannette Flores, Liberal Studies 
Sofia Rose Flores, Liberal Studies 
Marjorie Ann Floris, Biology 
Rami Fodda, Biology, Honors • 
Patricia R. Foist, Liberal Studies 
Jennifer Ann Foley, Liberal Studies 
Brian Christopher Fong, Psychology 
Jennifer Olivia Fonso, Administration 
Amy Ford, Psychology 
Jeffrey Scott Forrest, Social Sciences 
Lori Isabel Fortier, Mathematics 
Jeremy Tod Fortune, Political Science 
Jennifer Jane Fose, Liberal Studies 
Barney A. Foster, Sociology 
Lori Lee France, Administration 
Lori Ann Francisco, Administration 
Perry G. Francisco, Economics 
Tony Chang Franco, Spanish 
Maria G. Franco, Liberal Studies 
Tara Ann Franco, Liberal Studies 
Amy M. Frankowski, Liberal Studies 
Stacy A. Frazer, Environmental Studies 
Melissa K. Freeland, Liberal Studies 
Larry Wayne Freestone, Environmental Studies 
Regina A. Frese, Liberal Studies 
Brenda Sue Freshwater, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Shari Lynne Friebus, Administration 
Lisa Christine Frink, Communication 
Morgan Morgan-Fristad, Sociology 
Nichole Margaret Page-Fry, Liberal Studies 
Theldon 0. Fryberger Ir., Social Sciences, Honors 
Jennifer LeeAnn Fuchs, Liberal Studies 
Francisco X. Fuentes, Spanish 
William Alan Fuller Jr., Chemistry 
Valerie Fullwood, Liberal Studies 
Jennifer D. Funaro, Administration 
Marcus Kemyon Funchess, Sociology 
Amy Funk, Liberal Studies 
Douglas Price Funkhouser, English 
Cynthia JoAnn Furr, English, Honors 
Esvin Galeano, Administration 
Melissa A. Galletta, Administration 
Derek Kenton Calloway, Liberal Studies 
Tracy Senior Galongo, Biology 
Deborah Catherine Caluppo, Liberal Studies 
Araceli Cama, Liberal Studies 
Dionna Michelle Gama, Human Development 
Dionna Michelle Gama, Psychology 
Gloria Gama-Marques, Liberal Studies 
Gail Gammell, Administration 
German Horacio Garberoglio, Administration 
Adam John Garcia, Administration 
Arlene Chris Garcia, Liberal Studies 
Heather Vivian Garcia, Liberal Studies 
Jose A. Garcia, Spanish 
Julia Becerra Garcia, Liberal Studies 
Julia 1. Garcia, Psychology 
Julie Anne Garcia, Psychology, Highest Honors 
Karl A. Garcia, Administration 
Katherine L. Garcia, Communication 
Lena Marie Garcia, Sociology 
Lino Tesillo Garcia, Administration 
Louis A. Garcia, Sociology 
Lourdes Maria Garcia, Adtninistration 
Manuel Paul Garcia, Criminal Justice 
Maria Teresa Garcia, Environmental Studies 
Nicolas Garcia Jr., CriminalJustice 
Stacy Kay Garcia, Psychology • 
Teresa Ann Garcia, Social Sciences 
Vincent Frank Garcia, Economics 
Maria Salome Garde, Psychology 
Pavonne Monique Gardner, Communication 
Wendy J. Gardner, Criminal Justice 
Gregory N. Gareffa, Economics 
Gloria Marilyn Careis, Spanish 
Bonnie Kathleen Garland, Psychology 
John Paul Garner, English 
Yvonne Jimenez Gautier, Communication 
Carolyn M. Gautreau, Special Major 
Brenda S. Gazzar, Political Science, Honors A 
Kimberlee Gazzolo, Social Sciences A 
Darren Michael Gee, Human Services 
Kathy Ann Ceiger, Administration, Honors • 
Sharon Lorraine Gene, Psychology, Honors 
Trina Marie Ceorgi, Biology 
Sharon Ann Gerhardt, Psychology 
Stephen A. Gerken, Liberal Studies 
Rahman Nathaniel Gerren, Criminal Justice 
Joseph Gessel, Administration 
Jamie Lee Gibbons, Liberal Studies 
Darryl Allen Gibson, Liberal Studies, Honors • 
Lance Henley Gice, Administration 
Denise Anne Gigglberger, Human Services 
Edith Gil, Sociology 
Marisa E. Gil, Social Sciences 
La'Keisha Gilford, Communication 
Keren H. Gill, Communication 
Deborah Lee Gilliland, Social Sciences 
Geri Gilmore Butler, Criminal Justice 
Sebastiano Giornalista, Communication 
Glenn Howard Givens, Psychology 
Paula Christine Glasl, English, Honors 
Jennifer Robin Glass, Art 
Sarah Jane Class, English 
Scott Allen Gluyas, Sociology 
Pamela A. Gnecco, Liberal Studies,Honors 
Tina Louise Godwin, Environmental Studies 
Russel De'Sean Goines, CriminalJustice 
David Jason Goldstein, Administration 
Alfred (A) Gomez, Environmental Studies 
Regina L. Gomez, Psychology 
Anthony Gonzales, Liberal Studies 
Cynthia Renee Gonzales, Social Sciences 
Henedina Somoza Gonzales, Administration 
Kathy Ann Gonzales, Administration 
Marrina Rebecca Gonzales, Liberal Studies 
Raul Gonzalez Jr., Political Science 
Sonja Ann Gonzales, Political Science 
Henry A. Gonzalez Enrique, English 
Henry A. Gonzalez Enrique, Spanish 
Henry A. Gonzalez Enrique, Liberal Studies 
Juan Carlos Gonzalez, Spanish 
Juan Carlos Gonzalez, Philosophy 
Rocio U. Gonzalez, Liberal Studies 
Shannon Monique Coode, Sociology 
Thomas D. Goode, Economics 
Mable A. Gooden, Liberal Studies 
Irene Goodling, Administration 
Rebecca Cheri Goodman, Psychology 
Scott Andrew Goodwin, Administration 
Rebecca Lynn Gordon, Administration 
Robert T. Gordon, Administration 
Tracy Andrea Cordon, Communication 
Dawnielle B. Gorrell, Chemistry 
Bryan Matthew Gossage, Sociology 
Mark Douglas Gossage, English 
Anna Christine Graff, History 
Samantha F.B. Graff, Human Development 
Claudine Marie Castro Salas, Human Development 
Claudine Marie Castro Salas, Psychology 
Gina Angela Graham, Human Services 
Scott Childress Graham, Political Science 
Lilia Granillo, Liberal Studies 
Olga Elena Granillo, Sociology A 
Sonya Granillo Cathey, Administration 
Irene Grau, Communication, Honors A 
Lori Denise Graves-Reams, Communication 
Benee Lynn Gray. Liberal Studies, Honors 
James Green III, Psychology 
Susan Louise Green, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Warren Tate Green, Administration 
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Judith M. Greenwood, Sociology A 
Micole Nichelle Greer, Human Development 
Verna Marie Greer-Towels, Liberal Studies 
Leesa Renee Griffin, Liberal Studies 
William Reid Griffith, Administration 
Kevin Edward Grisham, CriminalJustice 
Cynthia Leigh Cross,History, High HonorsA 
Lynnette E. Grub, American Studies, High Honors 
Sherry Marie Gruehl, Psychology 
Jerald E. Grundy, Liberal Studies 
Eva Guerrero, Liberal Studies 
Eva Guerrero, Spanish 
Daryl William Guida, Communication 
Regina Adel Catren, Liberal Studies 
Arjelia Guillen, Psychology 
Gerald Alan Gulewich, Environmental Studies 
Nancy Kay Gunderson, Anthropology, Honors • 
C. Edward Gunnoe Jr., Psychology 
Kristine Lorraine Gunter, Sociology 
Vicki Depina-Gusman, Criminal Justice 
Joseph M. Gutglueck, Social Sciences, Honors 
Amber Lynn Gutierrez, Criminal Justice 
Jesse A. Gutierrez, Mathematics 
Kerri L. Tracy-Gutierrez, Psychology 
Kerri L. Tracy-Gutierrez, Human Development 
Mario Jose Gutierrez, English, Honors 
Chad E. Guttery, Social Sciences 
Angelina Guzman-Hayes, Liberal Studies 
Karen R. Gwinner, Administration 
Lisa Susann Gwyn, Psychology 
Julie Anne Haaland, Psychology 
Claudia Stephanie Haas, Liberal Studies 
Kerry Lee Hackman, Liberal Studies 
Lee Hagar, Administration, HoJiors • 
Bradford Allen Hagar, Liberal Studies 
Debbie R. Hair, Liberal Studies 
Nadine Hall, English 
Tanya Ann Hall, Psychology 
Tricia Renee Hamann-Ayers, Sociology 
Hye K. Hamilton, Liberal Studies 
Lucinda C. Hampson, English 
Steve Jin Han, Mathematics 
Hang Shou-Chang, Administration 
Jodie Hanifan, Liberal Studies 
Dina Hanna, Sociology 
Christine Elizabeth Hansen, Human Services 
Christine Elizabeth Hansen, Psychology 
Kimberly Marie Hanson, Human Development 
Mark Allen Harbison, Political Science 
Starlar Lynn Harbour, Criminal Justice 
Leslie Ann Harlow, Liberal Studies 
Adrienne Lynn Harpster, English 
Claudia Ann Harris, Liberal Studies, Honors • 
Nell Marie Harris, Administration 
Patricia Denise Harris, Liberal Studies 
Thomas Roanan Harris, Administration 
Shanann Lee Harrison, Administration 
William David Harrison, Administration 
Tracey Hart, Social Sciences 
Dawnyelle Athenna Hartig, Liberal Studies 
Erica Ann Hartmann, Psychology 
Jennifer Amber Harvey. English 
Marilyn Kay Harvey, Liberal Studies. Highest Honors 
Anthony Eric Haskins, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Shannan T. Hatfield, Human Development 
Wendy Marie Hathaway, Psychology 
Alethea Christine Haubruge, Spanish 
Anna S. Hauldren, Administration 
Deborah M. Hawblitzel, Administration 
Fred Heacock, Administration 
John Thomas Healy, Political Science 
Christy Jeanette Hearne, Administration 
Jeremy Lee Heckler, History 
Philip Dickson Hegedusich, Liberal Studies 
Amy Jean Heglund, Liberal Studies 
Robert Ernest Heidi, Biology 
Carlton A, Hemphill, Mathenmtics 
Amy Beth Henderson, Criminal Justice 
Deberah Ann Henderson, Liberal Studies 
Wesley Demone Henderson, Liberal Studies 
Donna Jo Hendrick, Criminal Justice 
Elizabeth Hendricks, Spanish 
Bridget Ann Henry, History 
Kelly M. Henry, Administration 
Mona Ingeborg Hensel, Criminal Justice, Honors • 
Randall P. Henzler, Political Science 
Frank A, Hermogeno, Administration 
Cynthia Isabel Hernandez, Psychology 
Edward Hernandez, Social Sciences 
Enrique Vertiz Hernandez, Administration 
Erin C. Hernandez, History 
Leticia R. Hernandez, Liberal Studies 
Luis M. Hernandez, Sociology 
Richard R. Hernandez, Liberal Studies 
Rose Mary Hernandez, Special Major 
Sal Hernandez, Biology 
Theresa Hernandez, Art 
Victoria Peralta Hernandez, Biology 
Victoria Peralta Hernandez, Sociology A 
Lucila Herrera, Liberal Studies 
Stephanie Cuinane Harrington, Psychology A 
Stephanie Cuinane Harrington, Human Development 
Michael Kevin Heslin, Geography 
Michael Matthew Hewitt, Criminal Justice 
Derek Wayne Hickman, Criminal Justice 
Timothy Joseph Higdon, Geography 
Daniel Joseph Higginbotham, English, Honors • 
Aimee A. Higgins, Administration 
Cretchen Alexa Crieshaber Higgin, Art 
Gretchen Alexa Crieshaber Higgin, Psychology 
Eric John Highstreet, Social Sciences 
Charlene Shantel Hildebrandt, Liberal Studies 
Heidi Lee Hilgendorf, Administration 
Tara M. Hillrich, Social Sciences 
Evelyn Louise Himes, Human Development 
Matt Hixson, Art 
Christopher Hoback, Communication 
Andrew S. Hochman, Administration 
Kenneth Hofeldt, Social Sciences 
Susan Joanne Hoffman, Mathematics 
Barbara A. Hofman, Sociology 
John W. Hofsaess, Administration 
Rachel Marie Holbrook, Communication 
Peter J. Hollenhorst, History 
LaShonda Marie Holley, Liberal Studies 
H. Keith Holloway, Geography 
Janeal M. Holmes, Liberal Studies 
Cene C. Holthouser Jr., Sociology 
Donald E. Holzhauser, Administration 
LaKeisha Nate Hood, Liberal Studies 
Angela Bridgett Hoover, Liberal Studies 
Danelle Lynn Hopwood, Psychology 
Michael Paul Horton, History, High Honors A 
Leonard Vincent Horvath, Administration 
Kathleen Marie Houle, Liberal Studies 
Wendy Ann How, Liberal Studies 
Cina Howard, Psychology, Highest Honors 
Rachel Lynn Howard, Liberal Studies 
Hsieh Li-Fen, Administration 
Hui-Wen Hsu, Administration 
Mei-Hui Huang, Administration 
William Howard Hubbard, Psychology 
Amy Marie Hubert, Liberal Studies 
James E. Hudson, Liberal Studies, Honors • 
Beth Ann Huegel, Communication 
Sharon Ann Hughbanks, Liberal Studies 
Michael J. Hughes, Administration 
Vicki Louise Hughes, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Ernestine Huizar, Criminal Justice 
Maria Elena Huizar, Liberal Studies 
David Michael Hulse, High Honors 
Ben-Ju Hung, Communication 
Christine Hunt, Liberal Studies, Highest Honors 
Joel A. Hunt, Psychology 
Kevin Huntley, Anthropology 
Cynthia Lynn Hurst, Human Development 
Cynthia Lynn Hurst, Psychology 
Faith Hope Hurst, Liberal Studies 
Janice Dawn Hurst, Geography 
Janice Dawn Hurst, Environmental Studies 
Mustafa K. Hussien, Administration 
Timothy John Hutchins, Administration 
Catherine Elizabeth Hutchinson, Biology 
Stephanie A. Hyde, Liberal Studies 
Carlton Ray Gregory Hyder I, Administration 
Laura A. lannone. Human Development 
Laura A. lannone. Psychology 
Nora Ibarra, Criminal Justice 
Fellix Indratno, Administration 
Veronica Yvonne Ingersoll, Psychology, Honors A 
James I. Inghram HI, Communication 
Renee M. Ingram, English 
Cade Ipeker, Administration 
Lori Annette Irvin, Administration, Honors 
Laura Elaine Irwin, Liberal Studies 
Jenny B. Isaac, Sociology 
Linda K. Isaac, Administration 
Sean Eric Ison, Administration 
Kimberly Dawn Israelson, Human Development 
Kimberly Dawn Israelson, Psychology 
Basem Basharh Issa, Political Science 
Chad Everette Jackson, Economics 
Dhina Genevieve Jackson, English 
Dhina Genevieve Jackson, Spanish 
Dorry Lenee Jackson, Criminal Justice 
Florence Annette Jackson, Human Services 
Marianne Pelikan Jackson, Human Services 
Gabriel B. Jacob, Administration 
Eric David Jacobsen, English • 
Trinidad Jacquez, Liberal Studies 
Amy Laureen James, Liberal Studies 
Beatrice James, Mathematics 
Donna Louise James, Psychology 
Donna Louise James, Human Development 
Joshua C. James, Criminal Justice A 
Steven Charles Jankiewicz, Liberal Studies 
Brian T. Jarnagin, Sociology 
Melanie Lynn Jaszcar, Administration 
Linda D. Jefferson, Communication 
Linda D. Jefferson, Psychology 
Carol Lynn Jeffery, English 
Cleotha Jempson, Social Sciences 
Heather Mary Jenkins, English 
Kevin V. Jenkins, Sociology 
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Jonathan 0. Jensen, Administration 
Tava Kirsten Jensen, Liberal Studies 
Jenifer Leilani Jerrel, Liberal Studies 
Brian Stewart Johnson, Administration 
Clarence R. Johnson III, English 
J'Syri N'Gai Johnson, Administration 
James Andrew Johnson, Spanish 
Melissa Marie Johnson, Communication 
Sandra E. Johnson, Psychology, Honors B 
Stephanie K. Johnson, Administration 
Tasa R. Jackson Johnson, Sociology 
Tina M. Johnson, Criminal Justice 
Valerie Ann Johnson, Liberal Studies 
Kenneth Dean Johnston, Music 
Tamara L. Johnstone, Psychology 
Patricia Jane Jokela, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Bryn Elan Jones, Environmental Studies, Highest Honors 
Charlie Jones Jr., Economics 
Christopher DeVaughn Jones, Liberal Studies 
Danielle Kalani Jones, Political Science 
Erin A. Jones, Geography 
Erin A. Jones, Environmental Studies 
Francia Jones, Liberal Studies 
Francia Jones, Special Major 
George Steven Jones, Philosophy 
George Steven Jones, Psychology 
Jarilyn S. Jones, Communication 
Melanie Jones, Human Development 
Melanie Jones, Psychology 
Michael Ray Jones, Human Development 
Phyllis Leanne Jones, Liberal Studies 
Radiah Michelle Jones, Administration 
Ferrill E. Jordan, Administration 
Kevin Lynn Jordan, Psychology 
Daylene Kaye Jorgenson, Geography 
Martha M. Jorgenson, Psychology 
William S. Jorritsma, Administration 
Sygrid Abijero Jose, Administration 
Lisa Diane Joseph, Liberal Studies 
Eileen Kay Joyce, Liberal Studies 
Chia-Ping Juan, Administration 
Nicole Danielle ]ixatez,Communication 
Dawn Stacy Judman, Administration 
Cynthia Diane Julian, Geography 
Monique Just, Psychology 
Djamila Kabir, Administration 
Karima Kabir, Psychology 
RoseMary Ann Antony Kackery, Liberal Studies 
Cynthia Nicolle Kaiser, Liberal Studies 
Jason Allen Kaiser, Social Sciences 
Jennifer Marie Kanaly, Human Development 
Raman Kandi, Administration 
Kentaro Kankawa, Administration 
Anita Karan, Political Science 
Anna M. Karanik, Administration 
Elizabeth Karetji, Liberal Studies 
James C. Karper, Administration 
Erika L. Karr, Communication 
Philip Kasinski, Theatre Arts 
Philip Kasinski, History 
Robert M. Kassing, Communication 
Mitsuhiro Kato, Administration 
Nicholas Felix Kawalec, English 
Marjorie Elizabeth Keane, Criminal Justice 
Jamison Joseph Keller, Psychology 
Denice Kelton, Sociology A 
Charles William Kemp, Economics A fl 
Angela Renee Kendall, English 
Angela Renee Kendall, Liberal Studies 
John Thomas Kendall II, Administration 
Pamela Kennedy, Geography 
Susan M. Keough,Communication • 
Brandon Kerr, Administration 
Vanessa loanne Kerr, Human Services 
Emilce Maria Kester, Psychology 
Dennis Bryen Key, Chemistry 
Dharm Atma Singh Khalsa, English 
Sonya Takouhi Khanbegian, Liberal Studies, Honors I 
Maysoon S.R. Khatib, Communication 
Ratika Khatkar, Psychology 
Aref Khoori, Administration 
Alex Khosroabadi, Biology 
Ahmed Yousef Khouri, Administration 
Marlene H. Kiemel, Sociology 
Lance R. Kienzle, Administration 
lenny E. Kim, Liberal Studies 
Sun Kim, Art, Honors 
Tae Eun Kim, Spanish 
Anthony ]. Kimbirk, CriminalJustice 
Patrick Grant Kimmons, History 
Marydel King Sesanto, Social Sciences 
Yukiko Kino, Prepsychology 
Bob Kirby, History 
Diana Benckert Kirk, Liberal Studies 
leffrey Lynn Kirk, Human Development 
Jeffrey Lynn Kirk, Psychology 
William Douglas Klatt, Biology • 
Cynthia Lynn Knapp, History 
Wayne Alan Knapp, Administration 
Deborah Kathleen Knight, History 
Laura Jean Knight, Liberal Studies 
Shari Colleen Knight, English 
Gale Leslie Koch, Psychology, Highest Honors A • 
Recipient of Phi Kappa Phi National 
Graduate Fellowship Award 
Rachel Kohn, English, Honors • 
Eric Koranda, Administration, Honors 
Craig A. Korinko, Liberal Studies 
Karrie Ann Korkko, Liberal Studies 
Son K. Korsak, Liberal Studies 
Susanti Kosasih, Administration 
Donna L. Kosman, Liberal Studies 
Kevin Alan Krauss, Administration 
Courtney Dyan Kreutzer, Liberal Studies 
Christopher James Kreutzkamp, History 
Arlene Ramona Kriebs, Art 
Billie Frank Krieger 111, Administration 
Sandra Lee Kubitza, Liberal Studies 
Lora A. Kueneman, Art 
Michelle A. Kuepper, Liberal Studies 
Lembit Jaan Kulbin, Criminal Justice 
Tracy Elizabeth Thomas Kulbin, Administration 
Kunchit Kulsrisuwan, Administration 
Jeffrey Craig Kumfer, Communication 
Kuo Cindy, Administration 
Kuo Mei-Lin, Administration 
Ronaldo Kurniawan, Administration 
Savitri Nizalma Kusasi, Art 
Po Kiang Kwe, Administration 
Chhannavy Ky, Administration 
Dawn Renee Kyker, Liberal Studies 
Marilyn Hollrock Lacouette, Liberal Studies 
Thad M. Laferriere, Administration 
Chun-Hsiung Lai, Administration 
Jennifer Marie Laine, Liberal Studies 
James C. Laizure, Administration A 
Angie Tuyet Lam, Criminal Justice 
Hoa Holly Lam, Liberal Studies 
Brett Adam Lamborn, English 
Ernestine Landeros-Bustamante, Liberal Studies 
Tiffani Elise Hyder, Human Services 
Samuel Keith Laney II, Biology, Honors • 
Jennifer L. Langmaid, Liberal Studies 
Vivian Ann Langosh, Administration 
Amy Lorraine Lansdown, Communication 
Lana Larkins, Human Development 
Jana R. Larmer, Psychology 
Melanie A. Larsen, Liberal Studies 
Christa Colleen Larson, Liberal Studies, Highesi Honors 
Kaelyn S. Larson, Social Sciences, Honors 
David John Lasky, Administration 
Janine Leslie Lauder, Art, Honors • 
Jocelyn M. Lauri, Administration 
Richard D. Lauver, Geography 
Marilyn Taylor Lawrence, Psychology 
Shelli Lawson, Sociology 
Denise M. Layton, Sociology 
Gary Craig Layton, Psychology A • 
Rina Lazarian, French 
Teresia LaFleur, Social Sciences 
Darlene LaPorte, Social Sciences 
Quyen Van Le, Administration 
Tracy Leathers, Sociology 
Lisa Nanea Leavitt Bragg, Administration 
Jackie Lynn Leckemby, Psychology, Honors A • 
Lee HungWen J., Administration 
Lee Jia-Rong, Administration 
Jui-Lin Lee, Administration 
Keon Joong Lee, Economics 
Kimberly Lee, Administration 
Kimberly Dawn Lee, Liberal Studies 
Shelly Lee, Special Major 
Won Joon Lee, Administration 
Won-Jae Lee, Administration 
Younjin Lee, Administration 
Danielle Helene Lefler, Psychology 
Jeannette D. Leimel, Political Science 
Shelly Rene Leitch, Criminal Justice 
Zulvy Sofran Leon, Administration 
Stan J. Lesinski Jr., Administration 
Dawn Kennette Lewis, Psychology 
Demetrius Campbell Lewis, Spanish 
Felicia J. Lewis, CriminalJustice 
Leticia LeBrun, Liberal Studies 
Anastacia Irene Libuse, English 
Xuan T. Lieu, Liberal Studies 
Eric Robert Life, Sociology 
Angela H. Lim, Sociology 
Chen Hsien Lin, Administration 
Chin-Chieh Lin, Administration 
Ching-Hsiu Lin, Administration 
Jean-Tseng (Jimmy) Lin, Administration, Honors 
Meiling Lin, Administration 
Ying-Shiu Lin, Finance 
Yu-Hsien Lin, Administration 
Thomas David Linane, Human Development 
Glenn A. Lincoln Jr., Political Science 
Brittney K. Lind, Liberal Studies 
Tricia Natasha Lind, Psychology 
Jeffrey Glenn Lindeman, Administration, Honors A 
Kathleen M. Linhardt, English 
Karen Lish, English 
Shu-Fen Liu, Administration 
Jason Robert Llorens, Communication 
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Ju-Chen Lo, Administration 
Tina J. Loftus, Liberal Studies 
Don Nelantha Sidath Lokuge, Political Science 
Candace A. Lombard, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Dean Edward Long, Administration, Honors 
Jamal Khalifa Lootah, Administration 
Anthony Michael Lopez, Communication 
Cynthia Victoria Lopez, Psychology 
Martha G. Lopez, Criminal Justice 
Rosa Jeaneth Lopez, English 
Sean Ramiro Lopez, Liberal Studies 
Yvette Alicia Lopez, Criminal Justice A 
Joseph Gabriel Lora, Administration 
Alecea Devon Lott, Psychology 
Brian Patrick Lott, Administration 
Heather A. Lott, Art, Honors • 
Marilyn E. Lott, Psychology 
Yvonne Love, Sociology 
Deborah L. Low, Human Development 
Jennifer Elizabeth Lowe, Administration 
Francisco Javier Loya, Political Science 
Elizabeth Raquel Lucky, Liberal Studies 
Engel Ben Luistro, Liberal Studies 
David E. Luke, Administration 
Sherilyn Marie Lum, Biology 
Alma G. Luna, Economics 
Angela B. Luna, English, High Honors 
Barbara J. Luna, Political Science 
Jana Anderson Luna, Liberal Studies 
Theresa Ann Luna, Sociology 
Janice C. Lund, Liberal Studies 
Timothy Ray Lunsford, Geography 
Shannon Kai Lush, Administration 
Rita R. Lutz, Administration 
Cynthia Renee Lyons, Economics A 
Tara Lynn Macdonald, English 
Colleen Elaine Rogan Machado, Liberal Studies 
Richard Michael Machain, Social Sciences 
Renee Angela Macias, Liberal Studies 
Brandi Jean Mack, English 
Jason Mackley, Anthropology 
April Monee Macmober, Communication 
Mandalina Adele Smith, Communication 
Brian A. MacDougall, Administration 
Gina Rae Maddox, Liberal Studies 
Richard John Madrid, Criminal Justice 
David Dallas Maga, Art 
Robert Steven Magallanes, Administration 
Anna Marie Magana, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Gregory Edward Malally, Administration 
Peggy M. McLaughlin, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Bonnie Janine Chilton, Human Services, Honors 
Candra S. Malone, Psychology 
Doris G. Malone, Liberal Studies. High Honors 
Joanna Marie Mamone, Communication 
Sarah Joy Mancha, Human Services 
Lisa Lamm Manfredi, Liberal Studies 
Nancy J. Mann, Psychology 
Shauna Lynn Mann, Liberal Studies 
Ryoichi Mano, Administration 
Kimberly Shannon Manzo, Administration 
Almavida Galinato Mara, Liberal Studies 
Renee' Michelle Marchand, Art 
Monica Marciniak, Psychology 
David Mares Hernandez, Liberal Studies 
Richard J. Mares, Administration 
Rhonda Margis, Biology 
Steven F. Marin, Political Science 
Aaron B. Markowitz, Political Science 
Alisa May Marlatt, Psychology 
)uan Carlos Marlia Urrutia, Liberal Studies 
lason C. Marshall, History, Honors • 
Alois I. Martin, Criminal Justice 
Alyssa Lyn Martin, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Dorice M. Martin, Liberal Studies 
Eric Todd Martin, Communication 
Holly Sue Martin, Liberal Studies 
lennifer Lynn Martin, Administration, Honors • 
Rene Arnoldo Martin, Theatre Arts 
Alicia Martinez, Criminal Justice 
Brenda Marie Martinez, Administration 
Carmella Marie Martinez, Social Sciences 
lesse P. Martinez, History 
lose C. Martinez Jr., Administration 
Lisa Christine Martinez, Liberal Studies 
Melissa i. Martinez-Areffi, Political Science 
Nuria E. Martinez, Liberal Studies, High Honors • • 
Rose Mary Martinez, Liberal Studies 
Sandra Dee Martinez, Psychology 
Bob Martinich, Chemistry 
Douglas R. Martins, Administration 
Nancy Elaine Marval, Liberal Studies 
Nancy Elaine Marval, Psychology 
Nabila Masih, Liberal Studies 
Patricia A. Mason, Administration 
Patricia L. Mason, Special Major, Honors 
Shannon Lynn Mason, Art 
Susan Jane Massagli, Environmental Studies 
Donna Vaught Massaro, Liberal Studies 
Rachel Lynn Massaro, Administration 
Elizabeth Louise Massie, Liberal Studies 
Ruben Mata, Social Sciences 
Sane Aletoni Mataitusi, Spanish 
Sane Aletoni Mataitusi, Liberal Studies 
Ken Matono, Mathematics 
Luis Mates, History 
Mie Matsushima, Psychology 
Fabiana Y. Matuoka, Administration 
Hollye Erin Maxcy, English 
Beth Ann Maxson, English, Honors • 
Debra Lynn Maxwell, Communication 
Lisa Maxwell, Liberal Studies 
Mary Lucille Maxwell, English 
Marilyn lean Mayer, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Edward P. Mazzucco, Liberal Studies 
Tina Marie McAllister, Liberal Studies 
Catherine Lozano McBride, Liberal Studies 
Christopher Charles McCauley, Philosophy, Honors 
Stacy Carol McCauley, Biology 
Roberta McClesky, Criminal Justice 
Roberta McClesky, Psychology 
Gwen Grande McClintic, History 
Elizabeth Ann McCluskey, Administration 
Kathleen Michelle McCollem, Liberal Studies 
Lawrence Mitchel McCoy, Music 
Terrell Anthony McCullough, Liberal Studies 
Christina McDaniel, Political Science 
Stacy Antoine McDaniel, Criminal Justice 
Denetta Renee McDonald, Art 
Monica M. McDonald, Psychology 
Monica M. McDonald, Human Development 
Tasha McDonald, Liberal Studies 
Lizette McDonnell, Liberal Studies 
Ryan John McDonnell, Liberal Studies 
LaKita McDougle, Criminal Justice 
Cathy A. McDowell, Liberal Studies, Honors 
lanelle Marie McFarland, Psychology 
Janelle Marie McFarland, Liberal Studies 
Michael Thomas McFarland, Psychology 
Karl Lynn McCaa, Criminal Justice 
Timothy P. McGilbray, Sociology A 
S. Xavier McCill, Liberal Studies 
Amy Beth McGraw, Human Development 
Darbi A. McGriff, English 
Tina Louise McKee, Special Major 
Arthur James McKiernan Jr., Administration 
Karen Ann McKinley, Liberal Studies, Honors A 
Calondra Lois McKinney, Sociology 
Merritt H. McKinney, Administration 
Alison McLaren, Sociology A 
leffrey Michael McLaughlin, Administration 
Kellie J. McMaster, Administration 
William I. McMillan, Administration 
Elena Ann McMillen, Child Development 
Francis J, McMonagle, Liberal Studies 
Janet M. McMurry, Liberal Studies 
Julie Lynn McNabb, Liberal Studies 
Pamela Carol McNew, Human Development 
Pamela Carol McNew, Psychology 
Jennifer N. McNulty, Social Sciences 
Jennifer N. McNulty, History A 
Michael Robert McRaven, Criminal Justice 
Stephanie Rose Meador, Liberal Studies 
Sherry Nicole Medel, Communication 
Benjamin Michael Medure, Mathematics 
Jackie Dean Meekins, Mathematics 
Mary Ellen Meere, Human Development 
Mary Ellen Meere, Psychology 
Elizabeth Ann Meier, Psychology 
Augustine Mejia, Liberal Studies 
Sandra Mejia-Gonzales, Social Sciences 
Ann-Marie Orta Melendrez, Sociology 
Kenneth Luis Mello, Music 
Elizabeth L Melvin, Economics 
Saul Sanchez Mendez, Criminal Justice 
Stephanie Lee Mendiola, Psychology, Honors 
Almario Guzman Mendoza Jr., Psychology, Honors 
Federico A. Mendoza, Liberal Studies 
Pablo A. Mendoza, Liberal Studies 
Cesar Abraham Meneses, Liberal Studies 
Sergio Preciado Meraz, Psychology 
Froilan Mercado, Art 
Michael Mercier, Administration 
Christopher J. Meshack, Administration 
Eric Charles Messick, Social Sciences 
Diane J. Messrah, Special Major, High Honors 
Serkan Mestan, Administration 
Cheri Ann Metier, Political Science 
Steven L. Metz, Criminal Justice 
Alan J. lAeyet Jr., Administration 
James J. Meza, Psychology 
Nikki Lynn Milender, Psychology 
Caroline Eclarino Militar, Biology 
Shannon Elaine Smith, Biology 
Heather Anne Miller, Liberal Studies 
Jenifer A. Miller, Art 
Marina de Fatima Miller, Liberal Studies, High Honors • 
Shauna A. Miller, Communication 
Tamara Melinda Miller, Liberal Studies 
Tiffanie Brunner, Liberal Studies 
Lori Lynn Millsap, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Mark Joseph Millsap, Liberal Studies, High Honors • 
Rachelle Marie Millsap, Liberal Studies 
Kathlyn Deanna Milson, Liberal Studies 
Michael Mirabella, Administration 
Kimberly Anne Miranda, Liberal Studies 
Shauna E. Mitchell-Segundo, Liberal Studies • 
Shauna E. Mitchell-Segundo, English • 
Randy J. Mitchell, Liberal Studies 
Yvonne Lea Mitchell, Theatre Arts 
Farshad Modiri, Biology 
Hillary Susan Moe, Liberal Studies • 
Gay Lynn Moessner, Social Sciences 
Golafarid Mofid, Anthropology 
Terry L. Mohr, Psychology 
Clemente Arturo Mojica Jr., Political Science 
Alan Victor Molineux, Liberal Studies 
Peggy Ann Margaret Moll, Administration 
Henry W. Mollet, English 
Scott Joseph Molner, Criminal Justice, High Honors 
Teresa J. Mongold, Communication 
Melanie Sumie Moniz, Liberal Studies 
Jennifer Lynn Monroe, Liberal Studies 
Manuel A. Monteiro, Communication 
Carey Lynn Montello, English 
Angelina Alma Montenegro, Sociology, Honors A • 
April M. Montoya, Administration 
Jesse William Montoya, Economics 
Marie Elizabeth Montreuil, Sociology, Honors A • 
Kimberly A. Moody, Sociology 
Anthony Moore Sr., Special Major 
Brian J. Moore, Administration 
Sarah Virginia Moore, Liberal Studies 
Theresa G. Moore, Psychology 
Christopher D. Moorman, Environmental Studies 
Anthony Scott Mora, Criminal Justice 
Fidel Mora Jr., Mathematics, Honors 
Claudia Morales, Spanish 
Claudia Morales, Liberal Studies 
Marina Lynn Morales, Psychology 
David J. Moran, Psychology 
Diana J. Morenberg, Criminal Justice 
Bartholomew C. Moreno, Social Sciences 
Debra J. Lee-Moreno, Psychology 
Heather Michelle Moreno, Administration, Honors A 
Margaret Marie Moreno, Liberal Studies 
Virginia B. Moreno, Mathematics 
Elizabeth Morey, Liberal Studies 
Jeannette Kay Morin, Liberal Studies 
Timothy Allen Morris, Psychology 
Christina Elizabeth Morrison, Environmental Studies 
Christina Elizabeth Morrison, Geography 
Jill Morrison, Administration 
Kevin James Morton, Music 
Ezekiel Moseley Jr., Criminal Justice 
Kimberly Ann Moser, Liberal Studies 
Christina Victoria Moulton, Criminal Justice 
Gisele Chafic Mounzer, Communication, High Honors 
Ronald Steven Clayton Mowry, Administration 
Waleed Jassem Mubarak, Administration 
Joe Antonio Muglia, Psychology 
Kathryn Anne Mumper, English 
Kimberly Barry, Liberal Studies 
Juan A. Munoz, Environmental Studies 
Kelli Rene Munoz, Social Sciences 
Maria Magdalena Munoz Ibarra, Liberal Studies 
Mary Ellen Murawa, Criminal Justice 
Joshua M.A. Murguia, English 
DeAnna Michelle Murillo, Spanish 
DeAnna Michelle Murillo, Liberal Studies 
Erik C. Murillo, Psychology 
Joseph Louie Murillo Jr., History 
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Daniel Christopher Murphy, Environmental Studies 
Daniel Christopher Murphy, Geography 
Tracy E. Murphy, Administration 
Sandra Diane Murray, Political Science 
Eric Evan Myers, History 
Andrei E. Nabakowski, Chemistry 
Mary Jasmine Nacua, Administration 
Cara Nagle, Psychology 
Kiomars Nahavandi, Psychology 
Kiyoshi Nakayama, Art 
Osiris Nails, Administration 
Thanida Nana, Administration 
Damon Nance, French 
Sylvia Anna Naples, Administration 
Judith Ann Nash, Administration 
Stephanie Claire Nastanski, English 
Eric James Nations, Sociology 
Maria Elena Navarrete, Spanish 
Maria Elena Navarrete, Liberal Studies 
Estella Navarro Contreras, Liberal Studies 
Miguel Navarro, Biology 
Miguel Navarro, Administration 
Daniel Alan Nazarek, Criminal Justice 
Sara Nahid Nazari, Social Sciences 
Amy Constance Neal, Liberal Studies 
Jamie Neal, Liberal Studies 
Huiching Nee, Administration 
Marta Neely, Communication 
Damian Marino Negrete, Biology 
Elva Negrete, Liberal Studies 
Brandy L. Nelson, Sociology 
Elaine Michelle Nelson, Biology 
Craciela Rolon Nelson, Liberal Studies 
Gregory K. Nelson, Liberal Studies 
Karen Antoinette Nelson, History 
Kellie Ann Nelson, Liberal Studies 
Lisa Marie Nelson, English 
Harvey Joseph Neri, Art 
Stephanie L. Ness, Art 
Brian Chris Nettles, Communication 
Eunice Neubeck, Environmental Studies 
Bonnie Lana Neubecker, Liberal Studies 
Cynthia A. Newby, Liberal Studies 
Christine Marie Newcombe, Liberal Studies 
Mark Tom Newton Jr., Liberal Studies 
Tuong Quoc Ngo, Mathematics, Honors 
Nancy Nga Nguyen,Arr 
Diana Anh T. Nguyen, Human Services 
Diana Anh T. Nguyen, Psychology 
LamBuu Nguyen, Administration 
Nhung T. Nguyen, Administration 
Phuc Dai Nguyen, Administration 
April Thu-Dung Nguyen, Biology, High Honors 
Gregory A. Nicholas, Biology 
Darlene Therese Nichols, Liberal Studies, Honors • 
Christine A. Nielson, Administration 
Douangchay Nilakout, Sociology 
Michael Joseph Noble, Administration 
Monique Ingrid Noble, Liberal Studies 
Michael C. Nollar, Geography 
Kristen Marie Nordquist, Administration 
Gloria Garcia Norero, Liberal Studies 
Christopher Roland Northrop, Music 
Patricia Lynn Norton, Liberal Studies 
Shari D. Nott, Liberal Studies, High Honors 
Allison Faye Nottingham, Administration 
Amy Lynne Nottingham, Art, Honors 
Kevin Kurkul Noyes, Administration 
Emily Nudge Undem, Art 
Ericka P. Nunez, Communication 
Jeffery Duane Nunn, Administration 
Kaysie Patricia Nunn, Biology 
Scott Neal Nuskin, Psychology 
Carol J. Nweeya, Liberal Studies 
Bruce Craig Nyberg, Liberal Studies 
Terry L. Nye, Administration 
Eve Marie Nystul, Liberal Studies 
Joseph Glenn O'Brien Jr., Administration 
James Tracy O'Linger, Social Sciences 
Shawn Richard O'Neill, Sociology A 
Andrew James Oaks, Art 
Kory Albert Oberlies, CriminalJustice 
Christine Marie Obst, Art 
Damian Robert Ochoa, Human Development 
Damian Robert Ochoa, Psychology 
Lisa R. Ochoa, Liberal Studies 
Lorena Cervantes-Ochoa, Human Development 
Lorena Cervantes-Ochoa, Psychology 
Jeanette F. Oehrlein, Human Development, High 
Jeanette F. Oehrlein, Psychology, High Honors 
Shino Okita, Communication 
Sandra Jane Okugawa, Liberal Studies 
Kelli Jeannette Olds, Liberal Studies 
Shawn Suzette Oldt, Art 
Nicole Marie Oleskowitz, Environmental Studies 
Chinedum Ikemefuna Olisemek, Biology 
Imelda Olivarez, Criminal Justice 
Elizabeth A. Oliver, Sociology 
Christina Danielle Olney, Communication 
Heather Dawn Olson, Psychology 
Heather Dawn Olson, Human Development 
William Sonny Olvera, Mathematics 
Steven Henry Oquendo, Administration 
Aned Orbezo-Linzi, Biology 
Jesus M. Ordonez, Psychology 
Jesus M. Ordonez, Human Development 
Yvonne Jennie Ordway, Administration, Honors 
Jerald Paramio Oribello, Criminal Justice 
Michael Originales, Administration 
Patricia Diane Oropeza, Sociology 
Carla Renee Orr, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Darlene Kosar Orr, Psychology • 
Carlos R. Ortega, Criminal Justice 
Servando Sauceda Ortega, Liberal Studies 
Christine Ortiz, Sociology 
Marisela Ortiz, Psychology 
Dewitt Ortuno, Psychology 
Rafael Martinez de Osaba, Sociology 
Amy Aileen Osborn, Environmental Studies 
Lorena Oseguera, Sociology • 
Eileen Osgood, English, Honors 
Catalina Preciado de Osaya, Spanish 
Catalina Preciado de Osaya, Liberal Studies 
Alma Otero, Liberal Studies 
Victoria Carrillo Otos, Special Major 
Tamsin E. Outram, Liberal Studies 
Kathy Jo Ovalle-Gutierrez, Liberal Studies 
Heather J. Overturf, Liberal Studies 
Vincent Oviedo, Psychology 
Marcus Aurelius Oxenham, Administration 
Rayfield Ozier 11, Psychology 
Sylvia Anna Padilla, Liberal Studies 
Christopher Thomas Paine, Administration 
Jea Won Pak, Criminal Justice 
Anthony Palacios, Art 
Robert Palacios, Communication 
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Dwayne Raymond Palasek, Liberal Studies 
David Anthony Palmer, Biology 
Janet Yvonne Palomino, Liberal Studies 
Steve A. Parker, Administration 
Lucia Arboleya-Parkes, Liberal Studies 
Katie Ann Parnham, Administration 
Allen Montford Parrott, Liberal Studies 
Christine Parsons, Environmental Studies 
James Clement Pasquariello, Special Major 
Anjli Patel, Administration 
Bela D. Patel, Administration 
Hitesh Patel, Biology 
Lisa Denise Patino, Psychology 
Brian D. Patrick, Administration 
Joseph James Patricko Jr., Chemistry 
Angela Michelle Patterson, Communication 
Cerise Michelle Patterson, Sociology 
Wayne Pattillo, Psychology • 
Penny A. Pattison, English 
Sherine M. Patton, Human Development 
George Francis Paulicivic Jr., Administration 
Monica Escamilla Paulin, Liberal Studies 
Joycelyn Michelle Pauloo, Geography 
Brandi Louise Payne, Psychology 
William Douglas Pearson, Art 
Paul Joseph Peck, Criminal Justice 
David Peek, Philosophy 
Faith Jeanette Pehrson, Liberal Studies 
Travis Lee Pellerin, Art 
Shirley Marion Pelletier, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Susan Peloza, Music, Honors 
Ibrahem Rotha Pen, Liberal Studies 
Matthew A. Pendleton, Administration 
Jiun-Jie Peng, Administration 
Laura Ann Pennington, Liberal Studies 
Elaine Rose Perales, Art 
Ana E. Perez, Spanish 
Brian Matthew Perez, Social Sciences 
Natalie Jean Perez, Communication 
Richard H. Perez, Administration 
Leticia Stella-Marie Perkins, Liberal Studies 
Amber Christine Perry, Communication, Honors 
Paul H. Perry, Anthropology 
Erik Damon Persek, Biology 
Kimberly Ann Peters, English 
Kimberly Ann Peters, Liberal Studies 
Robert M. Peters, Administration 
Andrea Lynn Petersen, Human Development 
Laura Elizabeth Petersen, History 
Eric D. Peterson, Administration 
Karen Ann Peterson, Liberal Studies 
Sharon Lyn Petlansky, Communication 
Anne Marie Rogers-Petrie, Liberal Studies 
Gabriele Maria Petrie, Liberal Studies 
Sandi J. Petrillo, Sociology • 
Darlene Sue Pettis, Administration 
Jason Sterling Pewterbaugh, Administration 
Brandon Pfeifle, Environmental Studies 
Anh Hieu Pham, Chemistry 
Jennifer Van Pham, Administration 
Deborah Margaret Phares, Communication 
Jered W. Phillips, Human Development 
Timothy Patrick Phillips, Administration 
Michael Dwane Pianalto, Environmental Studies 
Laura E. Pickett, Liberal Studies 
Richard Lee Pickett, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Talia Ellen Pico, Special Major 
Aileen E. Pierce, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Dana A. Pierce, Administration 
Alva R. Pina, Liberal Studies 
Robert Starr Pisa, Liberal Studies 
Mary Kathieen Pitchford, Human Development 
Ernesto Arturo Placencia, Liberal Studies 
Tracy Lyn Platzner, Liberal Studies, Honors • 
Laura Gail Pollard, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Jill Logan Ponds, Liberal Studies 
lohn Mark Porter, Economics 
Lizet R. Portillo, Administration 
Marcella Portillo, Special Major 
Paul lohannes Rudolf Post Jr., Mathematics 
Joan L. Potter, Human Development 
Kristine Louise Potter, English, Honors 
Kornelius Joseph Potz, Environmental Studies 
Michael Pound, Liberal Studies 
Jason T. Powell, Administration 
Michelle R. Powell, Art 
Tomika Roshawn Powell-Casey, Liberal Studies 
Debra Sue Powers, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Charles S. Prada, Administration 
Isabel Prado Pineda, Liberal Studies 
Isabel Prado Pineda, Spanish 
Vika Sari Pranoto, Administration 
Vena M. Fowler, Communication 
Juan Manuel Preciado, Criminal Justice 
Nicholas Paul Prelesnik, English 
S. Cole Preston, Chemistry 
Stacey Yevette Prior-Bolin, Liberal Studies 
Amy Elizabeth Pritchard, Psychology 
Debra Proctor, Liberal Studies 
Pamela D. Proctor, Art 
Ronald Cruz Profeta, Political Science 
Irma Julieta Proffitt, Psychology 
Gwendolyn Leah Prophet, Criminal Justice 
Diane Marie Proulx, Administration, Highest Honors • 
K. Celeste Provence, Liberal Studies 
Michael Joseph Prows, Criminal Justice 
Randall Joseph Pruett, Mathematics 
Audra Marie Puccio, Liberal Studies 
Audra Marie Puccio, English 
Brandon David Pugno, Geography 
George Puraci, Chemistry 
Multy Purba, Administration 
Christina Marie Purcell, Liberal Studies 
Cynthia Rebecca Purkey, Administration 
Diane J. Purzycki, Human Development 
Timmothy \M. Pusztai, Criminal Justice 
Christal June Quam, Sociology • 
Patrick F. Querl, Administration 
Guillermo J. Quesada Jr., Spanish 
Cynthia Quezada, Liberal Studies 
Penelope lane Quibell, English, Honors 
Robert Quinn, History 
Paula Priscilla Quinones, English, Honors 
Andrew Mark Quintal, Economics 
Arlene Renee Quintana, Liberal Studies 
Jerald L. Quintana, Social Sciences 
Catalina Quintero, Criminal Justice 
Laura Diana Quintero, Liberal Studies 
Loreli Quintero, Administration A 
Creg J. Quiroz, Social Sciences 
Creg J. Quiroz, Economics 
Paul Allen Quist, Administration 
Liana Jean Quistgard, Liberal Studies 
Valentin Jean Racataian, Mathematics 
Steven C. Radford, Administration 
Julie Sabrina Radice, Liberal Studies 
Trisha S. Rafanan, Sociology 
Eric Lee Raley, Criminal Justice 
Sylvia Ramirez-Velazquez, Special Major 
David M. Ramirez, Social Sciences 
Jason Ramirez, History 
Maria Guadalupe Ramirez, Sociology 
Sally Ann Ramirez, Sociology A 
Gonzalo Ramos, Environmental Studies 
Monica Marie Ramos, Psychology 
Robert Colley Randle, Psychology 
Kimberiy Kay Rapp, Sociology 
Kimberly Erin Rash, Administration, Honors 
Kelly Ann Ratliff, Liberal Studies 
Alesia Rattler, Psychology 
Robert Michael Ray, History 
Thomas Young Ray ill. Criminal Justice, Honors 
Laura Razo, Psychology 
Kevin Gail Ream, Art, Honors 
Alicia Christine Rebman, English, High Honors • 
Sarah Rachel Reed, Liberal Studies 
Steven Earl Reed, Criminal Justice 
Virginia L. Reed, Psychology 
Monica D. Rees, Criminal Justice 
Rachei Suzanne Rees, Liberal Studies 
Elizabeth Jane Rhodes-Reese, Psychology, Honors 
William Thomas Reese, History 
David Michael Reeves, History 
Ronda Shyrline Reil, PsychologyA 
Leonard M. Reindel, Special Major 
Niels Tobias Reinhold, Geography 
Craig Clifford Reisgen, Psychology 
Sally Ee Rekstad, Liberal Studies 
William W. Renderos, Sociology 
Olympia Oasa Renfroe, Psychology 
Michele LeAnn Renfrow, Psychology 
Robert N. Renner Jr., Psychology, Honors • 
Yolanda Rentschler, Liberal Studies 
Daniel Kenneth Rentz Jr., English 
James Michael Resvaloso, Anthropology 
Mercedes Reveles, Liberal Studies 
Marcelina Velzaquez-Reyes, Liberal Studies 
Carolyn Christine Reyes, Psychology 
Heather S. Reyes, English 
Sergio G. Reyes, Liberal Studies 
Deanna Lynn Reynolds, Liberal Studies 
Tawnya Dawn Rhoades, Economics 
Shelley Marie Rice, Liberal Studies 
Shelley Marie Rice, Psychology 
Lisa Joy Richard, Administration 
Latressa Ranette Richmond, Psychology 
Emily I. Riddle, English 
Karla Joy Riley, Liberal Studies 
Dora Luz Rios, Spanish 
Gina L. Rios, English 
Duma Rismawati, Administration 
Delores J. Rissen, Psychology 
Delores 1. Rissen, Human Development 
Gina Anne Ristow, Communication 
Scott L. Rivaldi, Social Sciences 
Carla A. Rivas, Psychology 
JoAnn Rivas, Liberal Studies 
Kristen Rivas, Liberal Studies 
Richard Rivas Jr., English 
John Ignacio Rivera, Communication 
Maria Guadaiupe Rivera, Liberal Studies 
Mario Ernesto Rivera, History 
Mario Ernesto Rivera, Liberal Studies 
Maria Rivera, Psychology 
Cindy Roach, Liberal Studies 
Katrina Marie Roach, Human Development 
Katrina Marie Roach, Psychology 
Deneatta Roarke, Communication 
Matthew Ashley Robby, Social Sciences 
Matthew Ashley Robby, Criminal Justice 
Derrick L. Roberson, Communication 
Eric Roberson, Administration 
Yumeka Alif Roberson, Administration 
Caitlin Christine Roberts, Psychology 
Gabriele E. Roberts, Psychology 
Annette Robinson, Psychology 
Jerry Beresford Robinson, Administration 
hhity Ruth Robinson, Administration 
Ronaid Robinson Jr., Criminal Justice 
Tomoko I. Robinson, Administration 
Janet L. Robles, Administration 
Alice Roden, Psychology 
Arlington C. Rodgers Jr., Administration 
Carrie Anne Rodgers, Psychology, Honors 
James T. Rodgers Jr., Administration 
Anna Luisa Rodriguez, Liberal Studies 
Cynthia Sue Rodriguez, Human Development, Honors 
Cynthia Sue Rodriguez, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Diana Martha Rodriguez, Liberal Studies 
Hope Rodriguez, Liberal Studies 
Luzmaria Rodriguez, Liberal Studies 
Luzmaria Rodriguez, French 
Rebecca Rodriguez, Liberal Studies 
Sandra A. Rodriguez, Administration 
Victoria Susan Rodriguez, Social Sciences 
Cheryl A. Rogers, Liberal Studies 
James R. Rogers, Criminal Justice 
Sally Ty Rogers, Human Development 
William Matthew Rogers, Administration 
Jennifer Lee Roland, Liberal Studies, Honors • 
Brian L. Rollins, Administration 
Lisa M. Rollins, Liberal Studies 
Lisa M. Rollins, English 
Bertha A. Romero, Psychology 
Bonita Lynn Romero, Social Sciences 
Dennise Romero, Spanish 
Tina M. Romero, Liberal Studies 
Dianne Roney, Liberal Studies 
Lenette Annie Roosenberg, Anthropology 
Chantel Joanne Root, Liberal Studies 
Michael T. Resales, Liberal Studies 
Gwendolyn Denise Rose, English 
Chauntay Lavette Ross, Administration 
Dion C. Ross, Art 
Helen M. Ross, Criminal Justice 
Christopher Rosselli, Psychology 
Neoma E. Roxas, Political Science 
Kathy Junko Roy, Communication 
Mariana Rubalcava, History 
David W. Rubel, Sociology, Honors • 
Roberto Rubio, Liberal Studies 
Paula I. Rudolph, Administration 
Paula Lee Ruff, Administration 
Martin Ruiz, Liberal Studies 
Jose Rumbo, Liberal Studies 
Joe W. Runnels, Liberal Studies 
Joshua David Runyan, Liberal Studies 
Carol Lynn Rupp, Human Development 
Adele Marie Rush, Administration 
Dana Russell, Human Development 
Mona Liana Russell, Administration 
Gabriela Russo, Liberal Studies 
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Lawrence Michael Ryan, Communication 
Michelle Marie Rynn, Psychology 
Steven Jacob Ryser, Mathematics 
Leslie Carole Saber, Special Major, Honors 
Siamak Saeedi, Administration 
Robert Alan Saenz, Political Science 
Wilber Saenz, Political Science 
Clinia Mabell Saffi, Spanish, Highest Honors 
Audrey L. Safford, Liberal Studies 
Tahmlneh B. Saghafi, Biology 
Belinda Salandro, Psychology, Highest Honors M 
Sandra Salas, Psychology 
Silvia Salas, Communication 
Michael Daniel Salazar, Administration 
Sari Saldana, Criminal Justice 
Amer Saleh Saleh, Administration 
Gustavo Salinas, Environmental Studies 
Lisa Rae Sallee, Political Science 
Faye P. Sallis, Psychology 
Rasmey Sam, Administration 
Tonia Anne San Nicolas, Administration 
Zackary P. Sanabia, Administration 
Abraham Sanchez, Communication 
Alma Patricia Sanchez Perez, Liberal Studies 
Elizabeth Eladia Sanchez, Political Science 
Gerald L. Sanden, Administration 
Michael Curtis Sander, Liberal Studies 
Danny Sanders, Administration 
Steven Sanderson, Administration • 
Michelle Marie Sando, Human Development 
Blanca Gabriela Sandoval, English 
Delia Marie Sandoval, Liberal Studies 
Geovane Sandoval, Administration 
Susana F. Sandoval, Psychology 
Jennifer Jane Sandys, Administration 
Christopher Richard Sanford, Geography, High Honors 
Diane R. Sanford, Human Development 
Siobhan Frances Sansone, Administration 
Carolina Santana Ruiz, Spanish. High Honors • 
Carolina Santana Ruiz, Liberal Studies, 
High Honors A • 
Patricia Santana, Liberal Studies 
Rosa isela Santillano, Administration 
Cecilia G. Santos, Liberal Studies 
Freddy Santoso, Administration 
Tracey B. Sarff, Liberal Studies 
Katherine D. Sasaki, Psychology, Honors 
Hanief Omari Saterfield, Communication 
Hanief Omari Saterfield, Liberal Studies 
Dennis Dean Sattler, American Studies 
Stephanie Michelle Sauer, Liberal Studies 
Robyn Meredith Saunders, English 
Heather D. Sawyer, Administration 
Christopher L. Scarfone, Sociology 
Matthew David Scarpino, Theatre Arts 
Heather Anne Schaefer, Psychology A 
Jacquelyn E. Schneider, Administration 
Michelle Rene Schneider, Liberal Studies 
Rochel Lynn Schnur, Human Development 
Rochel Lynn Schnur, Psychology 
Gina M. Archuleta Schoenwetter, Liberal Studies 
Kimberly A. Schroeder, Administration 
Graciela Schubert, Environmental Studies 
Chanda Leigh Schuh, Communication, HonorsM 
Deborah Lorraine Schultz, Psychology, 
High Honors A • 
Shawn Marie Schultz, Liberal Studies, Honors • 
Shawnee M. Scobey, Communication 
David Lee Scott, English 
Tanya L. Scott, English 
Ellen Elizabeth Scray, Liberal Studies 
Traci Christine Scribner, English 
Anna Kristina Sealander, Communication 
Damian Stefan Secore, Communication 
Erin Leigh Seeley, Psychology, Honors 
Olivia Sarah Seheult, Criminal Justice A 
Eric Sell, Criminal Justice 
Marcie Ann Sellas, Psychology 
Marcie Ann Sellas, Human Development 
Greg M. Sellwood, Administration 
Aaron Travis Seltzer, Liberal Studies 
Robbie J. Knox Sender, Social Sciences 
Peggy Sepulveda, Human Development 
Julie Annette Sewell, Psychology 
Denise M. Seyfried, Social Sciences 
Gail Seymour-Seebold, Liberal Studies 
Melanie Jeanne Shadwick, Administration 
Michael Andrew Shahin, Liberal Studies 
Hung Yee Sham, Administration 
Richard Shanefelt, Administration 
Tamara Dawn Shanefelt, Liberal Studies 
Gladys Melody Rainelle Sharp, Art 
James A. Sharp, Sociology A 
Hideki Shato, Mathematics 
Linda Shaw, Psychology 
Raymond Michael Shaw, Mathematics 
Patricia Sheasby, Liberal Studies 
Scott D. Sheffield, Communication 
Elizabeth Shelton-Krall, History, Honors 
Jennifer De Ett Shepherd, Administration 
Samuel M. Shepherd, Psychology 
Hillery L. Sheppard, Psychology 
Carla Jean Sheridan, Human Development 
Thomas William Shiley ]t.,Psychology 
James Robert Shilts, English 
Natalie Tricia Shimasaki, Sociology A 
Joy Thi Shimizu, Psychology 
Koji Shimizu, Economics 
Shin So-Hyang, Liberal Studies, Honors 
William J. Shomph, Communication 
Chvon C. Thompson-Shultz, English 
Lilliane Shuman, Psychology 
Vint Gary Shurtliff, History 
Vint Gary Shurtliff, Theatre Arts 
Ronny Riswati Magdalena Siagian,A dministration 
Jeanette E. Siegel-Robles, Communication, Honors 
Tal Siglar, Administration 
Margaret Alicia Silva-Gurrola, Liberal Studies 
Renita Denise Simmons, Administration 
Roberto Simo, Liberal Studies 
Pretty Dewiyanti Simon, Administration 
Todd Christian Simon, Social Sciences 
Debra Elena Marie Simpson, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Michele Yvonne Siner, Biology 
Robert Louis Singleton, Sociology 
Gregory D. Sloan, Administration 
Shannon M. Sloan, Art 
Matthew G. Slowinski, Criminal Justice, Honors A 
Jean Leota Smalley, Psychology A 
Marquis Dejarmon Smallwood, Communication 
Athenia Bathsheba Smith, Psychology 
Barry Christopher Smith, Environmental Studies 
Becky Lynn Smith, Psychology, Honors • 
Betty Louise Wiggins, Psychology, Honors 
Deborah A. Jefferson Smith, Social Sciences 
Deborah A. Smith, Psychology 
Eddie L. Smith III, Art 
Gina Marie Smith, Sociology 
Heather Leigh Smith, Administration 
James Brian Smith, Administration 
Jennifer Lyn Smith, Sociology 
Lucinda Christine Smith, Liberal Studies A 
Lynne E. Wing Smith, Psychology 
Matthew J. Smith, Sociology 
Melvin Martin Smith Jr., Liberal Studies 
Rachael Louise Smith, Administration 
Rosa Maria Smith, Human Development 
Stacey Sarah Smith, Psychology, Honors A 
Tim S. Smith, Sociology 
Todd Derek Smith, Administration, Honors A • 
Deron Farris Smotherman, Administration 
Susanbeth Snedden, Human Development 
Susanbeth Snedden, Psychology 
Eugena Marcelina Soffel, Psychology 
Staci Leigh Sohn, Psychology 
Staci Leigh Sohn, Human Development 
Richelle Lee Solis, Liberal Studies 
Carlos Manuel Solorio B., Spanish 
Gabriel Solorio, History 
Joanne F. Solorio, Biology 
Pernella Rose Sommerville, Psychology 
Dennis 0. Sondrini, Liberal Studies 
Beth Ann Sonzena, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Ray Soria, Criminal Justice 
Gabriel Sotelo Jr., Criminal Justice 
Michelle M. Sotelo, Liberal Studies 
Paul Manuel Soto, Political Science 
Carol M. Karetji, Philosophy 
Katherine Spates, Liberal Studies 
Amanda Jane Spencer, Administration 
Frank Spencer, Administration 
Jeffrey Bruce Sperry, Liberal Studies 
Patti G. Spitzer, Human Development, High Honors 
Ronald E. Springston, Environmental Studies 
Joseph T. Spxocke\\,Environmental Studies 
Rod St. ]o\\x\,Administration, Honors 
Christine St. Onge, Biology 
Stephanie Ann Stakes, Liberal Studies 
Diane Marie Chavez Stanley, Liberal Studies 
Jeffrey Robert Starkey, Economics 
Brenda Marie Starkins, Psychology, Honors A 
Brenda Marie Starkins, Human Development, Honors 
Deanna Dawn Stear, Biology 
Pandora L. Steed, Political Science, Honors A 
Lori Ellen Steele, Liberal Studies 
Laura Marie Stegmaier, Liberal Studies 
Tammy Michell Stein, Communication, Highest Honors 
Jason Steinbrunn, Administration 
Monique Antoinette Stennis, Communication 
Dennis Lester Stephen, Anthropology A 
Jacqueline Larsen Stephenson, Human Development 
Jacqueline Larsen Stephenson, Psychology 
Alma Yadira Stevens, Human Development 
Alma Yadira Stevens, Psychology 
Lynette Marie Stevens, Administration 
Tara Marie Stevens, Liberal Studies 
Linda Renee Stevenson, Administration 
Jacqueline Denise Steverson, Psychology 
Donnalee Stewart, Mathematics 
Janine Marie Stewart, Liberal Studies 
Patricia Hamilton Stewart, Special Major 
Selida Stewart, Liberal Studies 
Karen M. Stich, Liberal Studies 
Gloria Herrera Stickler, Social Sciences 
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shad Allen Stilkey, Psychology 
Shad Allen Stilkey, Human Development 
Maureen L. Stine, Human Development, High Honors I 
Maureen L. Stine, Psychology, High Honors • 
SueAnn Michelle Stine, Psychology 
Kimberly Anne Stocks. English 
Thomas A. Stokes, History 
Marilyn Emma Stone, Social Sciences 
Christine Rodgers-Stone, Political Science 
Tawna Lee Storey, Psychology 
Tawna Lee Storey, Human Development 
Heather Elaine Strang, Administration 
Stuart Edward Straw, Liberal Studies 
Michael Robert Stribling, Administration 
Jennifer Elaine Stroud, Administration 
Troy A. Struebing, Political Science 
Ei Sugimoto, Administration 
Wendy S. Sullivan, English 
Sufian A. Suloom, Administration 
Tina M. Sulprizio, Psychology 
Erica Lynn Sumner, Human Development 
Nicole Marie Sumrall, Liberal Studies 
Bethany Ann Sundeen, Psychology 
Bethany Ann Sundeen, Human Development 
Dennis Rim Sutherland, Administration 
Robert Joseph Sutten Junior, Psychology 
Oliver Jonathan Sutter, Art 
Brian Gilbert Suttle, Theatre Arts 
Anne-Lise M. Sveen, French 
Nyree Deniese Sweatt-Clark, Human Development 
Kei Swensen, Liberal Studies 
Temple Ann Swenson, Psychology, High Honors 
Temple Ann Swenson, Human Development, High Honors 
Grover Matthew Swick, Liberal Studies 
Bernice M. Swingle, Mathematics 
Lynda Louise Swink, Liberal Studies 
Rubina Sabah Syed-Pen, Anthropology 
Canh Van Ta, Chemistry 
Jennifer Tafolla, Theatre Arts 
Carlos Tafoya, Spanish 
Vidal Tafoya J. R., Liberal Studies 
Debbie "TP" Tamayo, Social Sciences 
Gina Marie Tamburello, English 
John Kevin Tanaka, Administration, Highest Honors • • 
Enriko Tanamas, Administration 
Shirley Tanamas, Administration 
Raymond Jen-Chim Tang, Administration 
Charles John Tanner, Administration 
Sally Edell Quinn-Tapert, Liberal Studies 
Rene Nicole Tardie, History 
Suzanne M. Taroli, Administration 
Christopher Bryant Tarr, Psychology, Honors 
Christopher Scott Taylor, Environmental Studies 
Daughany E. Taylor, Biology 
David L. Taylor II, Criminal Justice 
Maria Victoria Taylor, Human Development 
Maria Victoria Taylor, Psychology 
Robert Brian Taylor, Administration 
Theresa Marie Taylor, Administration 
Lisa Teagle, Liberal Studies 
Winny Tedjo, Administration 
Stefanie Joy Teeter, Psychology 
Aubre Christine Telles, Human Development 
Kim Martin Terry, Spanish 
Peter Nicholas Theios, Economics, Honors • 
Aimee Nicole Thibodeaux, Human Development 
Aimee Nicole Thibodeaux, Psychology 
Alan Todd Thomas, Administration 
Beverly Frances Thomas, Liberal Studies 
Bradley Hays Thomas, Philosophy 
Christopher A. Thomas, English 
David Floyd Thomas, Psychology 
Jamie Cathleen Thomas, Liberal Studies 
Joseph Lee Thomas, Communication • 
Shane Fiscus Thomas, Mathematics 
Jessica Itzel Thompson, Communication 
Shavawn Alise Thompson, Liberal Studies 
Wm. D. Thompson, Sociology 
Kathleen Ann Thorpe, Psychology 
Kathleen Ann Thorpe, Liberal Studies 
William Alan Thorpe, Liberal Studies, Highest Honors 
Lisa Lorraine Tibbetts, Administration 
D. Electra Tichenor, English 
Adela Renee Till, Liberal Studies 
Scott Timm, Administration 
©had Thomas Timmreck, Art 
Mary Kate Timpanaro, Liberal Studies 
Maria-Dolores Tinker, Liberal Studies 
Susan Jean Tippit, Sociology • 
Diana L. Tirado, Human Development 
Diana L. Tirado, Psychology 
Doris Titus, Administration 
Pisanu Tiyawuttirojanagul, Administration 
David John Tizekker, Administration 
Kanlaya To Watt, English 
Joe W. Tolbert, Social Sciences, Honors 
Ruth Louise Valdes Tolliver, Liberal Studies 
John James Tometich, Administration 
Eve K. Tompkins, Philosophy 
Stacy Marie Tompkins, Liberal Studies 
Tameka Jeannine Tooson-Scott, Communication 
Blanca E. Torres, Liberal Studies 
Claudia Cristina Torres, Psychology 
Lisa C. Torres, Biology 
Maria Christina Torres, Liberal Studies 
Sergio Torres, Social Sciences 
Shawn M. Tovar, Psychology 
Anh Tuyet Tran, Mathematics 
Michelle Lynn Traynham, Sociology 
Dionne Rae Treadway, Liberal Studies 
Cesarea Trevino, Liberal Studies 
James T. Trietsch, Communication 
Jasmin Kim Trieu, Administration 
Valerie M. Trincale, Liberal Studies 
Karen Lynn Trubnick, Administration 
Rachel L. Trudo, Psychology 
Katherine Colleen '[t\XQ,Psychology 
Cynthia W. Truesdale, English 
Joseph P. Trujillo, Social Sciences 
Rachel Trujillo, Administration 
Tsai Chia-Yuan, Administration 
Tsai Tsung-Ming, Administration 
Tsai Ya-Ke, Administration 
Eric Lawrence Tschudy, Administration, Honors 
Andrew Tseng, Administration 
Constance I-Hsuan Tseng, French 
Chia-Huei Tu, Administration 
Sharlane Kay Petersen Tubbs, Liberal Studies 
Robin Tuck, Psychology 
Kim Tucker, Liberal Studies, High Honors • 
Melissa Lee Tucker, Communication 
Michele Sabrina Tunstall, Administration 
Judith Tyszka, Liberal Studies, High Honors 
Jean-Pierre Ugalde, Administration 
Todd Anthony Uglow, Administration 
Amber Dawn Uhinck, Human Development 
Lisa Renee Ulrich, Psychology 
Lisa Renee Ulrich, Human Development 
Roberto Uribe, Liberal Studies 
Janet Marie Uribes, English 
Ernest M. Valdovinos, Social Sciences 
Jessie Marie Valencia, Liberal Studies 
Veronica Valenzuela, Administration 
Robert J. Valle, Sociology 
Alissa Joy Van Beck, Liberal Studies 
Sheppa Van Der Kleij, Psychology, Honors 
Jeremy Arthur Van Heerde, Administration 
Jill Eva Van Hofwegen, Liberal Studies 
Tana Michelle Van Horn, Liberal Studies 
Sandra Van Ness, Psychology, Honors 
Scott Christian Van Uffelen, History, High Honors • 
Kirk Martin Vander Vies, English, Highest Honors 
Kara Joanne Vanderbundt, Special Major, Honors 
Kevin Scott VanderMeulen, Administration 
Meri Lynn Vandom, Sociology A 
Zoua Vang, Psychology 
Chris Van Soest, Political Science A 
Diane Varga, Administration 
Alicia Ann Vargas, English 
Carmen M. Vargas, Administration 
Jaime Vargas, Psychology 
Mara Blythe Vargas, Liberal Studies 
Maria C. Villela Vargas, Administration 
Renee Chantelle Day Vargas, Political Science A 
Victoria Ann Vargas, Liberal Studies 
Thomas John Vasta, Administration 
Nicole Christine Vega, English 
Heather Marie Veizer, Administration 
Laurie Sue Vela, Criminal Justice 
Gregory Paul Velez, Psychology 
Paloma Velez, Sociology 
Tomma Eloisa Velez, Anthropology 
Tracy Michelle Veils, Criminal Justice 
Steven Venegas, Criminal Justice 
Mary S. Vermilya, Administration 
L. Greg VerBrugge, Criminal Justice 
Justina Elizabeth Vidana, Spanish 
Justina Elizabeth Vidana, Sociology 
Cynthia Mary Viebach, Administration, Honors A • 
Robert Wayne Vieira, French 
Cindi Marie Viero, Liberal Studies 
Avelina N. Villa, English 
Rina Margoth Villa, Biology 
Daniel Perez Villanueva, Administration 
Sylvia A. Villanueva, Liberal Studies 
Leticia Cruz Villarreal, English 
Travis Jeffry Vinson, Environmental Studies 
Bernardo C. Vizcarra, Political Science 
Tricia K. Vlasak, Psychology 
Susan Wella Voigt, Sociology A 
Tusdi Dawn Vopat, Administration, Honors A 
Hao Xuan Vu, Administration 
Sunni Jo Wagoner, Psychology 
Mark Alden Wahner, Communication 
Kristen Elizabeth Wakefield, Special Major 
Michelle I. Walch, Anthropology A 
Lisa L. Walke, Communication 
Cynthia Francine Walker, Liberal Studies 
David Scott Walker, History, Highest Honors A 
Gregory Lee VJd.\ker,Mathematics • 
Jeffrey David Walker, Administration 
Jennifer Michelle Walker, Liberal Studies 
Jill Marie Walker, Psychology 
Kenneth A. Walker, Administration 
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Scott Harrison Walker Jr., French 
Scott L. Walker, Liberal Studies 
Vanessa Walker, Liberal Studies 
Patricia A. Wall, Anthropology 
Therese Marie Wall, Liberal Studies 
Catherine R. Wallace, Administration 
Clna Ruth Walter, Liberal Studies 
Teresa Rose Walton, Liberal Studies 
Nikki Shang-Cheng Wang, Administration 
Chris Darin Ward, English 
Rafael T. Ward, Criminal Justice 
Marian Eloise Warnell, English 
Danielle Washington-Coates, Psychology 
Danielle Washington-Coates, Human Development 
Maiko Watanabe, Social Sciences 
Diane Marie Garcia Waters, Psychology 
Celeste Linette Watson, Communication 
Cheryl Marie Watson, Administration 
Peter Ion Frederick Watson. Administration 
Dorothy Lorraine Watts, Mathematics 
Michael L. Wayment, Mathematics 
Amber Waznis, Communication, Honors 
John H. Weathers 111, Psychology, Honors 
Mary Elizabeth Weaver-Maki, Liberal Studies 
Michelle Cassandra Webley, Communication 
Kevin Anthony Week, Criminal Justice 
Elizabeth Ann Weeks, Liberal Studies 
Jennifer Weiler, Administration 
Teresa L. Weimer, Political Science 
Helen Weinfeld, Sociology 
Robert Thomas Weinrich, Administration 
Gregory Adam Weissman, Administration 
Dan Welch, Psychology • 
Linda lean Wells-Fuller, Administration 
Heidi Melissa Wells, Liberal Studies 
Holly Michelle Wells, Art 
Amy D. Wendel, Administration 
Susan Elizabeth Wendt, Communication 
Byron K. Wesley, Criminal Justice 
Kathryn Ann Wesley, Liberal Studies 
Marcia Duston West, Liberal Studies 
Margaret West, Administration 
Tammy Louise West, Psychology • 
William Michael Weston, Administration 
Kathryn Ann Wetsch, Liberal Studies 
Carol Elizabeth Wheeler, Administration 
Demetress Wheeler, Human Services 
Maria A. Wheeler, Spanish 
Connie White, Liberal Studies 
Dennis Lee White, Criminal Justice 
Sherrill Dianne White, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Sincee Arnetra White, Criminal Justice 
Tanika Nicole White, Communication 
Windie White, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Julie Ann Whitehead, Liberal Studies 
Linda L. Garcia-Whitehead, Liberal Studies 
David Monroe Whiteside. Chemistry, Honors 
Donna Lee Whitis,L iberal Studies 
Tamara Lynn Whitney, Psychology 
Tamara Lynn Whitney, Human Development 
Brian Stephen Whyld, Administration 
Daniel 0. Wible, Environmental Studies 
Michael James '^[ckexshim,Communication 
Thomas Jude Wiebel, Art 
Arlis Gail Wleler, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Judith Rae Wilcox, Liberal Studies 
Bradley Robert Wilhite, Administration 
Scott Wilkeson, Environmental Studies 
Steven Robert Wilkinson, Criminal Justice 
Christine Sue Wille, Psychology 
Frances Marie Willette, Psychology 
Mary I. Williams-Brogdon, Liberal Studies 
Amanda Alice Williams, Liberal Studies 
Conrad Raymond Williams II, Communication 
Kesha L. Williams, Human Development, Highest Honors 
Kesha L. Williams, Psychology, Highest Honors 
Kristi Marie Williams, English 
Rhonda Kaye Williams, Liberal Studies 
Scott Lee Williams, Administration 
Selina Williams, Liberal Studies 
Sarah Elizabeth Williamson, Human Development, 
Highest Honors • 
Sarah Elizabeth Williamson, Psychology, Highest Honors 
Shene Lorene Williamson, Administration 
Jamie Michael Willmarth, Liberal Studies 
Elizabeth Wilson, English, Honors 
Elizabeth Wilson, Psychology, Honors 
Jacqueline Marie Wilson, Communication 
Jo Anna Wilson, Anthropology 
Kerry Lyn Wilson, Sociology 
Kristen Ann Wilson, Liberal Studies 
Marion J. Wilson, Sociology, Honors 
Travis Keith Wilson, Political Science 
Richard Dean Wingard, Administration 
Linda Diane Wire, Liberal Studies, Highest Honors 
Lori Ann Wiseman, Liberal Studies 
Nicole Witherspoon, Psychology 
Kevin Robert Wolf, Administration 
Kelley Ann Wollin, Liberal Studies 
Julianne M. Wollmer, American Studies 
Jennifer Marie Wood, Communication 
Tricia Lenore Wood, Sociology 
Amy Woodbury, Human Services 
Andrea Lynn Woods, Psychology,Honors 
Andrea Lynn Woods, Human Development, Honors 
Brianne Michele Woodside, Psychology A 
Nola Gail Woolman, Psychology 
Jill A. Worley, English 
Brian Keith Wright, Administration 
Carolyn Marie Wright, Liberal Studies 
Chun-Hsien Wu (Henry), Environmental Studies 
Hsin-Yi Wu, Communication 
Li-Chun Wu, Administration 
Wan-Hua Wu, Art, Honors 
Yen-Hsueh Wu, Administration 
Katherine Ann Wybenga, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Lori Ann Wyman, Communication 
Quonteisha L. Wymbs, Sociology 
Kelly Ocheltree Wysocki, Liberal Studies 
Ai Yamamoto, Social Sciences 
Chung-Wei Wayne Yang, Administration 
My Nhia Yang, Psychology 
William Aaron Yates, Administration 
Kellie Marie Deninger-Ybarra, Psychology 
Hannah Isobel Mendoza-Yco, Administration 
Kimberli F. Yeager, Criminal Justice 
Sharon Yellowfly, Anthropology A 
Yen Li-Wen, Administration 
Laurie Rae Yeutter, Liberal Studies 
Tu Chong Yi, Administration 
Patricia Torres-Yorba, Liberal Studies 
Hiromi Yoshida, Administration 
Mami Yoshida, Administration 
Yuko Yoshizawa, Administration 
Paula Lynn Yott, Psychology 
Harrison Louis Young, Sociology A 
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Karol L. Williams, Chemistry 
Matthew Layne Young, Political Science 
Karen Marie Yturralde, Liberal Studies 
Chung-Liu Yu, Administration 
Tak Shun Yu, Administration 
Jack H. Yuill Jr., History 
Lisa A. Zamastil, Communication 
Brenda K. Zapalac, Human Development 
Cheyanna Antonia Zapata-Zamora, Liberal Studies 
Susan Elaine Zaragoza, Psychology 
Arturo R. Zavala, Psychology,Honors 
Norma C. Zavala, Liberal Studies, Honors I 
T.M. Zawlocki-Kehlenbach, Human Development 
High Honors • 
T.M. Zawlocki-Kehlenbach, Psychology, High Honors A 
Yasir A. Zayed, Administration 
Ronald C. Zimmerman, Administration 
Rebecca Marie Zimprich, Liberal Studies 
Steven Craig Zinner, Biology 
Mark William Zinser, Administration, Honors 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCES 
Brian S. Abney, Computer Science 
Tracy Codilla Academia, Administration 
Elsa Y. Aceves, Administration 
Joel Aguayo, Administration 
Elgin L. Aguirre, Administration 
Hugo P. Aguirre, Kinesiology A 
Scott Jon Aitchison, Administration 
Jeffrey Lee Albright, Administration 
Marcia Michelle Allen, Nursing 
Tokunbo Omolara Amafidon, Administration 
Maria Guadalupe Amezcua, Biology 
Shilo J. Ammons, Administration 
Carolyn J. Anderson, Administration 
David J. Anderson, Chemistry 
Gary Kurt Anderson, Health Science 
Laura A. Anderson, Physical Education 
Maria Alice Pia D. Andres, Health Science 
Jeanine C. Armada, Nursing A 
Natalie Kay NtxieiX,Administration, Highest Honors 
David R. Arokiasamy, Chemistry 
William James Arrechea, Chemistry 
Katherine Arrowmaker, Health Science 
Cindy Ashley Navaroli, Administration, 
Highest Honors A • 
Cynthia Zulema Avendano-Ramirez, Administration 
Abu Zafar Azad, Computer Science 
Rick L. Bakker, Administration 
Earl Balancier, Foods and Nutrition 
Rachel LaMadrid Balbas, Nursing 
Melissa Mary Balding, Physical Education 
Duane F. Bambusch, Administration 
Mary-Catherine Banker, Administration 
Marie Gele P. Banzon, Health Science 
Frank S. Barbarossa, Administration 
Kimberly Dynae Barker, Geology 
Wendy Renee Barter, Administration 
Lena Batanian, Administration, Honors 
Kim M. Battin, Kinesiology A 
K.B. Be Dell, Foods and Nutrition 
Valarie Beard Huckey, Administration 
Robert H. Becerra, Kinesiology 
A Departmental Honors 
• Phi Kappa Phi 
• SOE Recognition 
)anine Grace Beckett, Health Science 
Laura Michelle Beilomy, Biology, Honors 
Debra T. Belmudes, Administration, Highest Honors A 
Paul Anthony Belmudes, Administration 
Prasanna Shihan Benjamin, Administration 
Wendy Danielle Bennett, Nursing A 
Chad William Beretta, Kinesiology 
Veronika Bergeron, Administration 
Robert Berghorn II, Kinesiology 
Richard Bevington, Administration 
Sharia Ann Bigham, Foods and Nutrition 
Joseph Horace Billingsley 11, Mathematics 
Christopher D. Blumberg, Biology 
Kimberly Ann Boessneck, Administration 
Theresa Boulle, Administration, Honors 
John Anthony Brancacio, Administration, High Honors 
Chad Benjamin Brantley, Administration 
Cina R. Bravo, Administration 
Kelli L. Brew, Foods and Nutrition 
Deborah L. Bridenstine, Health Science 
Catherine A. Brinda, Administration 
Robert James Bringhurst, Administration 
Jeannette Cherie Brittain, Kinesiology 
Ronald Lynn Brogden, Administration 
Derek Jay Brown, Administration 
Rebecca Kay Brown, Health Science 
Rey Bruny Jr., Health Science 
Bui Anh Brian, Biology 
Lisa Marie Bunyak, Kinesiology A 
Steven Mark Burcham, Administration 
Norma Burciaga, Health Science 
Donald Allen Burge, Kinesiology 
Jon David Burton, Administration 
Cheryl Bridget Busse, Biology 
Marion Linda Butros, Administration, High Honors • 
Barbara J. Cabrera, Administration 
Nyma Lynette Cain, Kinesiology A 
Christine D. Calbes, Health Science 
Elmina Callender, Health Science 
Ethan David Camargo, Administration 
Adrian R. Campa, Administration 
Vincent S. Campos, Administration 
Ma. Jennifer M. Caparas, Health Science 
JoyMarie R. Caragan, Nursing 
Robert F. Carlos, Administration 
James Thomas Carter, Administration 
Krystal Jonell Carter, Administration 
Kelly J. Casella, Administration 
Terrence Allen Caskey, Administration, Highest Honors 
Lovie La Vaughn Cason, Physics 
Leonard James Cazares, Nursing, Honors A 
Catherine Conty Cease, Administration 
Tina M. Chamberlain, Administration 
Jennifer Lin Davis, Administration, Honors 
Chen-Mi Chang, Health Science 
Sandra Marie Chavez, Nursing 
Sylvia Veronica Chavira, Administration 
Marco Tulio Checa Checa, Administration 
James Robert Cheney, Physics 
Kaifu Cheng, Computer Science 
Tracy J. Chrest, Administration, Honors 
King Lok Chu, Computer Science 
David T. Cichella, Administration 
Ronald W. Cichy II, Physics 
Joseph M. Cipres, Health Science 
Stephen L. Clapp, Administration 
Ed Clarke, Administration, High Honors 
Kraig Lee Clifton, Kinesiology 
Daniel M. Collins, Administration 
Kathleen L. Collins, Kinesiology A 
Deanna Dawn Conley, Health Science 
Kathryn Lynn Conner, Physical Education 
Derek A. Conrad, Special Major 
Merlyn Wade Conwell, Biology 
Lisa Rae Cook, Administration 
Samantha L. Corey, Kinesiology 
Christopher Aaron Corsentino, Biology 
Sandra Cortez, Administration 
Adriana Cossio, Administration 
Jim Courtney, Administration A 
Casey James Crampton, Computer Science 
David Patrick Crawford, Computer Science 
Kimberly Sue Criner, Kinesiology A 
Laura Cruz, Administration 
Samantha Ann Dabbs, Health Science 
Matthew C. Dana, Administration 
Giao T.H. Dang, Foods and Nutrition 
Jackie L. Dang, Administration 
Glenda Marie Daniel, Administration 
Christina Rachelle Deao, Administration 
David Blane DeLong, Computer Science 
Patricia Ellen Deslauriers, Nursing A 
Gerard E. Diaz, Administration 
Nicole Dionne Dickson, Health Science 
Judith L. Diaz, Nursing A 
Irene Thanh Diep, Health Science 
Ronald E. Dikes, Administration 
Rozanne Marie Dominguez, Honors 
Amy Paulann Dryden, Kinesiology 
Sheena P. Du, Administration, Honors A 
Delma Lynn Duerme, Biology 
Randell L. Duncan, Administration 
Pamela Banguis Duyongco, Administration 
James David Easton, Administration 
Barbee Ann Eckenrode, Administration 
Lisa Ann Edelman.A^wrsrng, Honors A 
Christine P. Egasani, Nursing 
Kristine Eide, Administration 
David E. Ellis, Administration 
Diana Anel Enriquez, Administration 
Paul Anthony Fabela, Health Science 
Ginette Lora Fairley, Administration 
Christopher Anthony Farrow, Administration 
Chad Edward Feckley, Kinesiology 
Mark A. Fernandez, Administration 
Teresa Marie Ferraro, Administration 
Nancy S. Ferro, Administration 
Keri Marie Fetter, Administration 
Kristin Doucette Finney, Administration, Honors 
Brian E. Fisher, Administration 
Cathy Sue Fix, Administration 
Colleen Margaret Flanders, Administration 
Bernadette Flores, Kinesiology 
Gabrielle L. Ford, Administration, Honors 
Tracey Erin Ford, Health Science 
Brian Andrew Fortier, Administration 
Anthony Robert Franjie, Administration 
Yung-Fang Fu, Foods and Nutrition 
Marissa-Bing D. Fulache, Health Science 
Patricia Ann Fulton, Health Science 
Rhonda Marie Funaro, Foods and Nutrition 
Brigitte Christine Gable, Nursing. Honors 
Darlene Jeanne Zaldivar Gabriel, Chemistry 
Galicia Felipe Barajas, Biology 
Guadalupe Gallegos, Nursing 
Maria C. Gamboa, Administration 
Michelle L. Gansert, Kinesiology 
Manuel S. Garcia, Administration 
Mercedes Caridad Garcia, Administration 
Lynnda Jean Garrett, Nursing, Honors A • 
William Lake Gates IV, Health Science 
John Anthony Gerardi, Administration 
Mina Mojaverian Ghazvini, Biology 
Mark Michael Giese, Nursing 
Jason M. Godwin, Health Science 
Tina Louise Godwin, Health Science 
Daniel "Sparkle" Gonzales, 
Salvador M. Gonzalez, Administration 
Steven Eiler Griffin Jr., Computer Science 
Sharlie Gros, Administration, Honors 
Deborah Rae Grout, Administration 
Peter Allen Guereca, Kinesiology 
Arjelia Guillen, Administration 
Candida M. Gumbs, Nursing 
John Thomas Gumpf, Kinesiology 
Hector Gutierrez, Administration 
Laura Gutierrez, Nursing 
Angelina Guzman-Hayes, Administration 
Gabriela Guzman, Administration 
Zebib Habte, Administration 
Walid Halik, Administration 
Clinton James Halley, Administration 
Clinton James Halley, Administration 
James P. Hallion, Kinesiology 
Ursula D. Hamilton, Administration, Honors • 
Michael Eugene Hannant, Administration 
Jessica Ellen Hardin, Administration 
Benjamin Charles Harrell, Kinesiology 
Arthur C. Haskell, Administration 
Matthew W. Hatley, Kinesiology 
Neal G. Haynes, Chemistry 
Neal G. Haynes, Biology 
Gina D. Heaton, Administration 
Christopher Shane Helmer, Administration 
Carlton A. Hemphill, Administration 
Stephanie Rae Herbert, Administration 
Monique Yvette Hernandez-Ryan, Biology 
Ana Elizabeth Hernandez, Administration 
Fabiola Hernandez, Administration 
Kenneth Ruiz Hernandez, Administration 
Lupe R. Hernandez, Foods and Nutrition 
Mario A. Hernandez, Administration 
Nathan Raymond Hernandez, Physical Education 
Arlan S. Heron, Special Major 
Daniel Herring, Kinesiology 
Tamara Lynn Hess, Health Science 
Travis C. Hickey, Administration, Highest Honors A • 
James W. High, Physics 
Bruce A. Hoenicke, Administration, Honors 
Shanna Dyn'a Holley, Biology 
Michelle Renee Holmes, Administration 
Yong N. Hong, Administration 
Jason Andrew Hoover, Computer Science 
Todd D. Hopkins, Biology 
Staci Noel Hoskins, Administration 
Jason D. Houghton, Physical Education 
Angela T. Houlemard, Administration 
Michelle Lee Howard, Administration 
Ching-Chih Hsu, Administration 
Debra Ann Hudson, Health Science 
David M. Hull, Administration, Honors A 
Eric M. Hunt, Administration 
David William Huntsman, Administration 
Zineb Hussien, Health Science 
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Yen Tieu Huynh, Administration 
Marianne Elizabeth Illmanen, Geology 
Ademayowa-O-Ilori, Chemistry 
Denise Muniz Jaime, Administration 
Jonathan 0. Jensen, Administration 
Somporn Jirawichairit, Administration 
Aaron Joseph Johnson, Administration 
Harold L. Johnson, Administration 
Michael B. Johnson, Computer Science, Honors 
Naomi Jean Johnson, Administration 
Richard Neal Johnson, Administration, Honors • 
Tito Yorel Johnson. Health Science 
Teresa Elizabeth Johnstone, Administration 
Brian D. Jones, Administration 
Stephanie C. Jordon, Health Science • 
Mohammad Ali Junaid, Administration 
Djamila Kabir, Administration 
Mamie Teresa Kardel, Biology 
James C. Karper, Administration 
Celeste Marie Kaufman, Administration 
Diane Marie Keel, Administration 
Timothy Frederick Keyes, Health Science 
Alex K. Khazaal, Computer Science 
Vinh Quoc Khong, Health Science 
Janis Virginia King, Nursing • 
Robert S.P. King, Administration 
Masashi Kitazawa, Chemistry, High Honors • 
Christina M. Kleber, Health Science 
Matthew Scott Klemm, Health Science 
Mike A. Knipper, Administration 
Summer Knowlton, Nursing 
Bryan A. Kobus, Administration 
Diana Lynn Koning, Nursing 
Sarah Aileen Koski, Foods and Nutrition 
Vicki Lynn Kratzke, Administration, Honors • • 
Douglas M. Kraus, Administration 
Joelle Therese Krupski, Health Science 
Tracy Elizabeth Thomas Kulbin, Administration 
Kum Sam Yul, Computer Science 
Anna L. Kuoppamaki, Computer Science 
Ceraldine A. Laconico, Computer Science 
Maricris Bonifacio Lafiguera, Administration 
Julie Theresa Lampert, Nursing • 
Debrah R. Landen, Kinesiology 
Jeanne-Marie Lane. Biology 
Robin Marie Laninovich, Administration 
Amy Catherine Lassak, Health Science 
Jocelyn M. Lauri, Administration 
Charles Layman, Computer Science 
Kimberly Binh Le, Nursing 
Xuan-Uyen Le, Chemistry 
Kathleen Mary Lee, Administration 
Pel-Fen Lee, Administration, Honors 
Adriana Leipert, Administration, High Honors 
Carmen Teresa Leon Vicens, Administration 
Siu-Liang Li, Administration, Honors • 
Wei-an Lin, Chemistry 
Yueh-Hua Lin, Administration 
Robert L. l\\\\e,Computer Science 
dive J. Lobo, Administration 
Jennifer Lynn Logue, Health Science 
Marisol Lomeli, Administration 
Jeffrey D. London, Physical Education 
Misty Anne Longueira, Health Science, Honors 
Milliecess Leonila Cabardo Lopez, Biology 
Rochelle Mignon Lopez, Health Science 
Heidi Ann Loresch, Physical Education 
Jon Lorett, Biology, High Honors • 
Ginger P. Arceneaux-Love, Physical Education 
Ronda Lynn Loyd, Administration 
William A. Lucking IV, Administration 
Caroline Sue Ludlow, Health Science 
Diana K. Luna, Kinesiology 
Shelly M. Lynn, Health Science 
Lindsay LaVar Mabey, Nursing 
Beth Virginia Madary, Foods and Nutrition 
Mylah M. Maglabe, Administration 
Kevin M. Mahoney, Administration, Honors • 
John Douglas Major, Kinesiology 
Mike William Makerov, Geology 
Christopher L. Malafa, Administration 
Thikham Teeda Manixai, Nursing 
Stephen Eugene Mann, Health Science 
Randall Wade Mantel, Administration 
Nympha E. Marcos, Health Science 
Steven R. Mares, Administration 
Joseph Anthony Mariani, Physical Education 
Chris Marietta, Administration 
Donna Kristin Marino, Foods and Nutrition 
Julio Martinez HI, Biology 
Michael Joseph Martinez, Administration 
Deanne Martzolf, Health Science • 
Brian Jimenez Marzan, Health Science 
Michelle K. Matrahazi, Foods and Nutrition 
Scott Anthony McBride, Administration 
Felicia L. McCain, Administration 
Christopher Lee McCarty, Nursing 
Linda Marie McClintock, Nursing 
Ryan Scott McConnell, Physical Education 
Jennifer Diane McCormick, Administration 
Diane Maree McDonald, Administration 
Kristen Noel McDonald, Physical Education 
Heather Monica McGee, Administration 
Rebecca McGill, Nursing 
Michele McGinnis, Administration 
Shanon Ann McGlothlin, Nursing • 
Angel Maria McKay, Biology 
Tena Maree McLane, Foods and Nutrition 
Scott Lee McNair, Administration 
Stacy Lynn Mead, Health Science 
Ora Dale Medley, Administration 
Anne Marie Mellon, Nursing, Honors A • 
Ginger A. Messer, Nursing 
Jeffrey B. Meyer, Administration, Honors 
Michelle Helen Michael, Administration 
Donald E. Miller, NursingA 
George Miller Jr., Administration 
Christopher Mitchell, Administration, HonorsM 
Susan Michelle Mitchell, Nursing A • 
Satoko Miyamoto, Chemistry, Honors • 
Adrian 1. Montoya, Biology 
Matthew R. Morehead, Administration 
Michelle Morgan, Physical Education 
Stephen Joseph Morin, Administration 
Ronald L. Morrell, Administration 
Ronald L. Morrell, Administration 
J. Steve Mortan, Administration 
Carl Robert t^ueWer,Computer Science 
Christina Michelle Munoz, Administration 
Victor Manuel Munoz, Administration 
Melanie Myers, Administration 
Glen A. N\yer5C0ugh, Computer Science, Honors 
Maria Elena Najera.Af/mmisrrahon 
Ahmed M. Naji, Biology, Honors 
Ahmed M. Naji, Chemistry, Honors A 
Dawn Andra Narken, Administration 
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Loralee Michelle Natale, Foods and Nutrition 
Laura L. Navarrete, Foods and Nutrition 
Antonia T. Navarro, Administration 
Diane Carol Navarro, Health Science 
Greg Alan Neal, Geology 
Christopher Andrew Nelson, Compwrer Science 
Pamela Jo Nelson, Administration A 
Amber Lee Newman, Biology, Honors 
Roselyn Phuongmy Ngo, Administration 
Chinh Nguyen, Nursing 
Courtney Hong Diem Nguyen, Health Science 
Nguyen Thoa-Kim Thi. Nursing 
Maria Christina Nicks, Nursing 
Terri Christine O'Neal, Physical Education 
Dennis Patrick O'Neil, Kinesiology 
Pearl Ann O'Neill, Administration 
Linda J. O'Toole, Administration 
Charles Robert Ochoa, Administration 
Rilma Serena Ochoa, Health Science 
Chinye Ngozi Ogbuchiekwe, Nursing, High Honors 
Valarie A. Olivas, Administration 
Mirisha M. Oliver, Administration 
Jennifer Ruth Orr, Nursing A 
Jessica Leticia Ortega, Administration 
Pamela Jean Ortiz, Administration 
Robert Benavides Ortiz, Administration 
Jane Renee Otto, Nursing, Honors A I 
Desiree June Padgett, Nursing 
Sang Hyun Park, Biology 
Jennifer Jean Parker, Health Science 
Dipal Patel, Chemistry 
Jayshree T. Patel, Administration 
Krishnakant D. Patel, Administration 
Monika Patel, Health Science 
Monica Patino, Kinesiology 
Richard Allen Patty, Nursing 
Katemarie Margaret Paysen, Health Science A 
Torria Evette Peacock, Nursing 
Marcelo A. Penna, Administration 
Bruce David Penner, Physics, Honors 
Bruce David Penner, Mathematics, Honors 
Ana E. Perez, Administration 
Heather-Ann Ingrid Elizabeth Sin, Administration 
Jason Sterling Pewterbaugh, Administration 
Mary Elizabeth Pfeiffer, Health Science 
Bobby Bao Pham, Nursing 
Chantoo Phang, Administration 
Jason Thomas Phillips, Administration 
Amy L. Pierce, Administration, High Honors A • 
Robert R. Pirritano, Biology 
David Reid Pister, Administration 
John Michael Pluta, Administration 
Julie Lyn Plutschuck, Administration 
Peter P. Pochop, Administration 
Ryan E. Potts, Administration 
Mendy Lee Pradd, Health Science 
Gricelda Puga, Administration 
Jacqueline Elizabeth Quintana, Administration 
Dolores Quintero, Administration 
Lewis A. Quiroz Jr., Administration 
David Harrison Rader, Geology 
Maher Ahmad Radwan, Administration 
Adriana H. Ramirez, Administration 
Esther M. Ramirez, Administration 
Cynthia Dawn Ramirez, Biology 
John Fermin Ramirez, Administration 
Merrianna Nunez Ramirez, Administration 
Richard Ramos, Administration 
Stephen Richard Rash, Biology 
Jonnae Michelle Reams, Administration 
Dayna Ann Scharf, Health Science 
David Stephen Reed, Administration, Honors A • 
Chutamas Rehms, Computer Science 
Roberta Ann Renteria, Health Science 
lose M. Reyes, Administration 
Yadira Rubi Reyes, Administration 
Yvonne Reyes, Computer Science 
Terry L. Rhodes, Administration 
Joanie M. Rice, Administration 
Karen Annette Rice, Administration 
Karen Richards, Nursing 
Vikki Jo Riddie-Cox, Administration 
Michelle Javier Rigor, Nursing 
Marilou Meana Rimorin, Nursing 
Freda Yvette Rivers, Administration 
Scott David Robertson, Administration 
Louise Barbara Black-Robinson, Nursing 
ionathan C. Robinson, Administration 
Tracy Renee Robles, Health Science 
Linda M. Rode, Administration, Highest Honors 
Karia Rodriguez-Santos, Foods and Nutrition 
Maria Eugenia Rodriguez, Administration 
Rebecca Daphne Rodriguez, Administration 
Keiiey Ann Rogers, Administration 
Connie Roig, Administration 
Sheri M. Rojo, Administration 
Lorena C. Romero, Administration 
leticia D. Rook, Administration 
Eric C. Rosenbrock, Chemistry 
iennifer Ann Rosiere, Administration 
Timothy Jay Rowland, Chemistry 
Alison Kae Rudy, Administration 
Fanny Ruiz, Administration 
Christie Nicole Russell, Nursing 
Tina M. Russell, Health Science 
Sana Safaei, Foods and Nutrition 
Mustafa Safie, Chemistry 
Davida Christine Salomon, Health Science 
Robert Nelson Samdahl, Kinesiology 
Elissa Michelle Sanders, Administration 
Quinn Sanders, Kinesiology 
Robin Marie Sarmiento, Administration 
Alexis lerome Sauerwein, Foods and Nutrition 
iennifer Flelen Saurage, Administration 
Soutsavaf Sayphraraj, Computer Science 
Carly Ellen Schatz, Kinesiology 
Brenda L, Wynsma Schlotter, Health Science 
Michele Rene Schneider, Administration 
Carol I. Schreiner, Kinesiology 
Sean David Schuyten, Kinesiology 
Debra Ann Schweitzer, Health Science 
Craceanne J. Sciortino, Health Science 
Debra Kay Scoggins, Health Science 
Annamarie Scott, Physical Education 
Brad J. Scott, Administration 
Tyler Ryan Scurlock, Kinesiology 
Deanna Lynn Semrau, Administration 
Seo Jung Ho, Administration 
Jenny E. Shelton, Administration, Honors 
Raymond J, Shelton, Administration 
Matthew M. Shihad, Administration 
Karen Satomi Shiinoki, Health Science 
Raymond A. Shyptycki, Computer Science 
Fay Antoinette Simpson, NursingjL 
William R. Skaggs, Administration 
Michelle Leigh Skiljan, Administration, Honors • 
Craig L. Sloat, Industrial Technology 
Christie Michelle Smirl, Nursing, HonorsA. 
Anthony Cianini Smith 11, Biology 
Bridgette A. Smith, Chemistry 
Salvador C, Soriano Jr., Health Science 
Linnea Dawn Sotero, Nursing 
Joseph L. "Sonny" Soto III, Physical Education 
Christine St. Onge, Biology, High Honors 
Teresa Lynn Stallings-Drew, Kinesiology, Honors • • 
Richard 0. Stark, Geology 
Laura Hjyuba Steidley, Administration 
Amy Marie Stein, Administration 
Elizabeth Eleanor Stewart, Nursing, High Honors A 
Jeff Allen Stewart, Computer Science 
Nancy Ann Steyart, Physical Education 
Jim Stilwell Jr., Administration 
Greta Reyes Strebel, Nursing 
Brand! L. Stringham, Administration, High Honors • 
Jason Noel Stutz, Administration 
Suherman Suherman, Administration 
Donald Gerard Sullivan, Computer Science 
Matthew John Survillas, Physical Education 
Colleen Elizabeth Swick, Nursing 
Dale E. Szabo, Computer Science 
Vanessa A. Tagliamonte, Administration 
Mayumi Takahashi, Administration 
Bui Song Tan, Administration 
Matthew J. Tanner, Administration, Honors 
Huda Tarrish, Administration 
Rod Devon Taylor, Administration 
Michael Corey Tedesco, Administration 
Nilda Angela Tedja, Foods and Nutrition 
Crystal Suzanne Wilson Tennant, Physical Education 
Kheampon Thaopaset, Administration 
Stephen Richard Thatcher Jr., Administration 
Hiram Frank Thomas, Computer Science 
Daniel Joseph Thompson, Kinesiology 
Patricia Ann Thompson, Health Science 
Rajesh Khushaloas Thuthija, Computer Science 
Rochelle C. Timbang, Chemistry 
Kenya Neoko Titley, Nursing 
David A. Tobar, Kinesiology A 
Yvette Shang Tong, Nursing 
1. Victor M. Tordesillas, Health Science 
Victor Tourluk Jr., Health Science 
Amy L. Toy, Administration 
Christopher Tran, Administration 
Vivian Hong Tran, Nursing 
Sheryl Traylor, Administration 
Jennifer Lynn Treash, Administration 
Patricia Truex, Kinesiology 
Wing Yue Tse, Administration 
Marianne Turk, Physical Education 
Alicia Ann Uehara, Health Science 
Lalitha Vadaparty, Administration 
lettrey Valdes Jr., Health Science 
Gene Steven Van Houten III, Administration, Honors A 
Michael J. Van Hulla, Administration 
Xiong Vang, Administration 
Yadira P. Vara, Administration 
Abraham V. Varghese, Administration 
Dennis A. Ventura, Administration 
Stefanie Lyn Vieths-Larson, Geology 
Fabrizio M. Villasanta, Administration 
Melinda Caloza Villarosa, Administration 
Boggle Viray, Adtninistration 
Sharon G. Visser, Administration 
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Karen Hoang Vo, Nursing 
David L. Vogel, Computer Science 
Thoa T. Vu-Pham, Administration 
Kenneth D. Wagner, Biology 
Christopher Walker, Mathematics, High Honors • 
Donna I. Walker, Administration 
Char Sze-Wan (Florence), Administration, 
Highest Honors 
David Wang, Nursing 
Ko-Ping Wang, Administration 
Jody Wayne Wasserman, Administration 
Tamela Marie Watson-Montanez, Administration 
Jana Diane Watson, Kinesiology 
Wendy Dawn Wear, Nursing 
Ryan L. Wedeking, Health Science 
David Alexander Wellington, Computer Science 
Nicole Ann Wells, Nursing 
Michael Dale Westfall, Computer Science 
Stephen L. Widdows, Computer Science 
Ann Louise Wilcox, Administration 
Eric Glen Williams, Administration 
Jessica Williams, Administration 
Mark Daniel Williams, Chemistry, Honors A 
Tanika Sherrell Wilson, Administration 
Craig Wimpenny, Computer Science 
Chris Wolf, Administration 
Shawn Michael Wolf, Administration 
Amy Ching-Ping Wong, Administration 
Sean T. Wong, Administration 
William T. Wong, Mathematics 
William T. Wong, Physics 
William T. Wong, Computer Science 
Jason A. Wood, Administration, Honors 
Michael Patrick Worden, Administration 
Nicole Rae Wright, Foods and Nutrition, Honors 
Wei-1 Wu, Computer Science 
Yen-Hsueh Wu, Administration 
Yan Hiu Fai Aileen, Administration, Honors 
Nancy D. Yanda, Administration, Honors • 
My Nhia Yang, Nursing 
Steve Y. Yang, Administration 
Johanna Wai Yee, Administration 
Jesus Yepez, Administration 
Jesus Yepez, Biology 
Brian Philip Young, Administration 
Sze Chung Yu, Administration, Honors 
Cynthia Ann Yzaguirre, Administration, Honors 
Mohammad Zahid, Administration 
Esther K. Zuniga, Nursing 
BACHELOR OF YOCATIOKAL 
EDUCATION 
Valter Facundo, Vocational Education 
Donna Marie Ferracone, Vocational Education 
Frank Elias Jimenez, Vocational Education 
Nicole Carrie Jones, Vocational Education 
Charlotte J. Brown-Lewis, Vocational Education 
Reggienald Ceronimo Moore, Vocational Education 
Henry L. Reyes Jr., Vocational Education 
Helen M. Ross, Vocational Education 
M. Kathaleen Smith, Vocational Education 
A Departmental Honors 
• Phi Kappa Phi 
# SOE Recognition 
Julie Tronier, Vocational Education 
Linda L. Singer-Wilson, Vocational Education 
MASTER OF ARTS 
Linda Abidin, English 
LaVonne Gale Abruzzi, Rehabilitation Counseling 
Caroline Mary Adkison, Rehabilitation Counseling 
Kim Monnie Adolph, English Composition 
Arlene Dilig Advincula, Psychology 
Jesus Ramirez Alvarez, Educational Administration 
Patricia W. An\icor\e,Education 
Derrick Anderson, Education 
Hector Van Dean Anderson, Educational Administration 
T.J. Anderson Jr., Rehabilitation Counseling 
Charlotte Center Anthony, Criminal Justice 
Joseph Mark Archer, Education 
Deborah Anne Arnold, Education 
Deborah Lynn Aznar, Educational Administration 
Adam Buck Bailey, Educational Administration 
Elizabeth Jane Barbo, Psychology 
Melissa A. Bartholomew, Criminal Justice 
Robert Addison Bayne, Rehabilitation Counseling 
Michael Joseph Beck, Education 
Patricia Jean Bedolla, Education 
Janis Nitta Betts, Education 
Maria Kay Bissell, Education 
Kenneth Lee Blake, Educational Administration 
Kirsten Marie Blankenship, Educational Administration 
Steven Conrad Blankenship, Educational Administration 
Jerry Matthew Blansett, Education 
Dorothy Diane Bloecker, Rehabilitation Counseling 
Christine Erin Boeldt, Educational Administration 
Marjorie Lynn Bommersbach, Psychology 
Michael R. Boodry, Educational Administration 
DeAnna Dicksion-Bourdages, English Composition 
Patricia Bower, Education 
Yvonne R. Brahams, Education 
Diane Katherine Brantley, Education 
Irma Bravo, Education 
Kristine Renee Brenner, Educational Administration 
Katherine Brewer, Education 
Bruce William Bridenbecker, Education • 
Cynthia Ellen Briggs, Education 
Nancy J. Brinkley, Education 
Brian E. Bristol, Educational Administration 
Cathy C. Brostrand, English Composition 
Barbara Ann Brown, Education 
Robert Bruce Brown, Interdisciplinary Studies 
Jenelle Sue Bryan, Education 
Michael Buckhoff, English Composition 
Vivian T. Burke-Scheuerell, Education 
Frances A. Burkhardt, Education 
Michael John Busco, Education 
Keith Ross Butler, National Security Studies 
Bonnie Sue Butterfield, Psychology 
David William Buttles, Education 
Jeffrey Edward Callaway, Education 
Carol Ann Macias Camacho, Education 
Santos Campos, Educational Administration 
Gabriel Carbellido, Education 
Molly J. Carbo, Education 
Giselle Marycatherine Carbullido, 
Rehabilitation Counseling 
Jeffrey Merrit Carman, English Composition 
Nancy Ellen Carter, Education 
David Matthew Casey, Psychology 
Aimee Kristine Cassiday, Criminal Justice 
Tina Marie Catalfamo, Education 
Joyce S\ixnpiefC&\o,Education 
Ronald L. Chapman, Education 
Idam Ude Oko Chukwu, National Security Studies 
David Anthony Ciabattini, Educational Administration 
Alma G. Najar-Cisneros, Educational Administration 
Mark Alan Clair, Psychology 
Victor Alan Claud, National Security Studies 
Richard Keltner Cleary, Education 
Rhonda Lee Cleeland, Education 
Pamela L. Cleland Broyles, Education 
Karen Joanne Coates, Educational Administration 
John Vincent Commander, Education 
Pamela Joy Cotton, Education 
Carl Frederick Coughlan, National Security Studies 
Michelle Rena Cox, Education 
Veronica Diaz Cox, English Composition 
Sara Jean Crocker, Education 
Pam L. Cronk, Educational Administration 
Barbara Aleshunas Crossey, Social Sciences 
Sheri Rae Curtis, Psychology 
Kelly Sue Daly, Education 
Guadalupe Davalos, Education 
Laura Davis, Criminal Justice 
Joseph C. Daws, Educational Administration 
Maria Elizabeth De Anda, Education 
Deborah D. Tye De La Torre, Educational Administration 
Michael Joseph Denevan, Educational Administration 
Lisa A. Denham, Educational Administration 
Patricia Amelia Deragisch, Education 
Jared Everett Derksen, Mathematics 
Desmond A. Ditchfield, Rehabilitation Counseling 
Heather Suzanne Dominguez, Education 
Sylvia C. Morgan Dousman, Education 
Angela Dube Robinson, Education 
James Joseph Duran, Mathematics 
Christine Renae Durkee, Education 
Rosella B. Duron, Education 
Ralph Eugene Dustman, Mathematics 
Julie Dutcher, Education 
James Nelson Eastman, National Security Studies 
Jay Edwards, Education 
Michelle L. Eliker, Psychology • 
Charles William Elliot III, National Security Studies A 
Sherry LaVerne Elliott, Educational Administration 
Nancy Ann Endicott, Educational Administration 
David Enriquez, Interdisciplinary Studies 
Richard James Erbstoesser, Education 
Janis Doreen Evangelista, Education 
Marjorie Evans, Education 
Terry Tiller Fagan, Criminal Justice 
William T. Fagan, Educational Administration 
Ardeshir Fardin, National Security Studies 
Reema Faysal Farhoud, Education 
Donna Elizabeth Faubion, Education 
Jean Campbell Fenn, Education 
Michael Jonathon Fergon, Education 
Dolores Ferguson, Rehabilitation Counseling 
Mark Fetter, Criminal Justice 
Kathryn Rayner Finch, National Security Studies 
Richard Paul Finner, Education 
Janis Banks Fisher, English Composition 
Sharon A. Flores, Education 
Dorothea Lyn Follette-Garcia, Rehabilitation Counseling 
Jonathan Hillel Fox, Psychology 
John McKinley Futch Jr., Social Sciences 
George Jiri Gabera, National Security Studies 
Norma Marie Nieto Garcia, Education 
Gabrielle M. Garmsen, Psychology 
Debbie Renee Genz, Education 
Lisa R. Gettler, Education 
Jeannine Marie Gibbs, Psychology 
Phyllis Winder Gilbert, English Composition 
Brian Paul Giles, National Security Studies 
Barbara Stoll Gillis, Education 
Ashley Gluhcheff, Education 
Martha Galindo Gomez, Education 
Roberta Sue Gonzales, Education 
Ellen Yvonne Green, Mathematics 
Sherry M. Green, English Composition 
Norma Beth Rens Greenfield, Education 
Robert Wayne Greenfield, Education • 
Andrea D. Greer, Educational Administration 
Heather Gregory, Rehabilitation Counseling 
Lynn Marie Guardado, Dance & Kinesiology 
Elizabeth Olivia Gutierrez, Rehabilitation Counseling 
Sean P. Gyll, Psychology • 
Judy L. Haff, Education 
Cynthia Lou Burdette Hamlett, English Composition 
Kari Hanson, Social Sciences 
Steven P. Hanson, Psychology 
Regina K. Harris, Education 
Carol Ann Harty, Education 
Barbara Sneed Harvell, Education 
Damaris J. Hawkins, English Composition 
Meribeth Hedrick, Educational Administration 
Paulette Marie Hedrick, Education 
Charles B. Helsper, Education 
Frances Marie Hensley, Education 
Amy Kathleen Hocker, Education 
Cory V. Holder, English Composition 
Yvonne P. Holmes, Education 
Hong Tao-Ying, Education 
Lynda Gail Hoppe, Educational Administration • 
David Ludwig Horsey, Educational Administration • 
Martha Cameron Howell, Educational Administration • 
Yu-Ching Huang, Education 
Reymundo Huerta, Education 
Cheong Rhie Huh, Education 
Kathryn A. Iberg, Education 
Arlene P. Iftiger, Education 
Kerma Joan Gorringe Isaacson, Interdisciplinary Studies 
Gregory U. Jackmond, Education 
Mark Edward James, English Composition 
Pauline Rael Jaramillo, Rehabilitation Counseling 
Dennis Gordon Jeffrey, Education 
Cathleen M. Johansen, Education 
Joanne Ruth Johnson, Education 
Lori Ann Johnson, Psychology 
Kathy Johnston, Education 
Gregory T. Jones, Interdisciplinary Studies 
Karen Denise Jordan, Education 
Corina Miki Joseph, Rehabilitation Counseling 
Edward J. Kaisershot, Education 
Kunie Kaminaka, Education 
David R. Karlquist, Education 
Gayle Cooper Kassabaum, English Composition • 
Christopher Ara Keuilian, Education 
Sandra Sommer Khanbegian, Education 
Susan L. Kimball, Education 
Tracy Lea King, Educational Administration 
Saundra Marie Kleven, Rehabilitation Counseling 
Kathleen L. Knight, English Composition 
Lisa Michelle Kochevar, National Security Studies 
Cheryll A. Koleszar, Educational Administration 
Kaori Konta, Interdisciplinary Studies 
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Dennis R. Korn, Education 
Laurence 1. Kossak, Education 
Caroline Paige Krejci, English Composition 
Trisha Marie Lancaster, Education 
Delia L. Lang, Psychology 
Linda M. Lanning, Education 
Sandra loyce Lansing. English Composition 
Larry A. Lapow, Education 
Victoria L. LaCues, Rehabilitation Counseling 
Kevin H. Lee, Education 
loseph Richard Lewis, Educational Administration 
Mario A. Linares, Rehabilitation Counseling 
Shirley Louise List, Education 
Virginia L. Little, Education 
Jeremiah Lloyd, Educational Administration 
Heidi D. Barlow Lockhart, Interdisciplinary Studies 
Torran L. Meier, Psychology 
Michael Loring, English Composition 
Susan T.C. Loring, Psychology 
Stepheny Linn Loutsenhizer, Education 
Marcia A. Lovelady, Educational Administration 
Andrew Jack Loverde, English Composition 
Lynn L. Lowe, Education 
Albert Steven Lozano, Education 
Steve Lyles, National Security Studies 
Lisa Lynn Lyons, Interdisciplinary Studies 
Sharyn L. Mac Charles, Educational Administration 
Dwayne Fox MacDonald, Education 
Kathleen Wright Maddox, Education 
Cecilia S. Maingot, Education 
Jeffrey Scott Malan, Educational Administration 
Vicki L. Manning, Psychology 
Amy R. Maraska, Education 
Kathy Elliott Markos, Education # 
Joana Martinez, Education 
Judi Cheryl Martinez, Education 
Victor Martinez Jr., Psychology 
William E. Martisius, Education 
William T. Mason, Education • 
John Massie, Educational Administration 
Lisa J. Mattsson, Education 
Kelly Patricia Mauricio, Educational Administration 
Donna L. Maury, Education 
Diana Lynn Mc Vicker, Education 
Miki Rene McCabe, Educational Administration 
Kelli Ann McCauIey, Education 
Nichola S. Mc Clain, Mathematics 
LaTasha Ghana McDaniels, Education 
Lisa McFadden, Education 
Roger L. McFarland Jr., National Security Studies 
Lisa Ann McCaheran, Educational Administration 
Catherine Ann McLafferty, Educational Administration 
Diana Lynn McVicker, Vocational Education 
Carol Linda Mead, Education 
Denise Ann Meraz, Education 
Anthony Andrew Midcalf, Educational Administration 
Mark A. Midcalf, Education 
Diana Kay Miller, Education 
Sally Anne Miller, Education 
Sari Lynn Miller, Education 
Deepanwita Mohanty, Psychology 
James Anthony Moitoso, Education # 
Joan Brennan Molinaro, Education 
Colleen Valerie Molko, Rehabilitation Counseling 
Jane Butler Montgomery, Education 
Leiala P. A. Chong Montoya, Education 
Lamont A. Moore, National Security Studies 
La Theia Chanel Morre, Education 
Abraham W. Mubashshir, Education 
Oilman West Mueck, Education 
Byron Keith Myers, Education 
Rosemary Naerbo, Educational Administration 
Satoko Nagasawa, Psychology 
Lisa Nelles, Education 
Cheryl Yvette Nichols, Rehabilitation Counseling 
David Allen Nivala, Educational Administration 
Cheryl Lynn Noall, Education • 
Calvin Preston Norris, Rehabilitation Counseling 
Robert Lee Norwood, Education 
Louise J. Oliekan, Educational Administration 
Carol Louise Olson, Education 
Gary S. Orme, Social Sciences 
Daniel Maldonado Ortega, Social Sciences 
Glenda Gale Ruhnke Ortega, Education 
Michele H. Pacheco, Psychology 
Sheila Ann Panori, Psychology 
David Houston Parish Jr., Education 
Janet Y. Parrish, Education 
Anne Kathleen Pattison, Education 
Arlene Pautz, Education 
Kathleen Ann Peach, Educational Administration 
Heather-Ann Pessoa-Band, Accounting 
Beth Ann Peterson, Social Sciences • 
Norman Gregory Peterson, Social Sciences 
Valerie Kaye Petty, Rehabilitation Counseling 
Sherri L. Pierce, Rehabilitation Counseling 
Chris M. Pohl, National Security Studies 
Jaime Ponce Aguilar, Psychology 
Michelle Denise Potter, Education 
Donald Joseph Potts, Education 
Rebecca Lynn Potts, Education 
Deborah Sue Powell, Education # 
Keith Andrew Prather, Education 
Elizabeth J. Prelesnik, Education 
Ryuja Ra (Reiko Tomita), Education 
Catalina Ramirez-Padilla, Education 
Forrest S. Ransdell 11, Educational Administration 
Lani S. Ray, Education 
Jolene Kay Redvale, Education 
Jeffrey Thomas Reece, Criminal Justice 
Mark DeWayne Reece. Education 
James Wayne Reedy, Education 
Miriam Guadalupe Resendez, Psychology 
John William Reynoso, Educational Administration 
Renee Forgeon Richards, Education 
Patrick Jeffrey Ridge, Mathematics 
Beverly K. Rios, Criminal Justice 
Carmen Maria Rivera, Education 
David Rivera, Rehabilitation Counseling 
Valerie Ann Martin-Rivers, Interdisciplinary Studies 
Patricia Lynn Rix, Education 
Kara M. Rizzo, English Composition 
Kara M. Rizzo, Education 
Sandra A. Ross, Rehabilitation Counseling 
Marc Christopher Rupp, Education 
Elisabeth Gerlinde Ryan, National Security Studies 
Laura Leigh Rynott, Educational Administration 
Robert W. Schafer, Rehabilitation Counseling 
Diana S. Schneider, Education 
Sally L. Schroeder, English Composition 
Jacquelyn Lee Scott-Cook, Education 
Tamara Grullon Sehi, Interdisciplinary Studies 
Julie Sell, Education 
Amy Helene Shamansky, Education 
Patricia Annette Shaw, National Security Studies 
Barbara Lois Shields, English Composition 
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Cynthia D. Shum, Education 
Zola J. Signs, Education 
Lisa Anne Simmers, Education 
Deidre Ellen Sitko, Education 
Darci Jo Slocum, Education 
Anjeanette Noel Nocera, Educational Administration 
Deborah Lynn Smith, Education 
Karen Ann Smith, English Composition 
Thomas Smith, Rehabilitation Counseling 
Vicki L. Smith, National Security Studies 
Nancy Joyce Snow, English Composition 
Susanti Soebianta, Education 
Lucy Tama Sogoian, English Composition 
Lori Marcussen Staggs, Education 
Janet E. SXozVXon-NXWet,Educational Administration 
Michelle Diane Stutsman, Mathematics 
Tracee Sudyka, Education 
Kelly Marie Sugden, Education 
Jamie Ellen Sullivan, Education 
John Michael Sullivan, English Composition 
Jennifer Joy Surjue, English Composition 
Gloria A. Swift, Education 
Edward J. Szumski, Education 
Ellen Geok Kim Tann, Education 
Sheryl S. Tecker, Educational Administration 
James Earl Thomas Jr., Education 
Beth L. Tillitson, Social Sciences 
Malla Jess Tillman, Education 
Funmi Stella Tofowomo, Criminal Justice 
Tracy Ann Topoleski, Social Sciences 
Hirut Assefa Turner, Education 
Arthur Francis Turnier, Education 
Gail Ann Uchwat, Education 
Mfon A. Umoren, Education 
Bedalia Valdes, Educational Administration 
Charles S. VanAllen, Education 
Otilia D. Vargascorona, Education 
Anita Joy Varnell, Education 
James M. Veign, Psychology 
Orville C. Voight, Education 
Dean Aurelius Von Wald II, Education 
Carol Ann Waitman, Education 
Cindy Michelle Walker, English Composition 
I-Chen Wang, Education 
Shuping Wang, Education 
Lori Rose Weingartner, Interdisciplinary Studies 
Melanie WeisCraig, Psychology 
Kathleen Elaine Werkhoven, Educational Administration 
Russell Clark Wheeler .Mathematics 
Dana White, National Security Studies 
Richard Neal White, Education 
Shirley Ann Wilhelmsen, Educational Administration 
Jane Wilke, Education 
KimBerly R. Dancy-Williams, Education 
Maryellen Sylvia Sharp Williams, 
Rehabilitation Counseling 
Ryan Rex Williams, Educational Administration 
Craig Steven Wilson, Interdisciplinary Studies 
Jennifer Lee Wilson, Education 
Suzanne E. Wolf, Education 
Jennifer Lenn Wolfram, Education • 
Amy Lyn Woods, Educational Administration 
Cordon Jay Woods, Educational Administration 
Marcia Cherylenne Woods, Education 
• Departmental Honors 
• Phi Kappa Phi 
# SOE Recognition 
Frank H. Wyatt, Education 
Bharathi Yalamanchi, Education 
Magdalena Yanez, Education 
Wei-Chen Yang, Education 
Susan Amanda Young, Education 
Hsien-Yu Yu, Education 
HASTER OF ARTS IK 
TEACHIKG 
Cherie A. Reardon, Teaching Mathematics 
HASTER OF BUSIKESS 
ADHIHISTRATIOK 
Ceresa Michelle Aberg, Administration 
Nice Agusta, Administration 
Diana S. Albertson, Administration 
Eka Fitri Dwiwani Andjarsari, Administration 
Angelene Ashley, Administration • 
Kristin Nicole Barbarossa, Administration 
Tammy Lee Shields-Beverage, Administration 
Ronald Thomas Bissland, Administration 
Charles Benjamin Campbell, Administration 
Eric Yui-Yan Chan, Administration 
An-Chi Chang, Administration 
Shu-Tzu Chang, Administration 
Matana Charernsri, Administration 
Chih-Tien Chen, Administration 
Chen Kew-Song, Administration 
Shih-Ying Chen, Administration 
Wei-Chiang Chen, Administration 
Craig Steven Cheney, Administration 
Sen-Yu Cheng, Administration 
Cheng-Jen Chuang, Administration 
Debora Anne Cooper, Administration 
Soni Krisdiyanto Darujati, Administration 
Kathleen Rose Devlin, Administration 
Josephine lynette DeWitt, Administration 
Sarbpreet Dhaliwal, Administration 
Paul H. Douglas, Administration 
Soroosh Ehteshami, Administration 
Stoni Sheri Fairchild, Administration • 
Irvin Louis Fazenbaker, Administration • 
Albert E. Freeman, Administration 
Daniel Scott Frymire, Administration 
Donald Cautivar Garcia, Administration • 
David A. Ceriguis, Administration 
Mieke Hendrosusanto, Administration 
Gregory Anthony Henry, Administration 
Jeffrey Gordon Hollister, Administration 
Kevin J. Hughes, Administration 
Amy Ching-Ying Hui, Administration 
Ren Hwang, Administration 
Piyawan Jaengsrivong, Administration 
Vijitra Jianrujirakul, Administration 
Kaniya Kenthaworn, Administration 
Fransiscus B. Kewo, Administration 
Kimberly Michele Klick, Administration 
Shuyi Kong, Administration 
Tonghathai Kongsupol, Administration 
Daniel Richard Kopp, Administration 
Rapeepat Kortrakul, Administration 
I-Ku Kuo, Administration 
Tung-Wei Kuo, Administration 
Chia-Ling Lai, Administration 
Tong Ming Andy Lai, Administration 
Lei Ya-fen, Administration 
Hsiao-Wen Lin, Administration 
Eveline Litya, Administration 
Maria Elena Lugue De Gonzalez, Administration 
Judy Hsun Ma, Administration 
Nasri Francisco Mahchi, Administration 
Kristi Ann Manclow, Administration • 
Kathryn Anne Manley-Cortner, Administration 
Kimberli Shawn Math, Administration 
Hisayuki Matsushita, Administration 
Raymond G. Mesler Jr., Administration 
Craig Evan Misso, Administration 
Laura E. Mitchell, Administration • 
Peter Ellis tA\xrt&y,Administration 
Fachrurrazi Nasution, Administration 
Hilary M. Nolan, Administration 
Suppangkul Pichitakul, Administration 
Laurie Janette Pope, Administration 
Stephan A. Pramana, Administration 
Theresa Rahhal, Administration 
Shu-hua Rao, Administration 
Timothy C. Regular, Administration • 
Renee M. Rettstatt, Administration 
Allen D. Reynolds, Administration 
Praval Rojanaphruk, Administration 
Hidayat Rusdi, Administration 
Lihar Andre Benjamin Saragih, Administration 
Rod Schardein, Administration 
Terry Ann Siemens, Administration 
Ronald Shawn Simmons, Administration 
Karmjit Singh, Administration 
Arisara Sirijantra, Administration 
Cheryl Louise Sleboda, Administration 
Khacharin Sosothikul, Administration 
Eric Scott Sproson, Administration 
Nilanalin Srisuksawatdikul, Administration A 
Yuphin Srisuwan, Administration 
Gia Rochelle Stokes, Administration 
Achmad Isa Iskandar Suaidy, Administration 
Mayumi Sugiura, Administration 
Horng Kwei Sun, Administration 
Carla Denez Towns, Administration 
Li-Ping Tseng, Administration 
Shakeel Ahmed Usmani, Administration 
Bussarin Achanusorn Vichayanonda, Administration 
Chien-Hsiung Wang, Administration 
Shelly A. Weatherby, Administration 
Karen Lynn Williams, Administration 
Rachael Wise-Johnson, Administration 
Chia-Yu Brenda Wu, Administration 
Chien-Hsing Wu, Administration 
Wei Wu, Administration 
Pei-Lin Yang, Administration 
Ting Chih Yang, Administration 
Ya-Ling Yang, Administration 
Yen Kuan-Wei, Administration 
Li-Wen Yen, Administration 
Ho Suk Yoon, Administration 
HASTER OF PUBLIC 
ADHINISTRATIOK 
Hector Van Dean Anderson, Administration 
Joseph Steven Baca, Administration 
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Reed Stanley Benjamin, Administration 
Lula M. Boyland, Administration 
Edward C. Bush, Administration 
Caren Sue Calsadillo, Administration 
Stephen D. Christensen, Administration 
Leticia C. De Lara, Administration 
Nicholas A. Erickson, Administration 
Earl Williams Estell, Administration 
Alex Estrada, Administration 
Olivia Denise Franklin, Administration 
Jerry B. Fulwood, Administration 
Assneth Glover, Administration 
Ramon Gonzales, Administration 
Catheryn Markline Grier, Administration 
Juan Herrera, Administration 
Ellen Gale Hinanay, Administration 
Gary Hud.ng,Administration 
Karen Lynne Johnson, Administration 
Kimberly Michele Klick, Administration 
John Monteith Leacock, Administration 
Douglas Frank James Lewis, Administration 
Marco A. Lucero, Administration 
Paul C. Mohr, Administration 
Lisa Karen Mulz, Administration 
Michael J. Neary, Administration 
Jesse Martin Oiler, Administration 
Korn Posayanond, Administration 
William E. Prinz, Administration 
Sheryl Pytlak, Administration 
Mary V. Reliford-Harris, Administration 
George Roberts Jr., Administration 
Daniel Lynn Rockholt, Administration 
Anna E. Rodriguez, Administration 
Jose A. Rugama, Administration 
Michela Ann Sands, Administration 
Tamrat Seyoum, Administration 
Sifagatogo Eli, Administration 
James William Thomas, Administration 
Janet Irene Baseley Thurman, Administration 
Melissa Louise Walker, Administration 
Christopher Glen Warrick, Administration 
Linda Carol Webster, Administration 
HASTER OF SCIENCES 
Regina A. Almeida, Biology 
Sadai Annah Harris, Counseling & Guidance 
Bernadette Maria Babasa, Psychology 
Yolanda Yvette Baum-Moss, Health Services 
Administration 
Maria C. Becerra-Marquez, Psychology 
Alma Beltran, Psychology 
Dennis Alan Bluhm, Counseling & Guidance 
Julie Pilgrim-Tay, Counseling & Guidance 
Marnie Nicole Bowen, Counseling & Guidance 
Mattie Willis Bryant, Counseling & Guidance 
Nikki Carpenter, Health Services Administration 
Wenlin Chang, Computer Science 
Matthew Patrick Cloney, Psychology 
Mary Patricia De Coite, Health Services Administration 
Robin A. Decker, Psychology 
ion Nicolae Doina, Health Services Administration 
Stacy A. Duncan, Counseling & Guidance 
A Departmental Honors 
• Phi Kappa Phi 
• SOE Recognition 
Laurie Denise Duvall, Psychology 
Paula Joanne Estrada, Biology 
Mithra Chaffari, Biology 
Zandra Jean Calloway Clover, Counseling & Guidance 
Jeanne Lynn Creco, Counseling & Guidance 
Daniel J. Cregonis, Biology 
Merrill D. "Doc" Heim, Counseling & Guidance 
Brian Lincoln Hill, Counseling & Guidance 
Dayle L. Hill, Psychology 
Anna Kristina Hodge, Psychology 
Harold E. Houser, Health Services Administration 
Yolanda Carrasco Hurtado, Health Services Administration 
Maria Elda Jacquez, Counseling & Guidance 
Steve Armenta Johnson, Psychology 
Donald Thomas Jones, Biology 
Joyce Jordan, Health Services Administration 
John Charles Karsch Jr., Health Services 
Barbara J. Keen, Counseling & Guidance 
Billee Jo King, Psychology 
Edmund James Koundakjian, Biology 
Emlle Louka, Counseling <& Guidance 
Nasri Francisco Mahchi, Health Services Administration 
Leticia Esparza Marrujo, Counseling & Guidance 
Paul C. McCloskey, Health Services Administration 
Edmund Richard Miranda, Biology 
Deepanwita Mohanty, Psychology 
Gabriel ion Niculae, Health Services Administration 
Victoria Oliver, Psychology 
Charles D. Oversby, Biology 
Lisa L. Partaker, Health Services Administration 
Michelle D. Patterson, Health Services Administration 
Paula B. Peoples, Health Services Administration 
Susan Lynn Perez, Counseling & Guidance 
Lynne Roy Perryman, Health Services Administration 
Candice M. Peters, Health Services Administration 
Edward J. Peterson II, Psychology 
Kim Barton Phillips, Psychology 
George Lee Renshaw, Psychology 
Douglas Paul Rosario, Health Services Administration 
Sid Prasith Sananikone, Health Services Administration 
Maria Inez Sanchez, Psychology 
Kristina Renee Schillberg, Psychology 
Heidi A. Schmitz, Psychology 
Doren Lee Schott, Psychology 
Restituto Serrano Jr., Health Services Administration 
Frank Siaca, Health Services Administration 
Scott J. Simon, Computer Science 
Carrie Elizabeth Snow Miranda, Psychology 
Carolyn Tornero, Health Services Administration 
Wenyu Tsai, Computer Science 
Kaoru Tsunoda, Computer Science 
Deborah K. Tyler-Wagner, Health Services Administration 
Kim Valentine, Biology 
Isabel Vargas-Machuca, Psychology 
Leticia Teilo Verdusco, Counseling & Guidance 
Silvia Villasenor, Health Services Administration 
Betty J. Walsh, Counseling & Guidance 
Janet Marie Webb, Health Services Administration 
Larry D. Weitzel, Psychology 
Abby A. Welander, Psychology 
Shenning Wen, Computer Science 
Lisa Linette Wheat, Health Services Administration 
James Michael Williams, Biology 
Antionette M. Winston, Health Services Administration 
Shannah Danielle York, Psychology 
Roger Scott Young, Psychology 
Han-Sheng Yuh, Computer Science 
HASTER OF SOCIAL WORK 
Margaret Cecilia Afana 




Wendy Sue Briggs 
Kelly-Jo Chastain-Carlton 
Connie Lynn Dawson • 
Luz Estrada 
Guadalupe Leon Gomez Flores 
Veronica Flores 
Charles R. Freidel 
Arlene Elisa Garcia 
Melinda Karen Gushwa 
Cara L. Hans 
lames G. Hansen 
Linda Rosemary Hazard 
Rachel Michelle Heimbigner • 
Hope Hawkins-Henry 
Elizabeth Hernandez-Falk 
Carolyn Diane Jackson 
Mark David Johnson 
Judith V. Johnston, 
Enas Joseph 
Marlen 1. Kellas 
Laura Lynn Key 
Alberto H. Martinez-Granlllo • 
Marilyn Renee McClain 
Mitchica Mia McNeair • 
Maria De Los Angeles Mora • 
Dora Murillo 
Wendy Marie Nims 
Lawrence Payne Ir. • 
Linda Diane Pettine 
Staci Lynn Richards 
Miranda D. Robinson 
Michelle M. Runnels 
Wendy M. Schill 
Judyth Lynne Scott • 
Crystal Dawn Shackleford • 
Karmjit Singh 
Rebecca Ann Smith 
Darrell W, Steinmetz 
Brad Stewart 
Debra Colleen Taylor 
Linda Ann Thomas 
Larry Oscar Totten 
Edward D. Vieths Jr. 
Cherie Griffith Villeneuve • 
Frances May Vinciullo 
John P. Vlasic II 
Ann Marie Walker 
Sophie Langlois-Walker 
Michael Dane Walper 
Betty 1. Watts 
Lynette Christine Wheeler 
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Frances Elaine Adams 
Deborah Kathryn Adams-Stewart 
Creig Stephen Aday 
Sargon Adeh Alkhas 
Leticia Alvarez 
Maria Teresa Alvarez 
Perry Roman Amador 
Hector Van Dean Anderson 
Karen L. Anderson 
lacquelyn lewel Andrews 
lennifer Elizabeth Angel 
Leslie |oy Anthony • 
Kendal Ryan Archer 
Annette Avalos 
Erika Espinoza Ayala 
Shelly Sheree Beck 
Gregory Berenato 
Ruth Ysella Biscotti 
Tiffany Lynn Blair 
lulie Ann Bliss 
Mary Frances Boucher 
Kelly Bray 
Erikca DeAnn Brown 
lanet Cae Brownbridge 
Linda Grace Bullock 
Margo Lynne Buma 
Todd Richard Burman 
Christina M. Burns-Saugstad 
William Caez 
Kerri Lee Call 
Yolanda Rena Carroll 
Scott Edward Castro 
Kristina Alyce Cauthen 
Lannette Christine Celaya 
Kimberly Renae Ciabattini 
Maria Eugenia Espinoza Cisneros 
Alicia lean Comito 
Paul Conkle 
Steven Edward Conrad 
Kristine E. Copp 
lorge Eduardo Ruiz Corralez 
Nicole Coute 
Dimas Cuevas Ir. 
Katherine Davis 
Linda Lee Davis 
Ana Lucia Lopez De Rojano 
lulie Vivienne Diaz 
lacquelyn 1. Dillon 
loanna Dodos 
Christopher 1. Dolan 
Lois A. Doughty • 
lacquelyn Ann Douglas 
Suzanne Paige Downs 
Tamara Sue Dulaney 
Marie Huntington Dunn 
Eileen Paxton Dunning 
Eelicia Ann Duran 
Timothy L. Durrett 
Lilia Enriquez 
Aimee L. Enslow 
Maria Dolores Esquivias 
Geraldine leannette Elores 
Hortencia Perez Elores 
Maria Conchita Franco 
Mariana Hernandez Fregozo 
Astrid P. Gallagher 
Denise Michele Galvez 
Kathie Anne Garczynski 
Ada leanne Gatherum 
Cynthia M. Gibson 
Caroline W. Gideon 
Sandra A. Gil 
Madeline Louise Gillum 
Ernest Andre Gonzales 
Lisa Anne Good 
Margaret Lorraine Coodson 
Gena Marie Gonyer 
Theda lo Griffin 
Michael Scott Criffone 
Elizabeth Groninger 
Ana Patricia Gutierrez 
Dani Lynn Gutierrez 
Ricardo Gutierrez 
Sarvat Habeeb 
Todd Matthew Hadersbeck 
Irma Rebecca Hall 
Stacy Anne Haroutunian 
Todd Mitchell Harris 
Linda M. Hartzell 
Marilyn Kay Harvey 
lennifer Donel Hellon 
lennie Hemp 
David Mares Hernandez 
Guadalupe Lamadrld Hernandez 
Dominic loseph Herness 
lamie E. Herron 
Dona Hines 
David Christopher Holm 
Heather Sue Home 
Eaith Hope Hurst 
lulie Ann larosh 
Val Michael lamora 
Esperanza lauregui 
Rebecca Kimie laynes 
Traci Lynn lohnson 
Sheri Coolidge Kenny 
Patrick Michael King 
Theresa M, Kirby 
Lynn Marie Klopfer 
Maria Elena Knox 
Keri M. Knutson 
Krista A. Kruger 
lames M ichael Kruk 
Dawn E. Land 
Maria Carmen Canelo Lara 
Claudia Lee Laureski 
Tameria Lynn Lauwers 
Pamela Renee Lee 
Cindy loan Leslie 
Gloria Melendez Licon 
Wendy Christine Liday 
Robyn D. Lindsay 
leudy Loeun 
Danielle Leigh Logue-Brown 
Cameron Nicholas Piers Lovett 
Lissette Bonilla Lovett 
Maureen Lowney 
Patricia Magana 
loana Arroyo Martinez 
Veronica Martinez 
lohn E. McDonnell 
Patrick Scott McKee 
Deanna R. McKellip 
Ann Marie McLain 
Annette L. Menier 
Aimee L. Mesaros-Clark 
lill Kaye Mix 
Mark C. Molina 
Tammie Lee Monroy 
Linda Eve Moore 
Maria de los Angeles Mora 
Adriana Irene Morales 
April L. Morales 
Suzanne Lea Moscou 
Adrienne Marisa Celeste Murguia 
lames Edward Nava 
Michelle Marie Nobile 
luanita Lynn Noble 
Theresa Marie Olivo 
Yesenia Olmeda 
Maria Shanee Oravets 
Teresa Nanette Owen 
Amy lane Packer 
Catalina Ramirez-Padilla 
Christine E. Paige-Bias 
Wllfrido Palomares 
Annette Richelle Papin 
Michael lames Patterson 
Ibrahem Rotha Pen 
Gloria Vieyra Perez 
Michael Edward Peterson 
Amy Lynn Petty 
lulia L. Peyton 
Dee A. Phillips 
Debbra Ann Pickering 
Marie Antoinette Vargas Piel 
lennifer Lynn Porter 
Amy Elaine Potter 
Nicholas Paul Prelesnik 
Richard N. Robinson 
Teresa P. Quintanar 
Victoria Lynn Reed 
Christopher lohn Rekstad 
Lori S. Rice 
lo Ann Richardson 
Gina Nicole Rigsby 
Carolyn losepha Ringhofer 
Kara M. Rizzo 
Raquel Gonzalez Robillard 
Maria R. Rodriguez 
Marlene Santiaga Rodriguez 
Rosalie Rodriguez 
lanean Lyn Rogers 
Diane Mendoza Romero 
Michele Ann Rucker 
Esther Holguin Ruvalcaba 
Robert Manuel Sabedra 
Martha T. Samaniego 
Monica Avila Sanabria 
lavier Sandoval 
Clement Michael Satcher 
Zofia Eva Schwalb 
Kira Elizabeth Seacat 
Kelly Maureen Shaw 
Darlene Ann Shay 
William Walter Siegal 
Tiffany Lee Silva 
Deborah Marie Simpson 
lohn Kenneth Simpson 
Michael A. Simpson 
Charon Monique Smith 
Patrick L. Smith 
Daniele Kay Snider 
Andrea Carol Soto 
Ellis Clementine Stevens 
Laura Jeanette Stogsdill 
Daniel A. Templin 
Wilhelmina Van Stigt Thans 
Christopher Wade Thayer 
Amber Noel Thiessen 
Michele D. Martin Thomas 
Steven Anthony Tomsic 
Celeste Delancey Toth 
Carrie Ann Trudeau 
Teresa Lynn Turman 
Carole Ann Turner 




Cecile Adriana Villafana 
Faye Marie Vallone 
Ruth L. Velarde 
Marlyn Louise Vincent 
Yolanda Yvonne Walton-Hardman 
Ernest Henry Wasley, Ir. • 
ludith E. Wegner 
Deborah Bradstreet White 
lulius White-Magee 
Matthew Benjamin Wilder 
Tammy Williams 
Terri Lee Williams 
Tina Marie Williams 
Lauren Michelle Williamson 
Wayne Thomas Wilson Ir. 
Lorraine Marie Wuerth 
Angela Yanez-Blythe 
Luis A. Zamora 
• Departmental Honors 
• Phi Kappa Phi 
• SOE Recognition 
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CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, SAN BERNARDINO 
Bdg# Building NBrne/Bulidlng LotCer Cods Bdg# Building NBme/Bullding Letter Code 
ai Administration AD 09 John M. Pfau Library PL 
07 Bjologica! Sciences BS ID Physical Education PE 
24 Children's Center CO OS Physical Sciences PS 
19 Commons CO 11-18 Serrano Village SV 
04 Corporation Yard 02 Sierra Hall SH 
23 Coyote Bookstore OK 22 Student Union SU 
20 Creative Arts CA 201-15 Temp. Classrooms TC/Offices TO 
25 Faculty Office Building FO University Police 
38 Foundation Building FB 115 University Center for 
33 Health and PE Complex HP Developmental Disabilities 
James & Aerianthi Coussoulis Arena 26 University Hall UN 
21 Health Center HC 31 Visual Arts Center VA 
03 Humanities Classroom B3 Robert V, Fuiierton Art Museum 
05 HVAC Central Plant 06 Vivarium 
27 Jack H. Brown Hall JB 29 Yasuda Center for Ext. Educ. EE 
Northpark Blvd. 
CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY 
SAN BERNARDINO 
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